Revealed in Makkah

What has been mentioned about the Virtues of this Surah and
the first and last ten Ayat, which provide protection from the
Dajjal
Imam Ahmad recorded that Al-Bara' said:
"A man recited Al-Kahf and there was an animal in the
house which began acting in a nervous manner. He
looked, and saw a fog or cloud overhead. He mentioned
this to the Prophet, who said:

ن َأوْ َََ ْ ِْ ُْن
ِ ُْ ْ ْ َ ا
ِ ل
ُ ِ َْ ُ َ ِ  ََِ ا،ُا!ْ َأْ َُن
Keep on reciting so and so, for this is the tranquility
which descends when one reads Qur'an or because of
reading Qur'an;
This was also recorded in the Two Sahihs.
This man who recited it was Usayd bin Al-Hudayr, as we
have previously mentioned in our Tafsir of Surah AlBaqarah.
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Imam Ahmad recorded from Abu Ad-Darda' that the Prophet
said:

ل2 " ا
َ #ِ $َ %
ِ 
ُ &
ِ َْ ْ ل ﺱُ) َر ِة ا
ِ "ْ أَو#ِ ت
ٍ َْ َ ی.
َ /
َ 0ِ 1
َ ْ"#َ
Whoever memorizes ten Ayat from the beginning of
Surah Al-Kahf will be protected from the Dajjal.
This was also recorded by Muslim, Abu Dawud, An-Nasa'i
and At-Tirmidhi.
According to the version recorded by At-Tirmidhi,

&َْ ْ ل ا
ِ "ْ أَو#ِ ت
ٍ َث ی
َ َ4َ /
َ 0ِ 1
َ ْ"#َ
Whoever memorizes three Ayat from the beginning of
Al-Kahf.
He said, it is "Hasan Sahih.''
In his Mustadrak, Al-Hakim recorded from Abu Sa`id that the
Prophet said:

"
َ ْ<َ َ َ<ْ َ ُ= َو# " ا >) ِر
َ #ِ =ُ َ َ َء6 ِ َأ7َ 8ُ 9
ُ ْ & ِ; َی)ْ ِم ا
ِ َْ ْ "ْ َ! ََأ ﺱُ) َر َة ا#َ
"ْ?َ 7َ 8ُ 9
ُ ْا
Whoever recites Surah Al-Kahf on Friday, it will
illuminate him with light from one Friday to the next.
Then he said:
"This Hadith has a Sahih chain, but they (Al-Bukhari
and Muslim) did not record it.''
Al-Hafiz Abu Bakr Al-Bayhaqi also recorded it in his Sunan from
Al-Hakim, then he narrated with his own chain that the Prophet
said:

َ#َِ ْ  آَ َ ْ َ ُ= ُ)رًا َی)ْ َم ا،ْ ََ َ َ8& َآ
ِ َْ ْ "ْ َ! ََأ ﺱُ) َر َة ا#َ
Whoever recites Surah Al-Kahf as it was revealed, it will
be a light for him on the Day of Resurrection.
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$ِ1 " ا
ِ َـ8ْ1  ا ّ ِ= ا$ِ ْ<ِ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most
Merciful.

=ُ K7َ ْ9ْ َی$َ َوD
َ  ا ْ ِ?َـEِ ِ ْF
َ Gَ
َ ل
َ َ ِْى َأI ْ ُ ِ ِ= ا8J
َ ْا
َ2)َ 
ِ
18:1 All praise is due to Allah, Who has sent down
to His servant the Book, and has not placed therein
any crookedness.

"
َ ِیI " ا
َ ِ#ِ ْL8ُ ْ  َ ا.
M Fَ " ُْ ُ= َو ُیM# ﺵِیًا
َ ًْﺱO<َ  َرIِ ُْ M ً8M!َ
ً
َ1
َ ًْا2ْ َأ$ُ َ ت َأن
ِ َJِـ% ن ا
َ )ُ8َ ْ7َی
18:2 (He has made it) straight to give warning of a
severe punishment from Him, and to give good
news to the believers, who do righteous deeds, that
they shall have a fair reward.

" ِ ِ= َأ َ<ًا
َ ِP ِآ#
18:3 They shall abide therein forever.

 ا  ُ= َوًَاIَ Q
َ " !َُ)اْ ا
َ ِیI  َر اIِ َْو ُی
18:4 And to warn those who say, "Allah has
begotten a child.''

ْ"#ِ ج
ُ ُ ْQَ ً 8َ ِ َتْ َآFُ ْ َآ$ِ Sِ Tَ<U
َ U
َ ٍ َو$ْ
ِ ْ"#ِ =ِ <ِ ْ$ُ َ #
ً<Iِ  َآUِن إ
َ )ُ)ُْ إِن َی$ِ َأْ)َا ِه
18:5 No knowledge have they of such a thing, nor
had their fathers. Mighty is the word that comes out
of their mouths. They utter nothing but a lie.
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The Revelation of the Qur'an brings both Good News and a
Warning
Allah praises His Holy Self;

\١Z َ2)َ 
ِ =ُ Kَ7ْ9ْ َی$َب َو
َ َ?ِ ْ  اEِ ِ ْF
َ Gَ
َ ل
َ َ َِي أI ْ ُ ِ ِ= ا8J
َ ْا
All praise is due to Allah, Who has sent down to His
servant the Book, and has not placed therein any
crookedness.
In the beginning of this Tafsir, we mentioned that Allah,
praises His Holy Self at the beginning and end of
matters, for He is the One to be praised in all
circumstances, all praise and thanks be to Him, in the
beginning and in the end. He praises Himself for
revealing His Mighty Book to His Noble Messenger
Muhammad, which is the greatest blessing that Allah has
granted the people of this earth. Through the Qur'an, He
brings them out of the darkness into light. He has made
it a Book that is straight, neither distorted nor confusion
therein. It clearly guides to a straight path, plain and
manifest, giving a warning to the disbelievers and good
news to the believers. This is why Allah says:

َ2)َ 
ِ =ُ Kَ7ْ9ْ َی$َ َو...
and has not placed therein any crookedness.
meaning, there is nothing twisted or confusing
about it. But He has made it balanced and
straightforward as He said;

... ً8M !َ
(He has made it) straight,
meaning straightforward,

... =ُ ُْ "ِ# ﺵِیًا
َ ًْﺱO<َ  َرIِ ُM ...
to give warning of a severe punishment from Him,
meaning, to those who oppose His Prophet and
disbelieve in His Book, He issues a warning of
severe punishment hastened in this world and
postponed to the world Hereafter.
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ُ ُْ  ِ (from Him).
means, from Allah. For none can punish as
He punishes and none is stronger or more
reliable than Him.

... "
َ ِ#ِ ْL8ُ ْ  َ ا.
M Fَ  َو ُی...
and to give good news to the believers,
means, those who believe in this Qur'an and
confirm their faith by righteous actions.

... ت
ِ َJِ% ن ا
َ )ُ8َ ْ7" َی
َ ِیI  ا...
who do righteous deeds,

\٢Z ً
َ1
َ ًْا2ْ َأ$ُ َ  أَن...
that they shall have a fair reward.
means, a beautiful reward from Allah.

... =ِ ِ "
َ ِPَ ِآ#
They shall abide therein,
means, in what Allah rewards them with, and that
is Paradise, where they will live forever.

\٣Z  َأ َ<ًا...
forever.
means, for always, never ending or ceasing to be.

\٤Z  ا  ُ= َوًَاIَ Q
َ " !َُ)ا ا
َ ِیI  َر اIِ َُوی
And to warn those who say, "Allah has begotten a child.''
Ibn Ishaq said:
"These are the pagan Arabs, who said, `We
worship the angels who are the daughters of
Allah.'''

... $ٍ ْ
ِ ْ"#ِ =ِ <ِ $َُ #
No knowledge have they of such a thing,
meaning, this thing that they have fabricated and
made up.
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... ْ$ِ Sِ َ<Tِ َ َو...
nor had their fathers.
meaning, their predecessors.

... ً 8َ ِ َتْ َآFُ  َآ...
Mighty is the word,
This highlights the seriousness and enormity of
the lie they have made up.
Allah says:

... ْ$ِ "ْ َأْ)َا ِه#ِ ج
ُ ُ ْQَ ً 8َ ِ َتْ َآFُ  َآ...
Mighty is the word that comes out of their mouths.
meaning, it has no basis apart from what they
say, and they have no evidence for it apart from
their own lies and fabrications.
Hence Allah says:

\٥Z ً<Iِ ن ِإ  َآ
َ )ُ)ُ إِن َی...
They utter nothing but a lie.

Reason why this Surah was revealed
Muhammad bin Ishaq mentioned the reason why this Surah
was revealed. He said that an old man from among the people
of Egypt who came to them some forty-odd years ago told him,
from Ikrimah that Ibn Abbas said:
"The Quraysh sent An-Nadr bin Al-Harith and Uqbah bin
Abi Mu`it to the Jewish rabbis in Al-Madinah, and told
them: `Ask them (the rabbis) about Muhammad, and
describe him to them, and tell them what he is saying.
They are the people of the first Book, and they have
more knowledge of the Prophets than we do.'
So they set out and when they reached Al-Madinah, they
asked the Jewish rabbis about the Messenger of Allah.
They described him to them and told them some of what
he had said.
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They said, `You are the people of the Tawrah and we
have come to you so that you can tell us about this
companion of ours.'
They (the rabbis) said, `Ask him about three things
which we will tell you to ask, and if he answers them
then he is a Prophet who has been sent (by Allah); if he
does not, then he is saying things that are not true, in
which case how you will deal with him will be up to you.
- Ask him about some young men in ancient
times, what was their story For theirs is a strange
and wondrous tale.
- Ask him about a man who traveled a great deal
and reached the east and the west of the earth.
What was his story?
- And ask him about the Ruh (soul or spirit) -what is it?
If he tells you about these things, then he is a Prophet,
so follow him, but if he does not tell you, then he is a
man who is making things up, so deal with him as you
see fit.'
So An-Nadr and Uqbah left and came back to the
Quraysh, and said: `O people of Quraysh, we have come
to you with a decisive solution which will put an end to
the problem between you and Muhammad. The Jewish
rabbis told us to ask him about some matters,' and they
told the Quraysh what they were. Then they came to the
Messenger of Allah and said, `O Muhammad, tell us,'
and they asked him about the things they had been told
to ask.
The Messenger of Allah said, ْ 
َ ُْ َْ 
َ 
َ ًا
َ ْ( ُأْ ِ ُ ُآI will
tell you tomorrow about what you have asked me), but
he did not say `If Allah wills.' So they went away, and
the Messenger of Allah stayed for fifteen days without
any revelation from Allah concerning that, and Jibril,
peace be upon him, did not come to him either.
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The people of Makkah started to doubt him, and said,
`Muhammad promised to tell us the next day, and now
fifteen days have gone by and he has not told us
anything in response to the questions we asked.'
The Messenger of Allah felt sad because of the delay in
revelation, and was grieved by what the people of
Makkah were saying about him.
Then Jibril came to him from Allah with the Surah about
the companions of Al-Kahf, which also contained a
rebuke for feeling sad about the idolators. The Surah
also told him about the things they had asked him about,
the young men and the traveler.
The question about the Ruh was answered in the Ayah;
ح
ُ ح ُ! ِ او
ِ  ِ او
َ "
َ َ #َُْ$%َ ( َوAnd they ask you concerning
the Ruh (the spirit); say: "The Ruh...''). (17:85)

َاIُ)اْ ِ<َـ#ِ ْLْ ُی$ ْ إِن$َـ ِ ِه4 ءَاGَ
َ َb
َ ْ0 ٌdQ
ِ  <َـb
َ َ7ََ
ً0َ َأﺱe
ِ ِیJ
َ ْا
18:6 Perhaps, you would kill yourself in grief, over
their footsteps, because they believe not in this
narration.

"
ُ
َ ْ1 َأ$ُْ َأ >ی$ُْ َ) ُهFَ ِ َ ً َ ض زِی
ِ ْرU
h  اGَ
َ َ# َْ7َ 2
َ ِإ
i
ً 8َ 
َ
18:7 Verily, we have made that which is on earth an
adornment for it, in order that We may test which of
them are best in deeds.

ُزًا2
ُ ًِا7ﺹ
َ ََْ
َ َ# ن
َ )ُ
ِ َ9َ َِوإ
18:8 And verily, We shall make all that is on it bare,
dry soil.
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Do not feel sorry because the Idolators do not believe
Allah consoles His Messenger for his sorrow over the idolators
because they would not believe and keep away from him.
He also said:

ت
ٍ َ 
َ1
َ ْ$ِ َْ
َ b
َ 
ُ ْ0َ ْDْ َهIَ i
َ َ
So destroy not yourself in sorrow for them. (35:8)

ْ$ِ َْ
َ ْْ َنJَ U
َ َو
And grieve not over them. (16:127)

"
َ ِ#ِ ْL#ُ ْ َیُ)ُ)اUَ أb
َ 
َ ْ0 ٌdQ
ِ  <َـb
َ َ7َ
It may be that you are going to kill yourself with grief,
that they do not become believers. (26:3)
meaning, maybe you will destroy yourself with
your grief over them.
Allah says:

... e
ِ ِیJ
َ ْ َا اIَ <ِ ُ)ا#ِ ْLْ ُی$ ْ إِن$َ ِر ِه4 Gَ
َ b
َ 
َ ْ0 ٌdﺥ
ِ َ< َbَ7ََ
Perhaps, you would kill yourself in grief, over their
footsteps, because they believe not in this narration.
meaning the Qur'an.

\٦Z ً0ﺱ
َ  َأ...
in grief.
Allah is saying, `do not destroy yourself with
regret.'
Qatadah said:
"killing yourself with anger and grief over them.''
Mujahid said:
"with anxiety.''
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These are synonymous, so the meaning is:
`Do not feel sorry for them, just convey the
Message of Allah to them. Whoever goes the right
way, then he goes the right way only for the
benefit of himself. And whoever goes astray, then
he strays at his own loss, so do not destroy
yourself in sorrow for them.'

This World is the Place of Trial
Then Allah tells us that He has made this world a temporary
abode, adorned with transient beauty, and He made it a place
of trial, not a place of settlement. So He says:

\٧Z ً8َ 
َ "
ُ
َ ْ1ْ َأ$ُ ْ َأ >ی$ُْ َ) ُهFَ ِ َ ً َ ض زِی
ِ ْرOَْ  اGَ
َ َ# َْ7َ 2
َ ِإ
Verily, we have made that which is on earth an
adornment for it, in order that We may test which of
them are best in deeds.
Abu Maslamah narrated from Abu Nadrah from Abu
Sa`id that the Messenger of Allah said:

َذَا# ٌo
ِ ََ َِ ْ$ُ 0ُ ِْQ?َ ْ#ُ p
َ  وَإِن ا،ٌ َةq
ِ ﺥ
َ ٌْ َ)ة1
ُ َْ> إِن ا
;ِ<َ ِ َ ْ?ِ ل
َ  َِن أَو،ََءM  وَاُ)ا ا،َْ>  َُ)ا ا،َُ)ن8َ ْ7َ
َءM  آَ َ ْ ِ; اK
َ ِSِإﺱَْا
This world is sweet and green, and Allah makes
you generations succeeding one another, so He is
watching what you will do. Beware of (the
beguilements of) this world and beware of
women, for the first affliction that Children of
Israel suffered from was that of women.
Then Allah tells us that this world will pass away and come to
an end, as He says:

\٨Z زا
ً ُ 2
ُ ًِا7ﺹ
َ ََْ
َ َ# ن
َ )ُ
ِ َ9َ َِوإ
And verily, We shall make all that is on it bare, dry soil.
means, `after having adorned it, We will destroy
it and make everything on it bare and dry, with
no vegetation or any other benefit.'
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Al-Awfi reported from Ibn Abbas that;
this means everything on it would be wiped out
and destroyed.
Mujahid said:
"a dry and barren plain.''
Qatadah said,
"A plain on
vegetation.''

which

there

are

no

trees

or

َ?ِ "ْ ءَایَـ#ِ ْ آَُ)ا$ِ ِ! & وَا
ِ َْ ْ  اD
َ َـJْْ َ أَن َأﺹF
ِ1
َ َْأم
ًF9
َ
َ
18:9 Do you think that the people of Al-Kahf and ArRaqim were a wonder among Our signs!

ْ& ََُ)ا
ِ َْ ْ  اGَ?ْ َ ُ ِإ0ِ ْ ِإذْ َأوَى ا
18:10 When the young men fled for refuge to AlKahf. They said:

ﺵًا
َ ْ َِ َر#"ْ َأ#ِ َ َ ْءGM ً َو َه8َ ْ1 َرb
َ ُ "ِ# َِ  ءَاTَ<َر
"Our Lord! Bestow on us mercy from Yourself, and
facilitate for us our affair in the right way!''

 َدًا
َ "
َ ِﺱ
ِ &
ِ َْ ْ  اGِ ْ$ِ ِ  ءَاذَاGَ
َ َْ<َ q
َ َ
18:11 Therefore, We covered up their hearing in AlKahf for a number of years.

ًا#َ ُ)اْ َأPFِ َ َ8ِ Gَ%ْ1" َأ
ِ ْ<َ ْJ
ِ يا
> َ َأ$َْ7َ ِ ْ$ُ َْـP7َ <َ $ُ4
18:12 Then We raised them up, that We might test
which of the two parties was best at calculating the
time period they tarried.
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The Story of the People of Al-Kahf
Here Allah tells us about the story of the people of Al-Kahf in
brief and general terms, then He explains it in more detail.
He says:

... َ ْF
ِ1
َ َْأم
Do you think, -- O Muhammad --

\٩Z ًF9
َ
َ َ ِ َ"ْ ی#ِ  آَُ)ا$ِ ِ! & وَا
ِ َْ ْ ب ا
َ َJْ أَن َأﺹ...
that the people of Al-Kahf and Ar-Raqim were a
wonder among Our signs!
meaning, their case was not something amazing
compared to Our power and ability, for the
creation of the heavens and earth, the alternation
of night and day and the subjugation of the sun,
moon and heavenly bodies, and other mighty
signs indicate the great power of Allah and show
that He is able to do whatever He wills. He is not
incapable of doing more amazing things than the
story of the people of the Cave.
Similarly, Ibn Jurayj reported Mujahid saying about, َْأم
ً)
َ
َ َ َ ِﺕ%+ ْ ِ ا#َُ ِ آ,ِ!  وَاِ ْ./َ ْب ا
َ َ1ْ2ن َأ
 ' َأ
َ ْ$
ِ (
َ (Do you think
that the people of Al-Kahf and Ar-Raqim were a
wonder among Our signs),
"Among Our signs are things that are more
amazing than this.''
Al-Awfi reported that Ibn Abbas said: ب
َ َ1ْ2ن َأ
 ' َأ
َ ْ$
ِ (
َ َْأم
ً)
َ
َ َ َ ِﺕ%+ ْ ِ ا#َُ ِ آ,ِ!  وَاِ ْ./َ ْ( اDo you think that the people
of Al-Kahf and Ar-Raqim were a wonder among Our
signs),
"What I have given to you of knowledge, the
Sunnah and the Book is far better than the story
of the people of Al-Kahf and Ar-Raqim.''
Muhammad bin Ishaq said:
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"(It means) I have not shown My creatures a
proof more amazing than the story of the people
of the Al-Kahf and Ar-Raqim.''
Al-Kahf refers to a cave in a mountain, which is where
the young men sought refuge.
With regard to the word Ar-Raqim, Al-Awfi reported
from Ibn Abbas:
"it is a valley near Aylah."
This was also said (in another narration) by Atiyah
Al-`Awfi and Qatadah.
Ad-Dahhak said:
"As for Al-Kahf, it is a cave in the valley, and ArRaqim is the name of the valley.''
Mujahid said,
"Ar-Raqim refers to their buildings.''
Others said it refers to the valley in which their
cave was.
Abdur-Razzaq recorded that Ibn Abbas said about ArRaqim:
"Ka`b used to say that it was the town.''
Ibn Jurayj reported that Ibn Abbas said,
"Ar-Raqim is the mountain in which the cave
was.''
Sa`id bin Jubayr said,
"Ar-Raqim is a tablet of stone on which they
wrote the story of the people of the Cave, then
they placed it at the entrance to the Cave.''

ْ"#ِ ََ ْuM ً َو َه8َ ْ1 َرb
َ ُ "ِ# َِ  َ<َ& ََُ)ا ر
ِ َْ ْ  اGَ?ْ َ ُ ِإ0ِ ْ ِإذْ َأوَى ا
\١٠Z ﺵًا
َ ْ َِ َر#َأ
(Remember) when the young men fled for refuge to AlKahf. They said:
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"Our Lord! Bestow on us mercy from Yourself, and
facilitate for us our affair in the right way!''
Here Allah tells us about those young men who
fled from their people for the sake of their
religion, fearing persecution. So they fled taking
refuge in the cave of a mountain, where they hid
from their people. When they entered the cave,
they asked Allah to show mercy and kindness
towards them,

ْuM  ً َو َه8َ ْ1 َرb
َ ُ "ِ# َِ  َ<َر
ﺵًا
َ ْ َِ َر#"ْ َأ#ِ ََ
Our Lord!
Bestow on us mercy from Yourself, and
facilitate for us our affair in the right way.
... ً 8َ ْ1 َرb
َ ُ "ِ# َِ  َ<َ ر...
Our Lord! Bestow on us mercy from Yourself,
meaning, `give us Your mercy and conceal us
from our people.'

ﺵًا
َ ْ َِ َر#"ْ َأ#ِ ََ ْuM  َو َه...
and facilitate for us our affair in the right way.
means, direct our matter well, i.e., grant us a
good end.
As was reported in the Hadith:

ﺵًا
َ  َ? ُ= َرFَ !ِ َ ْK7َ ْ2َ َ ٍءq!َ ْ"#ِ ََ َ ْq
َ !َ َ#َو
Whatever You have decreed for us, make its
consequences good.
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\١١Z  َدًا
َ "
َ ِﺱ
ِ &
ِ َْ ْ ْ ِ; ا$ِ ِ  ذَاGَ
َ َْ<َ q
َ َ
Therefore, We covered up their hearing in the cave for a
number of years.
meaning, `We caused them to sleep when they
entered the cave, and they slept for many years.'

... ْ$َْ ُهP7َ <َ $ُ4
Then We raised them up,
from that slumber,
and one of them went out with his Dirhams (silver
coins) to buy them some food, as it will be
discussed in more detail below.
Allah says:

... "
ِ ْ<َ ْJ
ِ ْي ا
>  َأ$َ َْ7َ ِ ْ$َْ ُهP7َ <َ $ُ4
Then We raised them up, that We might test which of
the two parties,
meaning, the two parties who disputed about
them,

\١٢Z ًا#َ ُ)ا َأPFِ َ َ8ِ Gَ%ْ1 َأ...
was best at calculating the time period that they tarried.
It was said that this refers to how long they
stayed in the cave.

w
MJ
َ ْ ِ< $ُهOَFَ  b
َ َْ
َ x
> ُ َ "
ُ ْJَ
18:13 We narrate unto you their story with truth:

ْ ُهًى$ُ ْ َو ِزدَْـ$ِ <M َ <ِ ُْ)ا#َ ْ ِ?ْ ٌَ ءَا$ُ ِإ
Truly, they were young men who believed in their
Lord (Allah), and We increased them in guidance.
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ُْ)اْ ََُ)ا#َ! ْْ ِإذ$ِ <ِ )ُ!ُ Gَ
َ َْy<َ َو َر
18:14 And We made their hearts firm and strong
when they stood up and said:

ًِ" دُو ِ ِ= ِإ ـ# ْ َ)ا
ُ ْ "َ ض
ِ ْرU
h ت وَا
ِ )َ َـ8 ب ا
> َر ><َ َر
ًyy
َﺵ
َ َْ ُ!َْ ِإذًا
"Our Lord is the Lord of the heavens and the earth,
never shall we call upon any god other than Him; if
we did, we should indeed have uttered an enormity
in disbelief.

$َِْ
َ ن
َ )ُْO َیU
َ ْ) ً َ ِِ" دُو ِ ِ= ءَا# ْْواIQ
َ َ ا#ُ ْ)!َ  ِءUُLهَـ
"
ٍ M <َ "
ٍ َـyْ
ُ <ِ
18:15 These our people have taken for worship
gods other than Him. Why do they not bring for
them a clear authority!

ً<Iِ  ا  ِ= َآGَ
َ " اْ َ?َى
ِ 8ِ# $ُ َْo"ْ َأ8َ َ
And who does more wrong than he who invents a
lie against Allah.

&
ِ َْ ْ  اGَْوُواْ ِإOَ =َ   اUَن إ
َ ُوFُ ْ7َ َی#ْ َو$ُ) ُه8?ُ ْ َ ?َ َْوِإ ِذ ا
18:16 (The young men said to one another:) "And
when you withdraw from them, and that which they
worship, except Allah, then seek refuge in the cave;

ْ$ْ ِ ُآ#"ْ َأ#M ْ$ُ َ ْءGMَ  ِ? ِ= َو ُی8َ ْ1" رM# $ُ<> ْ َر$ُ َ ْ.
ُ َْی
ًَ ْ#M
your Lord will open a way for you from His mercy
and will make easy for you your affair.''
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Their Belief in Allah and their Retreat from their People
Allah

... ْ$ِ <Mَ <ِ ُ)ا#َ  ٌَ ْ?ِ ْ$ُ ِ إw
MJ
َ ْ ِ< $ُهOَFَ َ b
َ َْ
َ x
> ُ َ "
ُ ْJَ
We narrate unto you their story with truth: Truly, they
were young men who believed in their Lord (Allah),
From here Allah begins to explain the story in detail.
He states that they were boys or young men, and
that they were more accepting of the truth and
more guided than the elders who had become
stubbornly set in their ways and clung to the
religion of falsehood.
For the same reason, most of those who responded to
Allah and His Messenger were young people. As for the
elders of Quraysh, most of them kept to their religion
and only a few of them became Muslims.
So Allah tells us that the people of the cave were young
men.
Mujahid said,
"I was informed that some of them wore some
kind of earrings, then Allah guided them and
inspired them to fear Him, so they recognized His
Oneness, and bore witness that there is no god
besides Him.''

\١٣Z هًى
ُ ْ$ َو ِزدَْ ُه...
and We increased them in guidance.
From this and other similar Ayat, several scholars, such
as Al-Bukhari and others, understood that faith may
increase, that it may vary in degrees, and that it may
fluctuate.
Allah says: هًى
ُ ْ( َو ِزدْ َ ُهand We increased them in
guidance), as He said elsewhere:
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ْ$ْ َ ُ)َا ُه$ُ ْ ُهًى َوءَاَـ$" اهْ َ? َوْاْ زَا َد ُه
َ ِیI وَا
While as for those who accept guidance, He
increases their guidance and bestows on them
their Taqwa. (47:17)

ن
َ ُو.
ِ ْF?َ ْْ َی$َـً َو ُه8ْ إِی$ُ ُْ)اْ ََا َد#َ " ءا
َ ِیI  ا#َOَ
As for those who believe, it has increased their
faith, and they rejoice. (9:124)

ْ$ِ ِ َـ8 إِیdَ # ًَـ8ِ َْدَادُواْ إِی
...that they may grow more in faith along with
their (present) faith. (48:4)
There are other Ayat indicating the same thing.
It has been mentioned that they were followers of the
religion of Al-Masih `Isa, `Isa bin Maryam, but Allah
knows best.
It seems that they lived before the time of Christianity
altogether, because if they had been Christians, the
Jewish rabbis would not have cared about preserving
because of their differences. We have mentioned above
the report from Ibn Abbas that the Quraysh sent a
message to the Jewish rabbis in Al-Madinah to ask them
for things with which they could test the Messenger of
Allah, and they told them to ask him about these young
men, and about Dhul-Qarnayn (the man who traveled
much) and about the Ruh.
This indicates that this story was something recorded in
the books of the People of the Book, and that it came
before Christianity. And Allah knows best.

... ض
ِ ْرOَْ ت وَا
ِ َوَا8 ب ا
> ُ)ا ََُ)ا َر ><َ َر#َ! ْْ ِإذ$ِ <ِ )ُ!ُ Gَ
َ َْy<َ َو َر
And We made their hearts firm and strong when they
stood up and said: "Our Lord is the Lord of the heavens
and the earth,
Here Allah is saying: `We gave them the patience
to go against their people and their city, and to
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leave behind the life of luxury and ease that they
had been living.'
Several of the earlier and later Tafsir scholars have
mentioned that;
they were sons of the kings and leaders of
Byzantium, and that they went out one day to
one of the festivals of their people. They used to
gather once a year outside the city, and they
would worship idols and offer sacrifices to them.
They had an arrogant, tyrannical king who was
called
Decianus,
who
commanded
and
encouraged the people to do that. When the
people went out to attend this gathering, these
young men went out with their fathers and their
people, and when they saw their people's actions
with clear insight, they realized that the
prostrations and sacrifices the people were
offering to their idols should only be dedicated to
Allah, Who created the heavens and the earth.
Each of them started to withdraw from his people
and keep aloof from them. The first one of them
to move away on his own went and sat in the
shade of a tree, then another came and sat with
him, then another came and sat with them, then
four more followed suit one by one. None of them
knew the others, but they were brought together
by the One Who instilled faith in their hearts.
As it says in the Hadith recorded by Al-Bukhari
with an incomplete chain of narrators from
A'ishah (may Allah be pleased with her), the
Messenger of Allah said:

َ#& َو
َ َ?َ ْSَْ ا#ِ ف
َ َ َر7َ َ8َ ،ٌَ َة9ُ# ٌُ)د2
ُ ح
ُ رْوَاOَْ ا
&َ?َ َْْ اﺥ#ِ َ ََ َآ
Souls are like recruited soldiers. Those
that recognize one another will come
together, and those that do not recognize
one another will turn away from each
another.
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Muslim also recorded this in his Sahih
from the Hadith of Suhayl from his father
from Abu Hurayrah from the Messenger of
Allah.
People say that similar qualities or characteristics
are what bring people together. So each of the
young men was trying to conceal what he really
believed from the others, out of fear of them, not
knowing that they were like him.
Then one of them said, "O people, you know by
Allah that only one thing is making you leave your
people and isolate yourselves from them, so let
each one of you say what it is in his case.''
Another said, "As for me, by Allah I saw what my
people are doing and I realized that it was false,
and that the only One Who deserves to be
worshipped Alone with out partner or associate is
Allah Who created everything, the heavens, the
earth and everything in between.''
Another said, "By Allah, the same thing happened
to me.''
The others said the same, and they all agreed
and became brothers in faith. They adopted a
particular location as a place of worship and
began worshipping Allah there, but their people
found out about them and told their king about
them. The king ordered them to appear before
him, and asked them about their beliefs. They
told him the truth and called him to Allah, as
Allah says about them:

ت
ِ َوَا8 ب ا
> ُ)ا ََُ)ا َر ><َ َر#َ! ْْ ِإذ$ِ <ِ )ُ!ُ Gَ
َ َْy<َ َو َر
...ًَِ" دُو ِ ِ= ِإ# )َ 
ُ ْ "َ ض
ِ ْرOَْ وَا
And We made their hearts firm and strong when
they stood up and said: "Our Lord is the Lord of
the heavens and the earth, never shall we call
upon any god other than Him...''
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"Never" (Lan) implies an absolute and
eternal negation, meaning, `this will never
happen, and if we were to do that it would
be false.'
So Allah says about them:

\١٤Z ًyy
َﺵ
َ  َ َْ ُ!َْ ِإذًا...
...if we did, we should indeed have uttered an enormity
in disbelief.
meaning, untruth and utter falsehood.

... "
ٍ M <َ ن
ٍ َyْ
ُ <ِ $َِْ
َ ن
َ )ُْOِ" دُو ِ ِ= َِ ً )َْ َی# ُواIQ
َ َ ا#ُ ْ)!َ َءLُ َه
These, our people, have taken for worship gods other
than Him (Allah). Why do they not bring for them a clear
authority!
meaning, why do they not produce some clear
evidence and genuine proof for their behavior!

\١٥Z ً<Iِ  ا  ِ= َآGَ
َ " اْ َ?َى
ِ 8ِ# $ُ َْo"ْ َأ8َ َ ...
And who does more wrong than he who invents a lie
against Allah.
They said: `but by saying that they are lying
transgressors.'
It was said that when they called their king to
believe in Allah, he refused, and warned and
threatened them. He commanded them to be
stripped of their clothing bearing the adornments
of their people, then he gave them some time to
think about the situation, hoping that they would
return to their former religion.
This was a way that Allah showed kindness for
them, because during that time they managed to
escape from him and flee from persecution for the
sake of their religion.
This is what is prescribed in the Shariah during
times of trial and persecution -- a person who
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fears for his religion should flee from
persecutors, as was reported in the Hadith:

his

&
َ 7َ ﺵ
َ َ<ِ dُ Fَ ْ?ً َی8َ |
َ ْ$ ِ ُآ1
َ ل َأ
ِ َ# ُ ْﺥ
َ ن
َ )ُ َأنْ َیb
ُﺵ
ِ )ُی
"َ?0ِ ْ " ا
َ #ِ =ِ ِ  > ِ<ِی0ِ ْ ِ َیyَ  اdَ !ِ )َا#َ ل َو
ِ َF9
ِ ْا
Soon there will come a time when the best
wealth any of you can have will be sheep,
which he can follow to the tops of the
mountains and places where rain falls,
(fleeing) for the sake of his religion from
persecution.
In such cases, it is allowed to seclude oneself
from people, but this is not prescribed in any
other case, because by such seclusion one loses
the benefits of congregational and Friday prayers.
These young men were determined to flee from
their people, and Allah decreed that for them, as
He says about them,

... =َ  ن ِإ  ا
َ ُوFُ ْ7َ َی#ْ َو$ُ) ُه8?ُ ْ َ ?َ َْوِإ ِذ ا
And when you withdraw from them, and that which they
worship, except Allah,
meaning, when you depart from them and follow
a different religion, opposing their worship of
others besides Allah, then separate from them in
a physical sense too,

... =?81" رM# $ُ<> ْ َر$ُ َ ْ.
ُ َ& ی
ِ َْ ْ  اGَْوُوا ِإOَ ...
then seek refuge in the cave; your Lord will open a way
for you from His mercy,
meaning, He will bestow His mercy upon you, by
which He will conceal you from your people.

\١٦Z ًَ ْ#M $ُآ
ِ ْ#"ْ َأ#M $َُ ْuM َ  و ُی...
and will make easy for you your affair.
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means, He will give you what you need. So they
left and fled to the cave where they sought
refuge.
Then their people noticed they were missing, and the
king looked for them, and it was said when he could not
find them that Allah concealed them from him so that he
could not find any trace of them or any information
about them.
As Allah concealed His Prophet Muhammad and his
Companion (Abu Bakr) As-Siddiq, when they sought
refuge in the cave of Thawr. The Quraysh idolators
came in pursuit, but they did not find him even though
they passed right by him. When the Messenger of Allah
noticed that As-Siddiq was anxious and said, "O
Messenger of Allah, if one of them looks down at the
place of his feet, he will see us,''
he told him:

َ ؟8ُ Pُ َِ4 p
ُ "ا
ِ َْ ْ4ِ< b
َ > o
َ َ# ٍ ْ<َ َ<َیَ أ
O Abu Bakr, what do you think of two who have
Allah as their third?
And Allah said:

"
ِ َْ ْ4; ا
َ ِ َ4 ُْوا0َ " َآ
َ ِیI  ُ= ا2
َ َ ْ ا  ُ= ِإذْ َأﺥEُ َ %
َ َ َْ َ Eُ ُو%
ُ َ Uِإ
َ7َ #َ =َ  ْ َنْ إِن اJَ U
َ =ِ Fِ 1
ِ َ%ِ ل
ُ )َُ ا ْ~َ ِر ِإذْ یGِ َ8ِإذْ ُه
َ 8َ ِ َآK
َ 7َ 2
َ ْ َ َوْهَ َو$ ُ) ٍد9
ُ <ِ Eُ َ َْ ِ= َوأَی
َ =ُ َ?َ ِﺱ
َ =ُ  ل ا
َ َ َOَ
ٌ$ِ1
َ ٌِی
َ =ُ  َْ وَا7ُ ْ  اG
َ َ ُ ا  ِ= ِه8ِ َو َآGَْ0
> ُواْ ا0َ " َآ
َ ِیI ا
If you help him not, for Allah did indeed help him
when the disbelievers drove him out, the second
of the two; when they were in the cave, he said
to his companion: "Do not grieve, surely, Allah is
with us.''
Then Allah sent down His tranquility upon him,
and strengthened him with forces which you saw
not, and made the word of those who disbelieved
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the lower, while the Word of Allah became the
higher; and Allah is All-Mighty, All-Wise. (9:40)
The story of this cave (Thawr) is far greater and more
wondrous than that of the people of the Cave.

"
ِ ِ8َ ْ ت ا
َ ْ ذَا$ِ 0ِ ْ َا َو ُر َ" َآ7َ َ
َ  ِإذَا
َ ْ8. َو ََى ا
=ُ ْ#M ْ َ) ٍة9َ Gِ ْ$ل َو ُه
ِ َ8.
M تا
َ ْ ذَا$ُ 6
ُ ِْ <َ َ |
َ َوِإذَا
18:17 And you might have seen the sun, when it
rose, declining to the right from their cave, and
when it set, turning away from them to the left,
while they lay in the midst of the cave.

=ِ  ت ا
ِ َ"ْ ءَای#ِ b
َ ِذ
That is from the Ayat of Allah.

ِ َ َ ُ= َو9
ِ َ "ََ ْKِْqَ" ُی#ْ َ? ِ َو8ُ ْ َ" َیْ ِ ا  ُ= َ ُ َ) ا#
ﺵًا
ِ ْ#>
He whom Allah guides, he is the rightly-guided; but
he whom He sends astray, for him you will find no
guardian to lead him.

The Location of the Cave
Allah tells;

... "
ِ ِ8َ ْ ت ا
َ ْ ذَا$ِ 0ِ ْ َا َو ُر َ" َآ7َ َ
َ  ِإذَا
َ ْ8. َو ََى ا
And you might have seen the sun, when it rose,
declining to the right from their cave, and when it set,
turning away from them to the left, while they lay in the
midst of the cave.
This indicates that the entrance to the cave faced
north, because Allah tells us that when the sun
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was rising, sunlight entered the cave
(the right),

ِ ,ِ,َ ْت ا
َ ذَا

meaning that the shade decreased towards the
right, as Ibn Abbas, Sa`id bin Jubayr and
Qatadah said:

( ﺕ;َا َو ُرdeclining) means leaning.
Every time the sun rises on the horizon, its rays
decline until there is nothing left in such a place
when it reaches its zenith.
So Allah said,

... ل
ِ َ8.
M تا
َ ْ ذَا$ُ 6
ُ ِ ْ <َ َ |
َ  َوِإذَا...
"َ#ْ َ?ِي َو8ُ ْ َ" َیْ ِ ا  ُ= َ ُ َ) ا# =ِ  ت ا
ِ َ"ْ ی#ِ b
َ ِْ ُ= َذ#M ْ َ) ٍة9َ ;ِ ْ$ َو ُه...
\١٧Z ﺵًا
ِ ْ#>  ِ َ َ ُ= َو9
ِ َ "ََ ْKِْqُی
and when it set, turning away from them to the left,
meaning, it entered their cave from the left of its
entrance, which means from the west.
This proves what we say, and it is clear to anyone who
thinks about the matter and has some knowledge of
astronomy and the paths of the sun, moon and stars. If
the entrance of the cave faced east, nothing would have
entered it when the sun set, and if it faced the direction
of the Qiblah (in this case, south), nothing would have
entered it at the time of sunrise or sunset, and the
shadows would have leaned neither to the right nor the
left. If it had faced west, nothing would have entered it
at the time of sunrise, until after the sun had passed its
zenith, and would have stayed until sunset. This
supports what we have said, and to Allah is the praise.
Ibn Abbas, Mujahid and Qatadah said that "turning away
from them'' means,
that it would shine on them and then leave them.
Allah has told us this, and He wants us to understand it
and ponder its meaning, but He did not tell us the
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location of this cave, i.e., in which country on earth it is,
because there is no benefit for us in knowing that, and
no legislative objective behind it. If there was any
spiritual or religious interest that could be served by our
knowing that, Allah and His Messenger would have
taught us about it, as the Prophet said:

ْ!َ " ا  ِر ِإ  َو
َ #ِ ْ$ ُ ُآ
ِ َFَ ِ َوُی9ْ  اGَْ ِإ$ُ <ُ M َ ﺵًْ ُی
َ ُ َْ َ َآ#
=ِ< ْ$ُ ?ُ ْ8ََْأ
I have not left anything that will bring you closer
to Paradise and keep you further away from Hell
but I have certainly taught you about it.
So Allah has told us about the features of the cave, but
He did not tell us where it is, and He said,

... ْ$ِ 0ِ ْ َا َو ُر َ" َآ7َ َ
َ  ِإذَا
َ ْ8. َو ََى ا
And you might have seen the sun, when it rose,
declining from their cave.
Malik narrated from Zayd bin Aslam, "Leaning.''

... =ُ ْ#M ْ َ) ٍة9َ ;ِ ْ$ل َو ُه
ِ َ8.
M تا
َ ْ ذَا$ُ 6
ُ ِ ْ <َ َ |
َ " َوِإذَا
ِ ِ8َْ ت ا
َ  ذَا...
the right, and when it set, turning away from them to
the left, while they lay in the midst of the cave.
meaning, the sun entered the cave without
touching them, because if it had touched them, it
would have burnt their bodies and clothes.
This was the view of Ibn `Abbas.

... =ِ  ت ا
ِ َ"ْ ی#ِ b
َ ِ َذ...
That is from the Ayat of Allah,
how He guided them to this cave where He kept
them alive, and the sun and wind entered the
cave preserving their bodies. Allah says, ْ ِ "
َ َِذ
ِ <ت ا
ِ َ%+ (That is from the Ayat of Allah).
Then He says:
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... ْ َ?ِي8ُ ْ َ" َیْ ِ ا  ُ= َ ُ َ) ا# ...
He whom Allah guides, he is the rightly-guided;
meaning that He is the One Who guided these
young men to true guidance among their people,
for the one whom Allah guides is truly guided,

\١٧Z ﺵًا
ِ ْ#> ِ َ َ ُ= َو9
ِ َ "ََ ْKِْqَ" ُی# َو...
but he whom He sends astray, for him you will
find no guardian to lead him.
and the one whom Allah leaves astray will
find no one to guide him.

ت
َ " َوذَا
ِ ِ8َ ت ا
َ ْ ذَا$ُ Fُ Mَ ُ ْ ُر!ُ)دٌ َو$ً َو ُهoَْْ َأی$ُ Fُ 
َ ْJَ َو
ِ ِْ ِ= <ِ َ)ﺹ
َ ٌ ِذرَا
ِ ْ <َـ$ُ Fُ ْل َو َآ
ِ َ8.
M ا
18:18 And you would have thought them awake,
whereas they were asleep. And We turned them on
their right and on their left sides, and their dog
stretching forth his two forelegs at the Wasid.

ْ$ُ ْ#ِ َ ِْ8ُ َْ َِارًا َو$ُ ْ#ِ َ ْ ْ)َ ْ$ِ َْ
َ َ ْ7ََ ِ) ا
ًFُْر
Had you happened upon them, you would certainly
have turned back from them in flight, and would
certainly have been filled with awe of them.

Their Sleep in the Cave
Some of the scholars mentioned that when Allah caused them
to sleep, their eyelids did not close, lest disintegration took hold
of them. If their eyes remained open to the air, this would be
better for the sake of preservation.
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Allah says:

... ٌْ ُر!ُ)د$ً َو ُهoَْْ َأی$ُ Fُ
َ ْJَ َو
And you would have thought them awake, whereas they
were asleep.
It was mentioned that when the wolf sleeps, it closes one
eye and keeps one eye open, then it switches eyes while
asleep.

... ل
ِ َ8.
M تا
َ " َوذَا
ِ ِ8َ ْ ت ا
َ ْ َذا$ُ FُMَ ُ  َو...
And We turned them on their right and on their left
sides,
Ibn Abbas said:
"If they did not turn over, the earth would have
consumed them.''

... ِ ِْ ِ= <ِ ْ َ)ﺹ
َ ﺱٌ ِذرَا
ِ َ< $ُFُ ْ َو َآ...
and their dog stretching forth his two forelegs at the
Wasid,
Ibn Abbas, Mujahid, Sa`id bin Jubayr and Qatadah said:
"The Wasid means the threshold.''
Ibn Abbas said:
"By the door.''
It was said:
"On the ground.''
The correct view is that it means on the threshold, i.e.,
at the door.

ٌﺹ َة
َ ْL#> $َِْ
َ َِإ
Verily, it shall be closed upon them. (104:8)
Their dog lay down at the door, as is the habit of dogs.
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Ibn Jurayj said,
"He was guarding the door for them.''
It was his nature and habit to lie down at their door as if
guarding them. He was sitting outside the door, because
the angels do not enter a house in which there is a dog,
as was reported in As-Sahih, nor do they enter a house
in which there is an image, a person in a state of ritual
impurity or a disbeliever, as was narrated in the Hasan
Hadith.
The blessing they enjoyed extended to their dog, so the
sleep that overtook them overtook him too. This is the
benefit of accompanying good people, and so this dog
attained fame and stature.
It was said that he was the hunting dog of one of the
people which is the more appropriate view, or that he
was the dog of the king's cook, who shared their
religious views, and brought his dog with him.
And Allah knows best.
Allah says:

\١٨Z ًFْر
ُ ْ$ُ ْ#ِ َ ِْ8ُ َْ َِارًا َو$ُ ْ#ِ َ ْ )َ َ ْ$ِ َْ
َ َ ْ7َ َ ِ) ا...
Had you happened upon them, you would certainly have
turned back from them in flight, and would certainly
have been filled with awe of them.
meaning that Allah made them appear dreadful,
so that no one could look at them without being
filled with terror, because of the frightening
appearance they had been given. This was so that
no one would come near them or touch them until
the appointed time when their sleep would come
to an end as Allah willed, because of the wisdom,
clear proof and great mercy involved in that.
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ْ$ُ َ ْ<َ  َءُ)اTَ?َ َ ِ ْ$ُ َْـP7َ <َ b
َ ِIََوآ
18:19 Likewise, We woke them that they might
question one another.

ْ$?ُ ْPFِ َ $َْ آ$ُ ْ#M ٌKSِ َ! ل
َ َ!
A speaker among them said: "How long have you
stayed (here)!''

 َی)ْ ٍم
َ ْ7<َ ًْ َأو#ْ)َْ َیPFِ َ ْ!َُ)ا
They said: "We have stayed a day or part of a day.''

ْ$?ُ ْPFِ َ َ8<ِ $ُ َْْ َأ$ُ <> !َُ)اْ َر
They said: "Your Lord knows best how long you
have stayed (here).

Tَِی َ ِ َْ َْ ُْ َأ >ی8َ ْ  اGَ ِإEِ Iِ ْ هَـ$ُ !ِ ْ ِ< َ) ِر$ َ ُآ1
َ ُ)اْ َأP7َ ْ<َ
َن7ِ ْ. ُیU
َ &ْ َوyَ?َ َ ْ ْ ُ= َو#M ق
ٍ ْْ ِ< ِز$ُ ِ ْOَ َْ ً#َ7
َ Gََأزْآ
ًا1
َ ْ َأ$ُ <ِ
So send one of you with this silver coin of yours to
the town, and let him find out which is the Azka
food, and bring some of that to you. And let him be
careful and let no man know of you.''

ْ$ِ ?ِ ِ# Gِ ْ$ُِو ُآ7ْ َأوْ ُی$ُ) ُآ82
ُ ْْ َی$َُْ
َ ْْ إِن َی ْ َُوا$ُ ِإ
ُ)اْ ِإذًا َأ َ<ًاJِْ0ُ "ََو
18:20 "For, if they come to know of you, they will
stone you or turn you back to their religion; and in
that case you will never be successful.''

Their awakening and sending One of Themselves to buy Food
Allah says:

... ْ$ُ ْ#M ٌKSِ َ! ل
َ َ! ْ$ُ َ ْ<َ ْ ِ َ َ?َءُ)ا$َْ ُهP7َ <َ b
َ ِIَ َو َآ
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Likewise, We woke them that they might question one
another. A speaker among them said:
Allah says: `just as We caused them to sleep, We
resurrected them with their bodies, hair and skin
intact, and nothing lacking in their form and
appearance.' This was after three hundred and
nine years. This is why they asked each other,

... ْ$?ُ ْPFِ َ ْ$ َآ...
How long have you stayed (here),
meaning, `how long have you slept!'

...  َی)ْ ٍم
َ ْ7<َ ًْ َأو#ْ)َْ َیPFِ َ  !َُ)ا...
They said: "We have stayed a day or part of a day.''
because they entered the cave at the beginning of the
day, and they woke up at the end of the day, which is
why they then said,

... ْ$?ُ ْPFِ َ َ8<ِ $ُ َْْ َأ$ُ <> َی)ْ ٍم !َُ)ا َر
َ ْ7<َ َْأو...
"...or a part of a day.'' They said: "Your Lord knows best
how long you have stayed...''
meaning, `Allah knows best about your situation.'
It seems that they were not sure about how long they
had slept, and Allah knows best.
Then they turned their attention to more pressing
matters, like their need for food and drink, so they said:

... ْ$ُ !ِ  ِ< َ) ِر$ُ َآ1
َ ُ)ا َأP7َ ْ<َ ...
So send one of you with this silver coin of yours,
They had brought with them some Dirhams
(silver coins) from their homes, to buy whatever
they might need, and they had given some in
charity and kept some, so they said:

... ِ َ ِی8َ ْ  اGَ ِإEِ Iِ ْ َه$ُ !ِ  ِ< َ) ِر$ َ ُآ1
َ ُ)ا َأP7َ ْ<َ ...
So send one of you with this silver coin of yours to the
town,
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meaning to their city, which they had left. The
definite article indicates that they were referring
to a known city.

... ً#َ7
َ Gَ ََْ ُْ َأ>یَ َأزْآ...
and let him find out which is the Azka food.
Azka means "purest'', as Allah says elsewhere,

 ٍ َأ<ًَا1
َ "ْ َأ#M $ُِ# Gََ َزآ# =ُ ?ُ8َ ْ1ْ َو َر$ُ َْ
َ =ِ   اK
ُ ْqَ U
َ ْ)ََو
And had it not been for the grace of Allah and His
mercy on you, not one of you would ever have
been pure (Zaka) from sins. (24:21)
and

Gَ" ََآ# 
َ ََْ!ْ َأ
Indeed whosoever purifies himself (Tazakka)
shall achieve success. (87:14)
From the same root also comes the word Zakah,
which makes one's wealth good and purifies it.

... =ُ ْ#M ق
ٍ ْ ِ< ِز$ُِ ْOَ َْ ...
and bring some of that to you.

... ْ&yَ?َ َ ْ  َو...
And let him be careful,
meaning when he goes out buying food and
coming back.
They were telling him to conceal himself as much as he
could,

\١٩Z ًا1
َ ْ َأ$ُ <ِ َن7ِ ْ. َوَ ُی...

... ْ$ُ) ُآ82
ُ ْْ َی$ُ َْ
َ ْ إِن َی ْ َُوا$ُ ِإ
and let no man know of you. For, if they come to know
of you, they will stone you,
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means, `if they find out where you are,'

... ْ$ِ ?ِ ِ# ;ِ ْ$ُو ُآ7ِ ْ َأوْ ُی$ُ) ُآ82
ُ ْ َی....
they will stone you or turn you back to their religion;
They were referring to the followers of Decianus, who
they were afraid might find out where they were, and
punish them with all kinds of torture until they made
them go back to their former religion, or until they died,
for if they agreed to go back to their (old) religion, they
would never attain success in this world or the Hereafter.
So they said:

\٢٠Z ُ)ا ِإذًا َأ َ<ًاJِْ0ُ "َ َو...
and in that case you will never be successful.

 َوأَنw
h1
َ =ِ  ُ)اْ أَن َوْ َ ا8َْ7َ ِ ْ$ِ َْ
َ َْPَ ْ َأb
َ ِIََوآ
َِ D
َ ْ َریU
َ َ 
َ  ا
18:21 And thus We made their case known, that
they might know that the promise of Allah is true,
and that there can be no doubt about the Hour.

ْ$ُ <> ْ ُ<َْـً ر$ِ َْ
َ ْْ ََُ)اْ ا<ُْ)ا$ْ َ ُه#ْ َأ$ُ َ ْ<َ ن
َ )َُ ِإذْ َی َ?َـ
ْ$ِ َْ
َ َنIQ
ِ ?ََ ْ$ْ ِ ِه# َأGَ
َ ُْ)اFَ|
َ "
َ ِیI ل ا
َ َ! ْ$ِ <ِ $ُ ََْأ
ًا9
ِ ْ#
(Remember) when they (the people) disputed
among themselves about their case, they said:
"Construct a building over them; their Lord knows
best about them,'' (then) those who won their point
said: "We verily, shall build a place of worship over
them.''
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How the People of the City came to know about Them;
building a Memorial over the Cave
Allah tells:

... ْ$ِ َْ
َ َْPَ ْ َأb
َ ِIَ َو َآ
And thus We made their case known,
means, `We caused the people to find them.'

... َِ D
َ ْ َ َ َری
َ   َوأَن اw
h1
َ =ِ  ُ)ا أَن َوْ َ ا8َْ7َ ِ ...
that they might know that the promise of Allah is true,
and that there can be no doubt about the Hour.
Several scholars of the Salaf mentioned that the people
of that time were skeptical about the Resurrection.
Ikrimah said:
"There was a group of them who said that the
souls would be resurrected but not the bodies, so
Allah resurrected the people of the Cave as a sign
and proof of resurrection.''
They mentioned that when they wanted to send one of
their members out to the city to buy them something to
eat, he disguised himself and set out walking by a
different route, until he reached the city, which they said
was called Daqsus.
He thought that it was not long since he left it, but in
fact century after century, generation after generation,
nation after nation had passed, and the country and its
people had changed. He saw no local landmarks that he
recognized, and he did not recognize any of the people,
elite or commoners. He began to feel confused and said
to himself,
"Maybe I am crazy or deluded, maybe I am dreaming.''
Then he said, "By Allah, I am nothing of the sort, what I
know I saw last night was different from this.''
Then he said, "I had better get out of here.''
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Then he went to one of the men selling food, gave him
the money he had and asked him to sell him some food.
When the man saw the money he did not recognize it or
its imprint, so he passed it to his neighbor and they all
began to pass it around, saying, "Maybe this man found
some treasure.''
They asked him who he was and where he got this
money. Had he found a treasure! Who was he!
He said, "I am from this land, I was living here yesterday
and Decianus was the ruler.''
They accused him of being crazy and took him to the
governor who questioned him about his circumstances,
and he told him. He was confused about his situation.
When he told them about it, they -- the king and the
people of the city -- went with him to the cave, where he
told them, "Let me go in first and let my companions
know.''
It was said that the people did not know how he entered
it, and that the people did not know about their story.
It was also said that they did enter the cave and see
them, and the king greeted them and embraced them.
Apparently he was a Muslim, and his name was Tedosis.
They rejoiced at meeting him and spoke with him, then
they bid farewell to him and went back to sleep, then
Allah caused them to die. And Allah knows best.

... ْ$ِ َْ
َ َْPَ ْ َأb
َ ِIَ َو َآ
And thus We made their case known,
meaning, `just as We caused them to
sleep then woke them up physically intact,
We made their story known to the people
of that time.'

ْ$ُ َ ْ<َ ن
َ )ُ َِ ِإذْ َی َ?َ َزD
َ َْ َ َری
َ   َوَأن اw
h1
َ =ِ  ُ)ا أَن َوْ َ ا8َْ7َ ِ ...
... ْ$ْ َ ُه#َأ
that they might know that the promise of Allah is true,
and that there can be no doubt about the Hour.
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(Remember) when they (the people) disputed among
themselves about their case,
meaning, about Resurrection.
Some believed in it and some denied it, so Allah
made their discovery of the people of the cave
evidence either in their favor or against them.

... ْ$ِ <ِ $ُ َْْ َأ$ُ <> ُ<ًَْ ر$َِْ
َ  ََُ)ا ا<ُْ)ا...
they said: "Construct a building over them; their Lord
knows best about them,''
meaning, seal the door of their cave over them,
and leave them as they are.

\٢١Z ًا9
ِ ْ# $َِْ
َ َنIQ
ِ ?ََ ْ$ْ ِ ِه# َأGَ
َ ُ)اFَ|
َ "
َ ِیI ل ا
َ َ! ...
those who won their point said: "We verily, shall build a
place of worship over them.''
Those who said this were the people of power and
influence, but were they good people or not; there is
some debate on this point, because the Prophet said:

ْ$ِ ِJَِْ َوﺹ$ِ Sِ َFِ ُْ) َر َأF!ُ ُواIQ
َ َرَى ا%  ا ْ َُ) َد وَاp
ُ " ا
َ 7َ َ
ِ2َ#َ
Allah has cursed the Jews and the Christians who
took the graves of their Prophets and righteous
people as places of worship.
Warning against what they did.
We have reported about the Commander of the faithful
Umar bin Al-Khattab that;
when he found the grave of Danyal (Daniel) in
Iraq during his period of rule, he gave orders that
news of this grave should be withheld from the
people, and that the inscription containing
mention of battles etc., that they found there
should be buried.
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ْ$ُ ﺱ
ُ ٌ ﺱَ ِد
َ ْ8ﺥ
َ ن
َ )ُ)ُْ َو َی$ُ Fُ ْْ َآ$ُ ُ7<ِ ٌ راPَ َـ4َ ن
َ )ُ)َُ ﺱ
َ
ْ$ُ Fُ ْْ َآ$ُ ُ #ِ َ4ٌ َو7َ ْFﺱ
َ ن
َ )ُ)ُ َو َیD
ِ ْ~َ ْ ِ< ً8ْ2ْ َر$ُ Fُ َْآ
18:22 They say they were three, the dog being the
fourth among them; and they say they were five,
the dog being the sixth, guessing at the unseen;
and they say they were seven, and the dog being
the eighth.

ٌKِ!َ Uِْ إ$ُ 8ُ َْ7 َی# $ِِ ِ7<ِ $ُ َْ َأGM< رKُ!
Say: "My Lord knows best their number; none
knows them but a few.''

ْ$ُ ْ#M ْ$ِ ِ ِ ْ0?َ َْ U
َ َـ ًِا َوo َ ًء#ِ Uِْ إ$ِ ِ َ ِر8ُ i
َ َ
ًَا1َأ
So debate not except with the clear proof. And
consult not any of them (about the people of the
Cave).

Their Number
Allah tells:

ً8ْ2ْ َر$ُ Fُْْ َآ$ُ ﺱ
ُ ٌ ﺱَ ِد
َ ْ8ﺥ
َ ن
َ )ُ)ُْ َو َی$ُ Fُ ْْ َآ$ُ 7ُ <ِ ٌ را4َ َ4َ ن
َ )ُ)َُ ﺱ
َ
...$ُFُ ْْ َآ$ُ ُ#ِ َ4ٌ َو7َ ْFﺱ
َ ن
َ )ُ)ُ َو َیD
ِ َْ~ْ ِ<
They say they were three, the dog being the fourth
among them; and they say they were five, the dog being
the sixth, guessing at the unseen; and they say they
were seven, and the dog being the eighth.
Allah tells us that people disputed over the
number of the people of the Cave. The Ayah
mentions three views, proving that there was no
fourth suggestion. Allah indicates that the first
two opinions are invalid, by saying, =
ِ ْ,>َ َِْرﺝًْ ﺏ
(guessing at the unseen), meaning that they
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spoke without knowledge, like a person who aims
at an unknown target -- he is hardly likely to hit
it, and if he does, it was not on purpose.
Then Allah mentions the third opinion, and does
not comment on it, or He affirms it by saying,
ْ.ُ ُ ْ<ْ َآ.ُ ُ ِ َA( َوand the dog being the eighth),
indicating that this is correct and this is what
happened.

ً8ْ2ْ َر$ُ Fُْْ َآ$ُ ﺱ
ُ ٌ ﺱَ ِد
َ ْ8ﺥ
َ ن
َ )ُ)ُْ َو َی$ُFُْْ َآ$ُ 7ُ <ِ ٌ را4َ َ4َ ن
َ )ُ)َُ ﺱ
َ
... ْ$ُ Fُ ْْ َآ$ُ ُ#ِ َ4ٌ َو7َ ْFﺱ
َ ن
َ )ُ)ُ َو َیD
ِ ْ~َ ْ ِ<
... $ِِ ِ7<ِ $ُ َْ; َأM< رKُ! ...
Say: "My Lord knows best their number...''
indicating that the best thing to do in matters like
this is to refer knowledge to Allah, because there
is no need to indulge in discussing such matters
without knowledge. If we are given knowledge of
a matter, then we may talk about it, otherwise we
should refrain.

... ٌKِ!َ  ْ ِإ$ُ 8ُ َْ7 َی# ...
none knows them but a few.
of mankind.
Qatadah said that Ibn Abbas said:
"I am one of the few mentioned in this Ayah;
they were seven.''
Ibn Jurayj also narrated that Ata' Al-Khurasani narrated
from him,
"I am one of those referred to in this Ayah,''
and he would say: "Their number was seven.''
Ibn Jarir recorded that Ibn Abbas said:
(none knows them but a few),

ٌ ,ِ<!َ ْ ِإ.ُ ُ <َْD%َ 

"I am one of the few, and they were seven.''
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The chains of these reports narrated from Ibn
Abbas, which say that they were seven, are
Sahih, and this is in accordance with what we
have stated above.

... َ ِهًاo َاء#ِ  ْ ِإ$ِ ِ َ ِر8ُ ََ ...
So debate not except with the clear proof.
meaning, gently and politely, for there is not a
great deal to be gained from knowing about that.

\٢٢Z ًا1
َ ْ َأ$ُ ْ#M $ِِ ِ ْ0?َ َْ َ َو...
And consult not any of them (about the people of the
Cave).
meaning, `They do not have any knowledge
about it except what they make up, guessing at
the unseen; they have no evidence from an
infallible source. But Allah has sent you, O
Muhammad, with the truth in which there is no
doubt or confusion, which is to be given priority
over all previous books and sayings.'

 |ًَاb
َ ٌِ ذK
ِ َ GMْ ٍء ِإG.
َ ِ "َ)َْ U
َ َو
18:23 And never say of anything, "I shall do such
and such thing tomorrow.''

=ُ   َء اTَ. أَن َیUِإ
18:24 Except (with the saying), "If Allah wills!"

GM<" َر
ِ  أَن َیْ ِ َیGَ
َ ْK!ُ  ِإذَا َِ َ َوb
َ <وَاذْآُ ر
ﺵًا
َ َا َرI"ْ هَـ#ِ ب
َ َ ْ!U

And remember your Lord when you forget and say:
"It may be that my Lord guides me to a nearer way
of truth than this.''
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Saying "If Allah wills" when determining to do Something in
the Future
Allah says:

\٢٣Z |ًا
َ b
َ ٌِ َذK
ِ َ ;M;ْ ٍء ِإ.
َ ِ "َ)َُ ََو

... =ُ  َء ا.ِإ  أَن َی
And never say of anything, "I shall do such and such
thing tomorrow.'' Except (with the saying), "If Allah
wills!"
Here Allah, may He be glorified, shows His Messenger
the correct etiquette when determining to do something
in the future; this should always be referred to the will of
Allah, the Knower of the Unseen, Who knows what was
and what is yet to be and what is not to be, and how it
will be if it is to be.
It was recorded in the Two Sahihs that Abu Hurayrah
said that the Messenger of Allah said:

"
َ ِ7ْFﺱ
َ Gَ
َ َ َْ ُ)َ" اOََ :َ ا َ ُم8ِ َْ
َ " دَا ُو َد
ُ ْ< ن
ُ َ8َْﺱ
ُ ل
َ َ!
ُ َِ ْ ََأ ٍة# ِ اSَ ِ# :ٍ  َوِ; ِروَا َی،ًْ ََأة#" ا
َ ِ7ِْ :ٍ ْ ََأ ًة َوِ; ِروَا َی#ا
،ِp اK
ِ ِFﺱ
َ ;ِ K
ُ ِ ًَ ُی#َ|
ُ "ُْ#ِ ََْأ ٍة# اK
> ُآ
،ْKُ ْ َی$ََ ،ُpْ ِإنْ ﺵَ َء اK!ُ :b
ُ َ8َ ْ ل َ ُ= ا
َ َ! ٍ  َ ُ= َوِ; ِروَا َیK
َ َِ
،ٍ& ِإَْن
َ ْ%ِ ٌ َة1
ِ ْ ََأةٌ وَا#ُْ" ِإ  ا#ِ َِْ ْ$ََ "ِ<ِ ف
َ َyَ
:$ّ = وﺱp اG ِﺹpل ا
ُ )ُل َرﺱ
َ ََ
ن
َ َ َوآ،ْeَ ْJْ َی$َ p
ُ ل ِإنْ ﺵَ َء ا
َ َ! ْ)َ ،ِEِ َ <ِ ;ِْ0َ ِيI وَا
=ِ?2
َ َJِ ًَد َرآ
ِِروَا َ ٍ َو
ُ)ن78َ ْ2 ُْﺱًَ َأp
ِ اK
ِ ِFﺱ
َ ;ِ َوََ َُ)ا
Suleiman bin Dawud (peace be upon them both)
said: "Tonight I will go around to seventy women
(according to some reports, it was ninety or one
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hundred women) so that each one of them will
give birth to a son who will fight for the sake of
Allah.''
It was said to him, (according to one report, the
angel said to him) "Say: `If Allah wills'", but he
did not say it.
He went around to the women but none of them
gave birth except for one who gave birth to a
half-formed child.
The Messenger of Allah said,
By the One in Whose hand is my soul, had
he said, "If Allah wills,'' he would not have
broken his oath, and that would have
helped him to attain what he wanted.
According to another report,
They would all have fought as horsemen in the
cause of Allah.
At the beginning of this Surah we discussed the reason
why this Ayah was revealed: when the Prophet was
asked about the story of the people of the Cave, he said,
"I will tell you tomorrow.'' Then the revelation was
delayed for fifteen days. Since we discussed this at
length at the beginning of the Surah, there is no need to
repeat it here.

... َ َِ  ِإذَاb
َ < وَاذْآُ ر...
And remember your Lord when you forget,
It was said that this means, if you forget to say
"If Allah wills", then say it when you remember.
This was the view of Abu Al-`Aliyah and Al-Hasan
Al-Basri.
Hushaym reported from Al-A`mash from Mujahid that
concerning a man who swears an oath, Ibn Abbas said
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"He may say `If Allah wills' even if it is a year
later.''

َ وَاذْآُ ر ﺏ
Ibn Abbas used to interpret this Ayah: " ِإذَا
'
َ ,ِ$َ (And remember your Lord when you forget)
in this way.
Al-A`mash was asked, "Did you hear this from
Mujahid?"
He said, "Layth bin Abi Salim told it to me.''
The meaning of Ibn Abbas' view, that a person
may say "If Allah wills'', even if it is a year later,
is;
that if he forgets to say it when he makes
the oath or when he speaks, and he
remembers it later, even a year later, the
Sunnah is that he should say it, so that he
will still be following the Sunnah of saying
"If Allah wills'', even if that is after
breaking his oath.
This was also the view of Ibn Jarir, but he stated
that this does not make up for breaking the oath
or mean that one is no longer obliged to offer
expiation.
What Ibn Jarir said is correct, and it is more
appropriate to understand the words of Ibn Abbas
in this way.
And Allah knows best.

|ًا
َ b
َ ٌِ َذK
ِ َ ;M;ْ ٍء ِإ.
َ ِ "َ)َُ ََو
... َ َِ  ِإذَاb
َ <َء ا  ُ= وَاذْآُ ر.ِإ  أَن َی
And never say of anything, "I shall do such and such
thing tomorrow.'' Except (with the saying), "If Allah
wills!" And remember your Lord when you forget,
At-Tabarani recorded that Ibn Abbas said that this meant
saying,
"If Allah wills.''
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\٢٤Z ﺵًا
َ َا َرI"ْ َه#ِ ب
َ َ ْ!Oَِ ;M<" َر
ِ  أَن َیْ ِ َیGَ
َ ْK!ُ  َو...
and say: "It may be that my Lord guides me to a nearer
way of truth than this.''
meaning, `if you (O Prophet) are asked about
something you know nothing about, ask Allah
about it, and turn to Him so that He may guide
you to what is right.'
And Allah knows best.

7ً ِْ ْ" وَازْدَادُوا
َ ِﺱ
ِ ٍ َ #ِ ث
َ iَ4 ْ$ِ 0ِ َْ آGِ ُْ)اPFِ ََو
18:25 And they stayed in their cave three hundred
years, adding nine.

ض
ِ ْرU
h ت وَا
ِ )َ َـ8  اD
ُ ْ|
َ =ُ َ ُْ)اPFِ َ َ8<ِ $ُ َْ ا  ُ= َأK
ِ !ُ
18:26 Say: "Allah knows best how long they stayed.
With Him is the unseen of the heavens and the
earth.''

ْd8ِ ْْ ِ< ِ= َوَأﺱ%
ِ ْ<َأ
How clearly He sees, and hears (everything)!

ًا1
َ  ِ= َأ8ِ ْ1
ُ Gِ ك
ُ ِ ْ. ُیU
َ  َوG
 ِِ" َو# =ِ ِ " دُوM# $َُ َ#
They have no protector other than Him, and He
makes none to share in His decision and His rule.

The Length of their Stay in the Cave
Allah says:

\٢٥Z ً7ِْ " وَازْدَادُوا
َ ِﺱ
ِ ٍ Sَ ِ# ث
َ َ4َ ْ$ِ 0ِ ُْ)ا ِ; َآPFِ ََو
And they stayed in their cave three hundred years,
adding nine.
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Here Allah tells His Messenger the length of time the
people of the Cave spent in their cave, from the time
when He caused them to sleep until the time when He
resurrected them and caused the people of that era to
find them. The length of time was three hundred plus
nine years in lunar years, which is three hundred years
in solar years. The difference between one hundred lunar
years and one hundred solar years is three years, which
is why after mentioning three hundred, Allah says,
`adding nine.'

... ُ)اPFِ َ َ8<ِ $ُ َْ ا  ُ= َأK
ِ !ُ
;
 ِِ" َو# =ِ ِ " دُوM# $َُ َ# ْd8ِ ْْ ِ< ِ= َوَأﺱ%
ِ ْ<ض َأ
ِ ْرOَْ ت وَا
ِ َوَا8  اD
ُ ْ|
َ =ُ َ
\٢٦Z ًا1
َ  ِ= َأ8ِ ْ1
ُ ;ِ ك
ُ ِ ْ.َوَ ُی
Say: "Allah knows best how long they stayed...''
`If you are asked about how long they stayed, and you
have no knowledge of that and no revelation from Allah
about it, then do not say anything. Rather say something
like this:

... ض
ِ ْرOَْ ت وَا
ِ َوَا8  اD
ُ ْ|
َ =ُ َ ُ)اPFِ َ َ8<ِ $ُ َْا  ُ= َأ...
"Allah knows best how long they stayed. With Him is (the
knowledge of) the Unseen of the heavens and the
earth.''
meaning, no one knows about that except Him,
and whoever among His creatures He chooses to
tell.
What we have said here is the view of more than
one of the scholars of Tafsir, such as Mujahid
and others among the earlier and later
generations.

... "
َ ِﺱ
ِ ٍ Sَ ِ# ث
َ َ4َ ْ$ِ 0ِ ُْ)ا ِ; َآPFِ ََو
And they stayed in their cave three hundred years,
Qatadah said, this was the view of the People of
the Book, and Allah refuted it by saying:
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...ُ)اPFِ َ َ8<ِ $ُ َْ ا  ُ= َأK
ِ !ُ
Say: "Allah knows best how long they stayed...''
meaning, that Allah knows better than
what the people say.
This was also the view of Mutarraf bin `Abdullah.
However, this view is open to debate, because when the
People of the Book said that they stayed in the cave for
three hundred years, without the extra nine, they were
referring to solar years, and if Allah was merely narrating
what they had said, He would not have said, ًDْ$وَازْدَادُوا ِﺕ
(adding nine).
The apparent meaning of the Ayah is that Allah is
stating the facts, not narrating what was said.
This is the view of Ibn Jarir (may Allah have mercy on
him). And Allah knows best.

... ْd8ِ ْْ ِ< ِ= َوَأﺱ%
ِ ْ< َأ...
How clearly He sees, and hears (everything)!
He sees them and hears them.
Ibn Jarir said,
"The language used is an eloquent expression of
praise.''
The phrase may be understood to mean, how much Allah
sees of everything that exists and how much He hears of
everything that is to be heard, for nothing is hidden from
Him!
It was narrated that Qatadah commented on this Ayah:

ْEِ ْْ ِﺏ ِ َوَأF
ِ ْ( َأﺏHow clearly He sees, and hears
(everything)!),
"No one hears or sees more than Allah.''

\٢٦Z ًا1
َ  ِ= َأ8ِ ْ1
ُ ;ِ ك
ُ ِ ْ.; َوَ ُی
 ِِ" َو# =ِ ِ " دُوM# $َُ َ# ...
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They have no protector other than Him, and He makes
none to share in His decision and His rule.
meaning, He, may He be glorified, is the One Who
has the power to create and to command, the
One Whose ruling cannot be overturned; He has
no adviser, supporter or partner, may He be
exalted and hallowed.

=ِ ?ِ َـ8َِ ِ ل
َ M Fَ #ُ U
َ b
َ <M  َرD
ِ ِ" ِآ?َـ# b
َ َْ ِإG
َ1
ِ ْ ُأوTَ# K
ُ ْوَا
ًاJ
َ ?َ ْ#ُ =ِ ِ ِ" دُو# َ 9
ِ َ "ََو
18:27 And recite what has been revealed to you (O
Muhammad) of your Lord's Book. None can change
His Words, and none will you find as refuge other
than Him.

G
M.
ِ 7َ ْ  <ِ ْ َ~َا ِة وَا$ُ<َن ر
َ )ُْ" َی
َ ِیI  اdَ #َ b
َ
َ ْ0َ ْFِ ْوَاﺹ
=ُ َ ْ2ن َو
َ ُیِیُو
18:28 And keep yourself (O Muhammad) patiently
with those who call on their Lord morning and
afternoon, seeking His Face;

ْdy
ِ ُ U
َ َ) ِة ا >َْ َوJ
َ ْ ْ ُِی ُ زِی َ َ ا$ُ ْ
َ ك
َ َْ
َ ُ ْ7َ U
َ َو
Eُ ُ ْ#ن َأ
َ َ َوآEُ  َه)َاdَ Fَ =ُ َ" ِذآْ َِ وَاFَ ْ!َ َْ0َ ْ|"ْ َأ#َ
ًُ ُ
and let not your eyes overlook them, desiring the
pomp and glitter of the life of the world; and obey
not him whose heart We have made heedless of Our
remembrance, and who follows his own lusts, and
whose affair has been lost.
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The Command to recite the Qur'an and to patiently keep
Company with the Believers
Allah says,

... b
َ <M ب َر
ِ َ?ِ" ِآ# b
َ َْ; ِإ
َ1
ِ َ أُو# K
ُ ْوَا
And recite what has been revealed
Muhammad) of your Lord's Book.

to

you

(O

Commanding His Messenger to recite His Holy
Book and convey it to mankind, Allah says,

... =ِ ِ َ8َِ ِ ل
َ M Fَ #ُ َ ...
None can change His Words,
meaning, no one can alter them, distort them or
misinterpret them.

\٢٧Z ًاJ
َ ?َ ْ#ُ =ِ ِ ِ" دُو# َ 9
ِ َ "َ َو...
and none will you find as a refuge other than Him.
It was reported that Mujahid said,
"A shelter,''
and that Qatadah said,
"A helper or supporter.''
Ibn Jarir said:
"Allah is saying, `if you O Muhammad, do not
recite what is revealed to you of the Book of your
Lord, then you will have no refuge from Allah.'''
As Allah says:

َ8َ ْK7َ ْ0َ ْ$  َوإِنb
َ <M ِ" ر# b
َ َْل ِإ
َ ِ ُ أTَ# ْM<َ ل
ُ )ُ>یَ ا ﺱOَیَـ
س
ِ  " ا
َ #ِ b
َ 8ُ %
ِ ْ7<َ~ْ َ ِرﺱََ َ? ُ= وَا  ُ= َی
O Messenger! Proclaim (the Message) which has
been sent down to you from your Lord. And if you
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do not, then you have not conveyed His Message.
Allah will protect you from mankind. (5:67)

َ ٍد7#َ Gَك ِإ
َ ن ََ >د
َ  ا ْ ُْءَاb
َ َْ
َ ض
َ َ َ ِىI إِن ا
Verily, He Who has given you the Qur'an, will
surely bring you back to the place of return.
(28:85)
meaning, `He will call you to account for
the duty of conveying the Message which
He entrusted you with.'

... =ُ َ ْ2ن َو
َ ; ُیِیُو
M.
ِ 7َ ْ  <ِ ْ َ~َا ِة وَا$ُ<َن ر
َ )ُْ" َی
َ ِیI  اdَ #َ b
َ 
َ ْ0َ ْFِ ْوَاﺹ
And keep yourself patiently with those who call on their
Lord morning and afternoon, seeking His Face;
meaning, sit with those who remember Allah, who
say "La Ilaha Illallah'', who praise Him, glorify
Him, declare His greatness and call on Him,
morning and evening, all the servants of Allah,
whether rich or poor, strong or weak.
It was said that this was revealed about the nobles of
Quraysh when they asked the Prophet to sit with them
on his own, and not to bring his weak Companions with
him, such as Bilal, `Ammar, Suhayb, Khabbab and Ibn
Mas`ud. They wanted him to sit with them on his own,
but Allah forbade him from doing that, and said,

;
M.
ِ 7َ ْ  <ِ ْ َ~َا ِة وَا$ُ<َن ر
َ )ُْ" َی
َ ِیI ْ ُ ِد اyَ U
َ َو
And turn not away those who invoke their Lord,
morning and afternoon. (6:52)
Allah commanded him to patiently content himself with
sitting with those people (the weak believers), and said:

;
M.
ِ 7َ ْ  <ِ ْ َ~َا ِة وَا$ُ<َن ر
َ )ُْ" َی
َ ِیI  اdَ #َ b
َ 
َ ْ0َ ْFِ ْوَاﺹ
And keep yourself patiently with those who call on
their Lord morning and afternoon...
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Imam Muslim recorded in his Sahih that Sa`d bin Abi
Waqqas who said:
"There was a group of six of us with the Prophet.
The idolators said, `Tell these people to leave so
they will not offend us.'
There was myself, Ibn Mas`ud, a man from
Hudayl, Bilal and two other men whose names I
have forgotten.
Allah's Messenger thought to himself about
whatever Allah willed he should think about, then
Allah revealed:

=ُ َ ْ2ن َو
َ ; ُیِیُو
M.
ِ 7َ ْ  <ِ ْ َ~َا ِة وَا$ُ<َن ر
َ )ُْ" َی
َ ِیI ْ ُ ِد اyَ U
َ َو
And turn not away those who invoke their Lord,
morning and afternoon seeking His Face). (6:52)
Only Muslim reported this; excluding Al-Bukhari.

... َْ> َ ِة اJ
َ ْ ْ ُِی ُ زِی َ َ ا$ُ ْ
َ ك
َ َْ
َ ُ ْ7َ َ َو...
and let not your eyes overlook them, desiring the pomp
and glitter of the life of the world;
Ibn Abbas said,
`(this means) do not favor others over them,
meaning do not seek the people of nobility and
wealth instead of them.'

... َِ ْ ُ= َ" ِذآFَ ْ!َ َْ0َ ْ|"ْ َأ#َ ْdy
ِ ُ َ َو...
and obey not him whose heart We have made heedless
of Our remembrance,
means, those who are distracted by this world
from being committed to the religion and from
worshipping their Lord.

... Eُ  َه)َاdَ Fَ  وَا...
and who follows his own lusts,
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\٢٨Z ً
ُ ُ Eُ ُ ْ#ن َأ
َ َ َوآ...
and whose affair (deeds) has been lost.
means, his actions and deeds are a foolish waste
of time. Do not obey him or admire his way or
envy what he has.
As Allah says elsewhere:

َ) ِةJ
َ ْ ْ َزهْ َ َة ا$ُ ْ#M ً2ََْ ِ< ِ= َأزْو7?َ# َ# Gَ ِإb
َ َْ ْ
َ ُن8َ U
َ َو
Gَْ<ﺥٌْ َوَأ
َ b
َ <Mق َر
ُ ْْ ِ ِ= َو ِرز$ُ َ ?ِ ْ0َ ِ َْ> ا
And strain not your eyes in longing for the things
We have given for enjoyment to various groups of
them, the splendor of the life of this world, that
We may test them thereby. But the provision of
your Lord is better and more lasting. (20:131)

ْ0ُ َْ َْ  َءTََ" ﺵ#ِ" َو#ْLُ َْ  َءTََ" ﺵ8َ ْ$ُ <M ِ" ر# w
>J
َ ْ اK
ِ !ُ َو
18:29 And say: "The truth is from your Lord.'' Then
whosoever wills, let him believe; and whosoever
wills, let him disbelieve.

ﺱَا ِد ُ!َ َوإِن
ُ ْ$ِ <ِ ط
َ َ1" َرًا َأ
َ ِ8ِ ِ َْ?َ ْإِ َأ

َ ْ<ِ Eَ )ُ2)ْ ْ)ِى ا. َیK
ِ ْ8ُ ْ َ ٍء آTَ8<ِ ُْ)ا4َ~ُ)اْ ُیPِ~?َ َْی
ً0َ َ ْ#ُ ْ َءتTَب َوﺱ
ُ َا. ا
Verily, We have prepared for the wrongdoers, a Fire
whose walls will be surrounding them. And if they
ask for drink, they will be granted water like AlMuhl, that will scald their faces. Terrible is the
drink, and an evil Murtafaq!
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The Truth is from Allah, and the Punishment of Those Who do
not believe in it
Allah says,

... ْ$ُ <Mِ" ر# w
>J
َ ْ اK
ِ !ُ َو
And say: "The truth is from your Lord.''
Allah says to His Messenger Muhammad: "Say to
the people, `What I have brought to you from
your Lord is the truth, in which there is no
confusion or doubt.'''

... ْ0ُ َْ َْ َ" ﺵَء#ِ" َو#ْLُ َْ َ" ﺵَء8َ ...
Then whosoever wills, let him believe; and whosoever
wills, let him disbelieve.
This is a type of threat and stern warning, after which
Allah says,

... َْ?َ ْ إِ َأ...
Verily, We have prepared,
meaning made ready,

... "
َ ِ8ِ ِ ...
for the wrongdoers,
meaning those who disbelieve
Messenger and His Book,

in

Allah, His

... َ!ُ ﺱَا ِد
ُ ْ$ِ <ِ ط
َ َ1 َرًا َأ...
a Fire whose walls will be surrounding them.
Ibn Jurayj said that Ibn Abbas said, َ.!ُ َا ِد
ُ
whose walls will be surrounding them),

ْ.ِ ط ِﺏ
َ َ(( َأa Fire

"A wall of fire.''

... Eَ )ُ2)ُ ْ ْ)ِي ا. َیK
ِ ْ8ُ ْ ََء آ8<ِ ُ)ا4~َ ُ)ا ُیPِ~?َ ْ َوإِن َی...
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And if they ask for drink, they will be granted water like
Al-Muhl, that will scald their faces.
Ibn Abbas said;
"Al-Muhl is thick water which is similar to the
sediment in oil.''
Mujahid said,
"It is like blood and pus.''
Ikrimah said,
"It is the thing that is heated to the ultimate
temperature.''
Others said:
"It is everything that is melted.''
Qatadah said,
"Ibn Mas`ud melted some gold in a grove, and
when it became liquid and foam rose to the top,
he said, this is the thing that is most like AlMuhl.''
Ad-Dahhak said:
"The water of Hell is black, and it itself is black
and its people are black.''
There is nothing contradictory in these comments, for
Al-Muhl includes all of these unpleasant characteristics,
it is black, evil-smelling, thick and hot, as Allah said,

Hَ #ُﺝ#ُ ِْي ا#ْJ%َ ((it) will scald their faces),
meaning because of its heat. When the
disbeliever wants to drink it and brings it
close to his face, it will scald it so that the
skin of his face falls off into it.
Sa`id bin Jubayr said,
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"When the people of Hell get hungry, they will
ask for relief from it, and they will be given the
tree of Zaqqum from which they will eat. The
tree will tear off the skin of their faces, and if
anyone who knew them were to pass by, he
would recognize the skin of their faces in the
tree. Then they will feel thirsty, so they will ask
for drink, and they will be granted water like AlMuhl, that is what has been heated to the
ultimate temperature. When it is brought near
their mouths, the flesh of their faces from which
the skin has been torn off will be baked.''
After describing this drink in these horrifying qualities,
Allah says:

... ب
ُ َا.  ا
َ ْ<ِ ...
Terrible is the drink,
meaning, how awful this drink is.
Similarly, He says in another Ayah:

ْ$ َء ُهTَ7ْ# َأdَ yََ ً8ِ81
َ  ًءTَ# ْﺱُ)ا
ُ َو
and be given to drink boiling water so that it cuts
up their bowels. (47:15)

ٍ َ ِ " ءَا
ٍ ْ
َ ْ"#ِ Gَُْ
They will be given to drink from a boiling spring.
(88:5)

ن
ٍ  ءَا$ٍ ِ81
َ "
َ ْ<َ َو
They will go between it (Hell) and the fierce
boiling water. (55:44)

\٢٩Z ً0َ َ ْ#ُ ْ َوﺱَءت...
and an evil Murtafaq!
means, how evil a place is the Fire to dwell and
rest and gather.
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As Allah says elsewhere:

ً#َ#ُ ْ َ? َ ًّا َو#ُ ْ َءتTَإَِ ﺱ
Evil indeed it (Hell) is as an abode and as a place
to rest in. (25:66)

َ ْ2 َأdُ ِqُ U
َ ِت إ
ِ َJِـ% ُ)اْ ا8ِ 
َ ُ)اْ َو#َ " ءَا
َ ِیI إِن ا
i
ً 8َ 
َ "
َ
َ ْ1"ْ َأ#َ
18:30 Verily, as for those who believed and did
righteous deeds, certainly We shall not make the
reward of anyone to be lost who does his
(righteous) deeds in the most perfect manner.

ُ َْـ
َ  ا$ُ ِ ?ِ ْJَ "ِ# ِْى9َ ن
ٍ ْ
َ ت
ُ َ2 ْ$ُ َ b
َ ِ ُأوَْـ
18:31 These! For them will be Jannatu `Adn;
wherein rivers flow beneath them;

ًْاqﺥ
ُ ً<َ4ِ ن
َ )ُFَ ْ َو َیD
ٍ ِ" َذ َه# "ْ أَﺱَ ِو َر#ِ َِ ن
َ ْ)َJُی
ق
ٍ َ ْF?َ ْس َوِإﺱ
ٍ ُ ْﺱ
ُ "M#
therein they will be adorned with bracelets of gold,
and they will wear green garments of Sundus and
Istabraq.

b
ِ Sِ َرU
h  اGَ
َ َِ "
َ ِِ ?#>
They will be Muttaki'in therein on Ara'ik.

ً َ0َ ْ#ُ ْ َ 
ُ1
َ ب َو
ُ )َاP  ا$َ ْ7ِ
How good is the reward, and what an excellent
Murtafaq!
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The Reward of those Who believe and do Righteous Deeds
Allah says,

\٣٠Z ً8َ 
َ "
َ
َ ْ1"ْ َأ#َ َ ْ2 َأdُ ِqُ َ ِت إ
ِ َJِ% ُ)ا ا8ِ 
َ ُ)ا َو#َ  "
َ ِیI إِن ا

... ن
ٍ ْ
َ ت
ُ َ2 ْ$ُ َ b
َ ِ َُْأو
Verily, as for those who believed and did righteous
deeds, certainly We shall not make the reward of anyone
to be lost who does his (righteous) deeds in the most
perfect manner. These! For them will be Jannatu `Adn;
When Allah mentions the state of those who are
doomed, He follows that by mentioning the
blessed who believed in Allah and believed what
His Messengers brought, those who did the
righteous deeds that they commanded them to
do. They will have Jannatu `Adn.
`Adn means lasting.

... َْ ُرOَْ  ا$ُ ِ ?ِ ْJَ "ِ# ِْي9َ ...
wherein rivers flow beneath them,
means, from beneath its rooms and dwellings.
Fir`awn said:

Gِ?ْJَ "ِ# ِْى9َ ُ َْـU
h  اEِ Iِ َوهَـ
and these rivers flowing beneath me...
(43:51)

... ن
َ ْ)َJ ُی...
they will be adorned,
means, with jewelry.

... D
ٍ ِ" َذ َه# "ْ َأﺱَ ِو َر#ِ َِ ...
with bracelets of gold,
Allah says elsewhere:

ٌِی1
َ َِ ْ$ُ ﺱ
ُ َFًِا َوLُْLَُو
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and pearls and their garments therein will be of
silk. (22:23)
This is explained in more detail here, where Allah says:

... ق
ٍ َ ْF?َ ْس َوِإﺱ
ٍ ُ ُ" ﺱM# ًْاqﺥ
ُ ً<َ4ِ ن
َ )َُFْ َو َی...
and they will wear green garments of Sundus and
Istabraq.
Sundus refers to a fine garment, like a shirt and
the like, and
Istabraq is thick and shiny velvet.

... b
ِ Sِ رَاOَْ  اGَ
َ َِ "
َ ِِ ?># ...
They will be Muttaki'in therein on Ara'ik.
The word Muttaki'in implies lying down, or it was
said that it means sitting with one's legs crossed,
which is closer to the meaning here.
In a Sahih Hadith, the Prophet said:

ًِ ?ُ# K
ُ  َأَ ََ  ُآ#َأ
As for me, I do not eat sitting with legs
crossed (Muttaki'an).
Ara'ik is the plural of Arikah, which is a bed
under a canopy.
And Allah knows best.

\٣١Z ً0َ َ ْ#ُ ْ َ 
ُ1
َ ب َو
ُ )َاP  ا$َ ْ7ِ ...
How good is the reward, and what an excellent place of
rest (Murtafaq)!
means, how blessed is Paradise as a reward for
their good deeds.
And what an excellent Murtafaq means, and how
good a place to dwell and rest and stay.
Previously, Allah had said of Hell,
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ً0َ َ ْ#ُ ْ َءتTَب َوﺱ
ُ َا.  ا
َ ْ<ِ
Terrible is the drink, and an evil place of rest
(Murtafaq)! (18:29)
In a similar way, He contrasts the two (Paradise
and Hell) in Surah Al-Furqan, where He says:

ً#َ#ُ ْ َ? َ ًّا َو#ُ ْ َءتTَإَِ ﺱ
Evil indeed it (Hell) is as an abode, and as
a place to rest in. (25:66)
Then He mentions the qualities of the
believers, then says:

ً ِJَ َِ ن
َ ْ)َُواْ َو ُیFَ ﺹ
َ َ8<ِ َ َ ْ~ُ ْ ن ا
َ ْْ َو9 ُیb
َ ِ ُأوَْـ
ً8ﺱَـ
َ َو
ً#َ#ُ ْ َ? َ ًّا َو#ُ ْ َ 
ُ1
َ َِ "
َ ﺥَـِِی
Those will be rewarded with the highest
place because of their patience. Therein
they shall be met with greetings and the
word of peace and respect. Abiding therein
excellent it is as an abode, and as a place
to rest in. (25:75-76)

"
ِ َْ2
ُرi
ً Pَ # ْ$ُ ْْ ِب6وَا
18:32 And put forward to them the example of two
men:

K
ٍ ْQَ <ِ َ8َْ ُه00َ 1
َ  َوD
ٍ "ْ َأَْـ#ِ "
ِ ْ?َ َ2 َ8 ِ ِه1
َU
 َْ7َ 2
َ
ًَْ َزر8ُ َ ْ<َ َْ7َ 2
َ َو
unto one of them We had given two gardens of
grapes, and We had surrounded both with date
palms; and had put between them green crops
(cultivated fields).
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َْ9َﺵًْ َو
َ =ُ ْ#M $ِ ِْ َ ْ$َ"  َ ْ ُأ ُآََ َو
ِ ْ?َ َ9ْ ِآْ?َ ا
َ ًََا8ُ َﺥَـ
ِ
18:33 Each of those two gardens brought forth its
produce, and failed not in the least therein, and We
caused a river to gush forth in the midst of both.

b
َ ِ# ُ Pَ ْ َأ َْ َأآEُ َ ِو ُرJ ِ= َو ُه َ) ُیFِ J
ِ َـ%َ ل
َ ََ ٌ8َ 4َ =ُ َ ن
َ ََوآ
ًَا0َ > 
َ  َوَأU
ً َ#
18:34 And he had Thamar, and he said to his
companion in the course of discussion: "I am
greater than you in wealth and have a mightier
entourage.''

=ِ 
ِ ْ0َ M ٌ$َِo )َ َ َ? ُ= َو ُه2 K
َﺥ
َ َو َد
18:35 And he went into his garden while having
been unjust to himself.

 َأ<ًَاEِ Iِ ِ َ هَـFَ " أَن
>o
ُ  َأTَ# ل
َ َ!
He said: "I do not think that this will ever perish.''

َن2
ِ
َ GM< َرGَت ِإ
>  ً َوَِ" >ردِد8َ Sِ َ! َ َ " ا
>o
ُ  َأTَ#َو
ًFََ ْ#ُ َْ#M ﺥًْا
َ
18:36 "And I do not think the Hour will ever come,
and if indeed I am brought back to my Lord, I
surely, shall find better than this when I return to
Him.''

The Example of the Rich Idolators and the Poor Muslims
Allah says,

َ8َْ ُه00َ 1
َ ب َو
ٍ َْ"ْ َأ#ِ "
ِ ْ?َ َ2 َ8 ِ ِه1
َ Oَِ َْ7َ 2
َ "
ِ َْ2
ُ ً رPَ # $َُ ْْ ِب6وَا
\٣٢Z ًْزر
َ َ8ُ َ ْ<َ َْ7َ 2
َ  َوK
ٍ ْQَ <ِ
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And put forward to them the example of two men: unto
one of them We had given two gardens of grapes, and
We had surrounded both with date palms; and had put
between them green crops (cultivated fields).
After mentioning the idolators who were too arrogant to
sit with the poor and weak among Muslims, showing off
before them with their wealth and noble lineage, Allah
then gives a parable for them of two men, one of whom
Allah gave two gardens of grapes, surrounded with palm
trees and cultivated with crops throughout. All of the
trees and plants were abundantly fruitful, providing
readily accessible, good quality produce.
Allah says:

... ََ"  َ ْ ُأ ُآ
ِ ْ?َ َ9ْ ِآْ?َ ا
Each of those two gardens brought forth its produce,
meaning, produced its fruits,

... ًْﺵ
َ =ُ ْ#ِ ْ$ِْ َ ْ$َ َو...
and failed not in the least therein,
meaning, nothing at all was diminishing.

\٣٣Z َ َ ًَا8ُ ََﺥ
ِ َْ9َ  َو...
and We caused a river to gush forth in the midst of both.
means, rivers were flowing through them here
and there.

... ٌ8َ 4َ =ُ َ ن
َ ََوآ
And he had Thamar,
It was said that what was meant here was wealth,
and it was said that what was meant were fruits,
which is the more apparent meaning here.
This is also supported by the alternative
recitation, Thumr, which is the plural of
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Thamrah (fruit) just as Khushb is the plural of
Khashab (wood). Others recite it as Thamar.

... ل
َ ََ ...
and he said
the owner of the two gardens

... Eُ َ ِو ُرJ ِ= َو ُه َ) ُیFِ 1
ِ َ%ِ ...
to his companion in the course of discussion,
means, while he was disputing with him and
boasting to him and showing off,

\٣٤Z ًا0َ َ 
>
َ ًَ َوَأ# b
َ ِ# ُ Pَ ْ َأَ َأآ...
I am greater than you in wealth and have a mightier
entourage.
meaning, `I have more servants, attendants and
children.'
Qatadah said,
"This, by Allah, is the wish of the immoral to have
a lot of wealth and a large entourage."

... =ِ 
ِ ْ0َ M ٌ$َِo )َ َ َ? ُ= َو ُه2 K
َﺥ
َ َو َد
And he went into his garden having been unjust to
himself.
meaning, in his disbelief, rebellion, arrogance and
denial of the Hereafter.

\٣٥Z  َأ َ<ًاEِ Iِ ه
َ َ ِFَ " أَن
>o
ُ َ َأ# ل
َ َ! ...
He said: "I do not think this will ever perish.''
Thus he was allowing himself to be deceived
because of the plants, fruits and trees that he
saw, and the rivers flowing through the different
parts of his gardens. He thought that it could
never come to an end or cease or be destroyed.
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This was because of his lack of understanding and
the weakness of his faith in Allah, and because he
was enamored with this world and its
adornments, and because he disbelieved in the
Hereafter. So he said:

... ً 8َ Sِ َ! َ 
َ  " ا
>o
ُ َ َأ#َو
"And I do not think the Hour will ever come...''
meaning, will ever happen

\٣٦Z ًFََ ُ# َْ#M ﺥًْا
َ َن2
ِ Oََ ;M< َرGَ َوَِ" >ردِدت> ِإ...
and if indeed I am brought back to my Lord, I surely
shall find better than this when I return to Him.
meaning, `if there is a Hereafter and a return to
Allah, then I will have a better share than this
with my Lord, for if it were not that I am dear to
Him, He would not have given me all this.'
As Allah says elsewhere:

GَْJ
ُ َْ Eُ َ ِ Gِ  إِنGM< َرGَْ ُ ِإ72
M َوَِ" >ر
But if I am brought back to my Lord, surely there
will be for me the best with Him. (41:50)

 َو َوًَاU
ً َ# "ََ ل و
َ َ!َ َ ِ<ـَیَـ ِ?َ َو0ِى َآI َأ َ ََأیْ َ ا
Have you seen him who disbelieved in Our Ayat
and said: "I shall certainly be given wealth and
children (if I will be alive again).'' (19:77)
He took it for granted that Allah would give him
this, without any sound evidence for that.
The reason why this Ayah was revealed was
because of Al-`As bin Wa'il, as we will explain in
the appropriate place, if Allah wills. In Allah we
put our trust.
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Eُ َـ ِ) ُرJ ُ= َو ُه َ) ُیFُ J
ِ ل َ ُ= ﺹَـ
َ َ!
18:37 His companion
discussion:

said

to

him

during

his

ك
َ  ﺱَ)ا$ُ4 ٍ 0َ ْy> "ِ# $ُ4 ب
ٍ ِ" َُا# b
َ َ ََِى ﺥI ِ< ت
َ ْ0َ َأ َآ
i
ً2
ُ َر
"Do you disbelieve in Him Who created you out of
dust, then out of Nutfah, then fashioned you into a
man!''

ًا1
َ  َأGM<َ <ِ ك
ُ ِ ْ ُأﺵU
َ  َوGM<ِ" ُه َ) ا  ُ= َر
18:38 "But as for my part, (I believe) that He is
Allah, my Lord, and none shall I associate as
partner with my Lord.''

=ِ  ِ< Uِ !ُ) َة إU
َ =ُ   َء اTََ ﺵ# َ ْ!ُ b
َ ?َ َ2 َ ْﺥ
َ  ِإذْ َدUْ)ََو
18:39 "It was better for you to say, when you
entered your garden: `That which Allah wills! There
is no power but with Allah!'

 َو َوًَاU
ً َ# b
َ ِ# Kَ!ن َأ َْ َأ
ِ َ َ إِن
If you see me less than you in wealth, and
children,''

ََْ
َ K
َﺱ
ِ ْ َو ُیb
َ ?ِ َ2 "M# ﺥًْا
َ "
ِ َ ِ ْL أَن ُیGM< َرGَ7
ًًَِا َز7ﺹ
َ 
َ Fِ ْ%?ُ َ  ِءTَ8 " ا
َ #M ًَFْ1
ُ
18:40 "It may be that my Lord will give me
something better than your garden, and will send
on it Husban from the sky, then it will be as a
barren slippery earth.''

ًFَ
َ =ُ َ dَ ِy?َ َْ "ََ |)ْرًا
َ َ ُؤهTَ# 
َ Fِ ْ%َأوْ ُی
18:41 "Or the water thereof becomes Ghawran so
that you will never be able to seek it.''
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The Response of the Poor Believer
Allah tells:

... Eُ َ ِو ُرJ ُ= َو ُه َ) ُیFُ 1
ِ َل َ ُ= ﺹ
َ َ!
His companion said to him during his discussion:
Allah tells us how the rich man's believing companion
replied to him, warning and rebuking him for his disbelief
in Allah and allowing himself to be deceived.

... ب
ٍ ِ" َُا# b
َ َ َﺥ
َ ِيI ِ< ت
َ ْ0َ  َأ َآ...
Do you disbelieve in Him Who created you out of dust...
This is a denunciation, pointing out the
seriousness of his rejection of his Lord Who
created and formed man out of dust -- that is,
referring to Adam --

\٣٧Z ً2
ُ ك َر
َ  ﺱَ)ا$ُ4 ٍ 0َ ْy> "ِ# $ُ4 ...
then out of Nutfah, then fashioned you into a man!''
then made his offspring from despised liquid, as
Allah says:

ْ$ُ َْـ1Oََ ً)َ ْ#ْ َأ$?ُ ُن <ِ  ِ= َوآ
َ ُو0ُ َْ &
َ َْآ
How can you disbelieve in Allah Seeing that you
were dead and He gave you life. (2:28)
meaning, how can you reject your Lord and His
clear signs to you, which every one recognizes in
himself, for there is no one among His creatures
who does not know that he was nothing, then he
came to be, and his existence is not due to
himself or any other creature. He knows that his
existence is due to his Creator, beside Whom
there is no other god, the Creator of all things.
So the believer said:

... ;M<ِ ُه َ) ا  ُ= َر
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But as for my part, (I believe) that He is Allah, my Lord,
meaning, `I do not say what you say; rather I
acknowledge the Oneness and Lordship of Allah,'

\٣٨Z ًا1
َ ; َأM<َ <ِ ك
ُ ِ ْ َوَ ُأﺵ...
and none shall I associate as partner with my Lord.
meaning, He is Allah, the One Who is to be
worshipped Alone, with no partner or associate.
Then he said:

Kَ!ن َأَ َأ
ِ َ ُ َ ﺵَء ا  ُ= َ !ُ) َة ِإ  <ِ  ِ= إِن# َ ْ!ُ b
َ ?َ َ2 َ ْﺥ
َ َوَ)َْ ِإذْ َد
\٣٩Z ًَ َو َوًَا# b
َ ِ#
It was better for you to say, when you entered your
garden, `That which Allah wills! There is no power but
with Allah!' If you see me less than you in wealth, and
children.
Here he was urging and encouraging him to say
that, as if he was saying, "When you entered your
garden and looked at it and liked it, why wouldn't
you praise Allah for the blessings He gave you
and the wealth and children that He has given to
you and not to others! Why did you not say `That
which Allah wills! There is no power but with
Allah!'''
One of the Salaf said,
"Whoever is delighted with something in his
circumstances or his wealth or his children, let
him say, `That which Allah wills! There is no
power but with Allah!'''
This is based on this Ayah.
It was reported in the Sahih from Abu Musa that the
Messenger of Allah said:

َِ؟9ْ "ْ ُآُ) ِز ا#ِ ٍ ْ َآGَ
َ b
َ >أََ َأ ُد
Shall I not tell you about some of the treasure of
Paradise?
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pِ<  ل َوَ !ُ) َة ِإ
َ ْ)1
َ َ
There is no power or might but
with Allah

... b
َ ?ِ َ2 "M# ﺥًْا
َ "
ِ َ ِ ْL; أَن ُیM< َرGَ7َ َ
It may be that my Lord will give me something better
than your garden, (in the Hereafter),

... ََْ
َ K
َﺱ
ِ ْ َو ُی...
and will send on it,
on your garden in this world, which you think will
never come to an end or cease to be,

... َء8 " ا
َ #M ًَFْ1
ُ ...
Husban from the sky,
Ibn Abbas, Ad-Dahhak and Qatadah said -- and Malik
narrated that Az-Zuhri said -- a punishment from
heaven.
The apparent meaning is that it is a mighty rain
which would disrupt his garden and uproot its
plants and trees.
As he said:

\٤٠Z ًَز
َ ًِا7ﺹ
َ 
َ Fِ ْ%?ُ َ ...
then it will be as a barren slippery earth.
meaning, smooth mud in which one cannot get a
foothold.
Ibn Abbas said,
"Like land without vegetation, where nothing
grows.''
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... |)ْرًا
َ ََ ُؤه# 
َ Fِ ْ%َأوْ ُی
Or the water thereof becomes Ghawran,
means, it disappears into the earth, which is the
opposite of flowing water that seeks the surface
of the earth.
So Gha'ir is to go lower. as Allah says:

 ٍءTَ8<ِ ْ$ُ ِْOَ" َی8َ |)ْرًا
َ ْ$ ُؤ ُآTَ# 
َ Fَ ْْ ِإنْ َأﺹ$?ُ ْْ َأ َر َءیK!ُ
"
ٍ ِ7#
Say: "Tell me! If your water were
Ghawran, who then can supply you with
flowing water!'' (67: 30)
meaning, water that flows in all directions.
And here Allah says:

\٤١Z ًFَ
َ =ُ َ dَ ِy?َ َْ "ََ |)ْرًا
َ ََ ُؤه# 
َ ِFْ%َأوْ ُی
Or the water thereof (of the gardens) becomes deepsunken (underground) so that you will never be able to
seek it.
Ghawr is from the same root as Gha'ir and has a
similar meaning, but is more intensive.

َِ w
َ 0َ ْ َأTَ# Gَ
َ =ِ ْ0َ آD
ُ Mَ  ُی
َ Fَ ْﺹOََ Eِ ِ 8َ Pَ <ِ 
َ ِ1َوُأ
ْْ ُأﺵْ ِك$َ Gِ?َ َْل ی
ُ )ُﺵَ َو َی
ِ ُو
ُ Gََ ٌ ﺥَ ِو َیG
َ َو ِه
ًا1
َ  َأGM<َ <ِ
18:42 So his fruits were encircled (with ruin). And
began Yuqallibu his hands over what he had spent
upon it, while it was all destroyed on its trellises,
and he could only say: "Would that I had ascribed
no partners to my Lord!"
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ن
َ ََ آ#ن ا  ِ= َو
ِ ِ" دُو# =ُ َ ُو%
ُ َْ َُ" =ُ ِ ٌَ ی$ََو
ًِا%?َ ْ#ُ
18:43 And he had no group of men to help him
against Allah, nor could he defend (or save)
himself.

w
MJ
َ ْ  ا ْ َ)َـ َ ُ ِ ِ= اb
َ َُِه
18:44 There (on the Day of Resurrection), AlWalayah will be for Allah (Alone), the True God.

ًFْ
ُ ٌْﺥ
َ )َا<ً َو4َ ٌْﺥ
َ )َ ُه
He (Allah) is the best for reward and the best for
the final end.

The Evil Results of Kufr
Allah says:

... Eِ ِ 8َ Pَ <ِ 
َ ِ1َوُأ
So his fruits were encircled,
meaning his wealth, or according to the other
opinion, his crops.
What is meant is that what this disbeliever was
afraid of and what the believer had terrified him
actually had happened. A storm struck his
garden, a garden which he had erroneously
thought would last forever, distracting him from
thoughts of Allah, may He be glorified.

... َِ w
َ 0َ ََ أ# Gَ
َ =ِ ْ0َ آD
ُ Mَ  ُی
َ Fَ َْﺹOَ ...
And he began Yuqallibu his hands over what he had
spent upon it,
Qatadah said:
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"He was clasping his hands together in a gesture
of regret and grief for the wealth he had lost.''

... َﺵ
ِ ُو
ُ Gَ
َ ٌ; ﺥَ ِو َی
َ  َو ِه...
while it was all destroyed on its trellises,

\٤٢Z ًا1
َ ; َأM<َ <ِ ْْ ُأﺵْ ِك$َ ;ِ?َ َْ َل ی
ُ )ُ َو َی...

... ٌَ ِ =ُ "َُ ْ$ََو
and he could only say: "Would that I had ascribed no
partners to my Lord!" And he had no group of men,
meaning a clan or children, as he had vainly
boasted,

\٤٣Z ًا%
ِ ?َ ُ# ن
َ ََ آ#ن ا  ِ= َو
ِ ِ" دُو# =ُ َ ُو%
ُ َ ی...

... w
MJ
َ ْ  ا ْ َ)َ َی ُ ِ ِ= اb
َ َُِه
to help him against Allah, nor could he defend himself.
There, Al-Walayah will be for Allah, the True God.
Here there are differences in recitation. Some of
ِ َ ُ ن
َ ََو َ آ
the reciters pause at the word there, ًاF
"
َ َِ ( ُهnor could he defend himself there), i.e., at
that time, when Allah sends the punishment upon
him, there will be no one to save him. Then they
(Alstart the next phrase with Al-Walayah;
Walayah will be for Allah, the True God).
Some of them pause at the phrase ًاF
ِ َ ُ ن
َ ََو َ آ
(nor could he defend himself) and start the next
phrase; L
K 1
َ ْ ِ< ِ اMُ %َ َ#َ ْ" ا
َ َِ ( ُهThere, Al-Walayah
will be for Allah, the True God).
There is a further difference in the recitation of the word
Al-Walayah. Some read it as Al-Walayah, which gives
the meaning that all allegiance will be to Allah,
i.e., on that Day everyone, believer or
disbeliever, will return to Allah, for allegiance and
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submission to Him when the punishment comes
to pass.
This is like the Ayah:

=ِ <ِ َُ آ8<ِ َْ0َ  َوآَـEُ َ ْ1َ <ِ  ِ= َو#ﺱَ !َُ)اْ ءَا
َ ْO<َ ْ َرَأوْا8ََ
"
َ ِْ ِآ.#ُ
So when they saw Our punishment, they said:
"We believe in Allah Alone and reject (all) that we
used to associate with Him as partners.'' (40:84)
and Allah says concerning the Fir`awn;

ًْ~<َ Eُ ُ) ُد2
ُ ن َو
ُ ْ)
َ ِْ ْ$ُ 7َ Fَ ْOََ َ ْJFَ ْ  اK
َ  ِإﺱْ َءِیGِFَ <ِ ََْ َوز2َو
ِىI  اUِ ِإِـ َ= إU =ُ ََ ُ أ#ل ءَا
َ َ! ق
ُ َ ~َ ْ  ِإذَ َأدْ َر َآ ُ= اG?َ1 ْوًا
َ َو
"
َ ِ8ِْ8ُ ْ " ا
َ #ِ َْ  َوَأK
َ  َ ْ ِ< ِ= <َ)اْ ِإﺱْ َءِی#َ ءَا
"
َ ِی
ِ ْ08ُ ْ " ا
َ #ِ َ ُ َوآK
ُ ْF!َ َ ْ%
َ 
َ ْ!َ " َو
َ َءَا
Till when drowning overtook him, he said: "I
believe that none has the right to be worshipped
but He in Whom the Children of Israel believe,
and I am one of the Muslims.'' Now! While you
refused to believe before and you were one of the
mischief-makers. (10:90-91)
Some others read it as Al-Wilayah,
meaning that on that Day the rule will belong to
Allah, the True God.
Some read Haqqu (True) referring to Al-Wilayah, as in
the Ayah;

ًِا
َ "
َ ِی0ِ  ا َْـGَ
َ ً#ْ)ن َی
َ َ" َوآ
ِ َـ8ْ1ِ w
>J
َ ْ  اIٍ ِ #َ ْ) َیb
ُ ْ8ُ ْ ا
The sovereignty on that Day will be the true
(sovereignty), belonging to the Most Gracious
(Allah), and it will be a hard Day for the
disbelievers. (25:26)
Others it read Haqqi referring to Allah, may He be
glorified, as in the Ayah:
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w
MJ
َ ْ  ا$ُ ُ )َْـ#َ =ِ   اGَ ُرد>واْ ِإ$ُ4
Then they are returned to Allah, their True
Protector. (6:62)
So Allah says:

ًFْ
ُ ٌْﺥ
َ )َا<ً َو4َ ٌْﺥ
َ )َ ُه
He (Allah) is the best to
reward and the best for
the final end

for deeds that were done for the sake of Allah,
their reward is good and their consequences are
all good.

َْ> َ) ِة اJ
َ ْ اK
َ Pَ # $َُ ْْ ِب6وَا
18:45 And mention the parable of the worldly life:

ض
ِ ْرU
hتا
ُ َFَ =ِ <ِ 
َ َ?َ َْ ِء َﺥ8 " ا
َ #ِ =ُ  ٍء َأْ َ َْـTَ8َآ
ح
ُ یM  اEُ ْرُوIَ ً8ِ. َه
َ Fَ ْﺹOََ
it is like the water which We send down from the
sky, and the vegetation of the earth mingles with it,
and becomes fresh and green. But (later) it
becomes dry and broken pieces, which the winds
scatter.

ْ َ? ِرًا#> ْ ٍءGﺵ
َ K
M  ُآGَ
َ =ُ  ن ا
َ ََوآ
And Allah is able to do everything.
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ت
ُ َJِـ% ت ا
ُ َِ َـFْ َ) ِة ا >َْ وَاJ
َ ْ ن زِی َ ُ ا
َ )ُFَ ْ ل وَا
ُ َ8ْ ا
i
ً #َ ﺥٌْ َأ
َ )َا<ً َو4َ b
َ <M ﺥٌْ ِ َ َر
َ
18:46 Wealth and children are the adornment of the
life of this world. But the good righteous deeds that
last, are better with your Lord for reward and better
for hope.

The Parable of the Worldly Life
Allah says:

... $َُ ْْ ِب6وَا
And mention,
O Muhammad, to the people,

... َْ> َ ِة اJ
َ ْ اK
َ Pَ # ...
the parable of the worldly life,
its transient nature and how it will eventually
cease and come to an end.

... ض
ِ ْرOَْ ت ا
ُ َFَ =ِ <ِ 
َ َ?َ َْء َﺥ8 " ا
َ #ِ Eُ َْ َ ََء أ8 َآ...
it is like the water which We send down from the sky,
and the vegetation of the earth mingles with it,
It mingles with the seeds that are in the earth, so
they grow and become good, producing bright,
fresh flowers, then after that,

... ً8ِ. َه
َ Fَ ْﺹOَ َ ...
it becomes dry and broken pieces,
withered up,

... ح
ُ َیM  اEُ ْرُوIَ ...
(which the winds scatter) tossing them about right and
left.
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\٤٥Z ْ َ? ِرًا#> ﺵ;ْ ٍء
َ K
M  ُآGَ
َ =ُ  ن ا
َ َ َوآ...
And Allah is able to do everything.
He has the power to do this and that.
In the Qur'an Allah often gives parables like this of the
life of this world, as He says in Surah Yunus,

ت
ُ َFَ =ِ <ِ 
َ َ?َ ْ ِء َﺥTَ8 " ا
َ #ِ Eُ َْ َ َ ٍء أTَ8َ) ِة ا >َْ َآJ
َ ْ اK
ُ Pَ #َ َ8ِإ
$ُ َـ7ْU
h س وَا
ُ   اK
ُ ْ ُآO َی8ِ# ض
ِ ْرU
hا
The parable of the worldly life is but that of water
which We send down from the sky so by it arises
the intermingled produce of the earth of which
men and cattle eat.... (10:24)
and in Surah Az-Zumar:

$ُ4 ض
ِ ْرU
h  اGِ dَ ِ<ََ َ ُ= َی
َ َ  ًءTَ#  ِءTَ8 " ا
َ #ِ ل
َ َ َْ َ َ أَن ا  َ= أ$ََأ
=ُ ُ ً َأ ْ)َا0ِ?َ ْQ#> ًْج ِ< ِ= َزر
ُ ِ ْQُی
See you not that Allah sends down water from the
sky, and causes it to penetrate the earth, then
out from it comes crops of different colors.
(39:21)
and in Surah Al-Hadid:

ْ$ُ َ ْ<َ ٌﺥ
ُ َ0َ ٌ َوَْ)ٌ َوزِی ٌَ َوD7ِ َ َْ> َ) ُة اJ
َ ْ َ ا8َُ)اْ أ8َْا
=ُ ُ َFَ  َر0ُْ  اD
َ 9
َ ْ َأe
ٍ ْ|
َ K
ِ Pَ 8َ وْ ْـ ِ َآU
h ل وَا
ِ )َ ْ#U
h  اGِ ٌ4ُ ََ َو
Know that the life of this world is only play and
amusement, pomp and mutual boasting among
you, and rivalry in respect of wealth and children.
(It is) like the parable of vegetation after rain,
thereof the growth is pleasing to the tiller...
(57:20)
and in the Sahih Hadith:

َةq
ِ ﺥ
َ ٌْ َ)ة1
ُ َْ> ا
This world is sweet and green.
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Between Wealth and Good Deeds
Allah says:

... َْ> َ ِة اJ
َ ْ ن زِی َ ُ ا
َ )ُFَ ْ ل وَا
ُ َ8ْ ا
Wealth and children are the adornment of the life of this
world.
This is like the Ayah:

ِ ِy" وَا ْ ََـ
َ ِFَ ْ  ِء وَاTَM " ا
َ #ِ ت
ِ )َ َ .  اD
> 1
ُ س
ِ ِ "
َ یM ُز
D
ِ  َهI " ا
َ #ِ  َ ِةy
َ َ8ُ ْ ا
Beautified for men is the love of things they
covet; women, children, vaulted hoards of gold...
(3:14)
Allah says:

ٌ$ِ 
َ ٌْ2 َأEُ َ ْ
ِ =ُ  ْ ِ?ْ ٌَ وَا$ْ َوَأوَْـ ُ ُآ$ُ ُ)َ ْ# َأTَ8ِإ
Your wealth and your children are only a trial,
whereas Allah! With Him is a great reward
(Paradise). (64:15)
turning towards Allah and worshipping Him is
better for you than keeping busy with them, and
accumulating wealth for them and going to
extremes in feeling pity and compassion for them.
Allah says:

\٤٦Z ً#َ ﺥٌْ َأ
َ )َا<ً َو4َ b
َ <M ﺥٌْ ِ َ َر
َ ت
ُ َJِ% ت ا
ُ َ!ِ َFْ  وَا...
But the good righteous deeds that last, are better with
your Lord for reward and better for hope.
Ibn Abbas, Sa`id bin Jubayr and others among the Salaf
said that;
the good righteous deeds that last are the five
daily prayers.
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Ata' bin Abi Rabah and Sa`id bin Jubayr narrated from
Ibn Abbas,
"The good righteous deeds that last are
•

Subhan Allah (glory be to Allah)',

•

Al-Hamdu Lillah (praise be to Allah)',

•

La ilaha illallah (there is none worthy of worship
except Allah)', and

•

Allahu Akbar (Allah is Most Great).'"

The Commander of the faithful, Uthman bin Affan was
questioned,
"Which are the good righteous deeds that last''
He replied,
"They are:
•

La ilaha illallah,

•

Subhan Allah,

•

Al-Hamdu Lillah,

•

Allahu Akbar and

•

La hawla wa la quwwata illa billah hil`Aliyil-`Azim (there is no strength and
no power except with Allah the Exalted,
the Almighty).'''

This was recorded by Imam Ahmad.
Imam Ahmad also recorded from a freed slave of the
Messenger of Allah that he said:

:ن
ِ َِا8ْ ْ ََُ" ِ; ا4َ َأ# 
ٍ ْ8Q
َ ِ
ٍ <َ 
ٍ <َ
p
ُ • َ ِإَ َ= ِإ  ا
،ُFَ ْ َأآp
ُ • وَا
،ِpن ا
َ َJْFﺱ
ُ • َو
،ِp ُ ْ8J
َ ْ • وَا
Eُ ُ ِ ُ= وَاFُ 
ِ ?َ ْJَ َ Gَ)?َ  ُی
ُ ِ% • وَا ْ)ََ ُ ا
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:َ َ9ْ  اK
َﺥ
َ ْ َ?ْ ِ ً ِ<ِ" َد#ُ p
َ ;ا
َ ِ َ ْ"#َ 
ٍ ْ8Q
َ ِ
ٍ <َ 
ٍ <َ :ل
َ َ!َو
p
ِ ِ< "
ُ #ِ ْL• ُی
،ِﺥ
ِ Tْ • وَا ْ َ)ْ ِم ا
،َِ ِ وَا ر9ْ ِ<• َو
،ِ)ْت8َ ْ ْ َ ا7<َ e
ِ ْ7Fَ ْ ِ<• َو
َبJ
ِ ْ ِ<• َو
Well done! Well done for five things! (How heavy
they will weigh in the balance!
•

"La ilaha illallah,

•

Allahu Akbar,

•

Subhan Allah, and

•

Al-Hamdu Lillah,'' and

•

a righteous son who dies and his parents
seek the reward of Allah.

And he said: (Well done! Well done for five
things! Whoever meets Allah believing in them,
he will enter Paradise; if he believes in:
•

Allah,

•

the Last Day,

•

Paradise and Hell,

•

resurrection after death, and

•

the Reckoning.

... ت
ُ َJِ% ت ا
ُ َ!ِ َFْ  وَا...
the good righteous deeds that last,
Ali bin Abi Talhah reported that Ibn Abbas said,
"This is the celebration of the remembrance of
Allah, saying;
•

La ilaha illallah,

•

Allahu Akbar,
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•

Subhan Allah,

•

Al-Hamdu Lillah,

•

Tabarak Allah,

•

La hawla wa la quwwata illa billah,

•

Astaghfirallah,

•

Sallallahu `ala Rasul-Allah', and

•

fasting, prayer, Hajj, Sadaqah (charity),
freeing slaves, Jihad, maintaining ties of
kinship, and all other good deeds.

These are the righteous good deeds that last,
which will remain in Paradise for those who do
them for as long as heaven and earth remain.''
Al-Awfi reported from Ibn Abbas:
"They are good words.''
Abdur-Rahman bin Zayd bin Aslam said,
"They are all righteous deeds.''
This was also the view chosen by Ibn Jarir, may
Allah have mercy on him.

ْ$ُ َْـ.
َ1
َ ض <َ ِر َز ًة َو
َ ْرU
h ل َو ََى ا
َ َF9
ِ ْ  ُ اM 
َ ُ َو َی)ْ َم
ًَا1ْ َأ$ُ ْ#ِ ْْ ُ~َ ِدر$ََ
18:47 And (remember) the Day We shall cause the
mountains to pass away, and you will see the earth
as a leveled plain, and We shall gather them so that
We will leave not one of them behind.

َ0ﺹ
َ b
َ <M  َرGَ
َ ُْ)ا6ِ 
ُ َو
18:48 And they will be set before your Lord,
aligned.
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K
َ 7َ ْ9 " ْ َأ$?ُ ْ8
َ ْ َزK<َ َ ٍة# ل
َ ْ أَو$ُ ﺥََْـ
َ َ8ُ)َ َآ8?ُ ْ2
ِ َْ
ًا
ِ ْ)# ْ$ُ َ
(He will say:) "Now indeed, you have come to Us as
We created you the first time. Nay, but you thought
that We had appointed no meeting for you (with
Us).''

=ِ ِ 8ِ# "
َ ِ0ِ ْ.#ُ "
َ ِ#ِ ْ98ُ ْ  َ َ?َى اD
ُ  ا ْ ِ?َـdَ 6
ِ َُوو
18:49 And the Book will be produced, and you will
see the criminals, fearful of that which is therein.

U
َ ﺹ~ِ َ ًة َو
َ  ُی~َ ِد ُرU
َ D
ِ َا ا ْ ِ?َـIَ َِـ# َ?َ َْن ی َ)ی
َ )ُ)َُو َی
ََه%ْ1 َأUِِ َ ًة إFَآ
They will say: "Woe to us! What sort of Book is this
that leaves neither a small thing nor a large thing,
but has recorded it with numbers!''

ًا1
َ  َأb
َ <>  َر$ُ ِْ  َیU
َ ًا َو6
ِ َ1 ُْ)ا8ِ 
َ َ# ُْوا2
َ َو َو
And they will find all that they did, present, and
your Lord treats no one with injustice.

The Major Terrors of the Hour
Allah tells;

... ل
َ َF9
ِ ْ  ُ اM 
َ ُ َو َی)ْ َم
And (remember) the Day We shall cause the mountains
to pass away, and you will see the earth as a leveled
plain, and We shall gather them so that We will leave not
one of them behind.
Allah tells us of the terrors of the Day of
Resurrection, and the awesome things that will
come to pass, as He says elsewhere:
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)ْرًا#َ  ُءTَ8 ُ) ُر ا8َ َی)ْ َم
ﺱًْا
َ ل
ُ َF9
ِ ْ َو َِ ُ ا
On the Day when the heaven will shake with a
dreadful shaking, And the mountains pass moving
away. (52:9-10)
meaning, they will move from their places and
will vanish.
As Allah says:

ب
ِ َJ َ ا# > 8ُ َ G
َ  َ ًة َو ِه#ِ َ2 َFُ
َ ْJَ ل
َ َF9
ِ ْ َو ََى ا
And you will see the mountains and think them
solid, but they shall pass away as the passing
away of the clouds. (27:88)

ش
ِ )ُ0َ8ْ " ا
ِ ْ7ِ ْ َل آ
ُ َF9
ِ ْن ا
ُ )َُ َو
And the mountains will be like carded wool.
(101:5)

ً0َْ GM<َ َر0ُ 
ِ َْ یKُ َ ل
ِ َF9
ِ ْ" ا
ِ
َ b
َ َ)َُو َیَْـ
ً0َ%ْ0ﺹ
َ ًَ! َ ُرهIَ َ َ
ً?ْ# َأUًَ و2َ)
ِ َِ  ََىU
And they ask you about the mountains, say: "My
Lord will pulverize them scattering (their dust).
To leave them as a barren plain. You will not see
in it crookness or curve. (20:105-107)
Allah tells us that He will cause the mountains to
vanish and be leveled, and the earth will be left
as a smooth plain, a level surface with nothing
crooked or curved therein, no valleys or
mountains.
So Allah says:

... ض <َ ِر َز ًة
َ ْرOَْ  َو ََى ا...
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and you will see the earth as a leveled plain,
meaning clear and open, with no features that
anyone may recognize and nothing for anyone to
hide behind. All creatures will be visible to their
Lord, and not one of them will be hidden from
Him.

َ ض ﺏَ ِر
َ ْاْ َر
Mujahid and Qatadah said, ز ًة
see the earth as a leveled plain),

( َو َﺕَىand you will

"No one will be hidden or absent.''
Qatadah said,
"There will be no buildings and no trees.''

\٤٧Z ًا1
َ ْ َأ$ُ ْ#ِ ْْ ُ~َ ِدر$ََ ْ$َْ ُه.
َ1
َ  َو...
and we shall gather them, so that We will not leave one
of them behind.
means, `We shall gather them all, the first of
them and the last of them, and We shall not leave
anyone behind, young or old.'
As Allah says:

"
َ ﺥِی
ِU
h " وَا
َ ِوhUْ إِن اK!ُ
ُْ) ٍم7# َِـ ِ َی)ْ ٍم# Gَن ِإ
َ )ُ)ُ8ْ98َ َ
Say: "(yes) verily, those of old, and those of later
times. All will surely be gathered together for an
appointed meeting of a known Day. (56:49,50)

ٌُْ)د.# ٌ َی)ْمb
َ ِس َو َذ
ُ  ُ)عٌ ُ= ا8ْ9# ٌ َی)ْمb
َ ِذ
That is a Day whereon mankind will be gathered
together, and that is a Day when all will be
present. (11:103)

... 0ﺹ
َ b
َ <M  َرGَ
َ ُ)ا6ِ 
ُ َو
And they will be set before your Lord, aligned.
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This may mean that all of creation will stand
before Allah in one row, as Allah says:

=ُ َ ن
َ "ْ َأ ِذ#َ Uِن إ
َ )ُ8َ?َ  َیU ً0ّ ﺹ
َ ُ َ ِ َـ8َ ْ ح وَا
ُ َی)ْ َم َیُ) ُم ا >و
ً<ﺹ)َا
َ ل
َ َ!" َو
ُ َـ8ْ1 ا
The Day that Ar-Ruh (Jibril) and the angels will
stand aligned, they will not speak except him
whom the Most Gracious (Allah) allows, and he
will speak what is right); (78:38)
or it may mean that they will stand in rows, as
Allah says:

ً0ّ ﺹ
َ ً0ّ ﺹ
َ b
ُ َ8َ ْ  وَاb
َ <>  َء َرTَ2َو
And your Lord comes with the angels in rows.
(89:22)

... َ ٍة# ل
َ ْ أَو$ﺥََْ ُآ
َ َ8ُ)َ َآ8?ُْ2
ِ َْ ...
Now indeed, you have come to Us as We created you the
first time.
This is a rebuke to those who denied the
Hereafter, a reprimand before all creation.
This is why Allah says to them:

\٤٨Z ًا
ِ ْ)# $َُ K
َ 7َ ْ9 " ْ َأ$?ُ ْ8
َ ْ َزK<َ ...
Nay, but you thought that We had appointed no meeting
for you (with Us).,
meaning, you did not think that this would
happen to you or that it would come to pass.

... ب
ُ َ?ِ ْ  اdَ 6
ِ َو ُو
And the Book will be produced,
the Book of deeds, which contains a record of
everything, major or minor, significant or
insignificant, great or small.
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... =ِ ِ 8ِ# "
َ ِ0ِ ْ.#ُ "
َ ِ#ِ ْ98ُ ْ  َ َ?َى ا...
and you will see the criminals, fearful of that which is
therein.
of their evil deeds and reprehensible actions.

... َ?َ َْن یَ َوی
َ )ُ)ُ َو َی...
They will say, "Woe to us!''
expressing words of regret for having wasted
their lives.

... ََه%ْ1ِ َ ًة ِإ  َأFﺹ~ِ َ ًة َوَ َآ
َ ب َ ُی~َ ِد ُر
ِ َ?ِ ْ َا اIل َه
ِ َ# ...
What sort of Book is this that leaves neither a small
thing nor a large thing, but has recorded it with
numbers!
it has left no sin, major or minor, and no action,
no matter how small, but it has recorded it with
the utmost precision and accuracy.

... ًا6
ِ َ1 ُ)ا8ِ 
َ َ# ُوا2
َ  َو َو...
And they will find all that they did, present,
everything, both good and evil, as Allah says,

ًاq
َ ْJ#> ٍ ْﺥ
َ ْ"#ِ ْ َ8ِ 
َ # 
ٍ ْ0َ K
>  ُ ُآ9
ِ َ َی)ْ َم
On the Day when every person will be confronted
with all the good he has done. (3:30)
Allah says:

َ َ !َ َم َوأَﺥ8<ِ Iِ ِ #َ ْ)" َی
ُ  اَِـOُFَُی
On that Day man will be informed of what he sent
forward, and what he left behind. (75:13)
And Allah says:

ُ Sِ َ  اGَْFُ َی)ْ َم
The Day when all the secrets will be exposed.
(86:9)
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meaning, everything that is hidden in people's
hearts will become known.
Imam Ahmad recorded from Anas that the Prophet said,

=ِ< ف
ُ َ ْ7 ِ ُی#َ َِ ْ  |َ ِد ٍر ِ)َاءٌ َی)ْ َم اMKُ ِ
Every traitor will have a banner on the Day of
Resurrection, by which he will be known.
It was also narrated in the Two Sahihs, where
one narration says,

:ل
ُ َ ُی،ِ=ِ |ْ َر
َ ْ َ اﺱْ ِ? ِ= ِ< َْ ِر
ِ ِ #َ َِ ْ  |َ ِد ٍر ِ)َاءٌ َی)ْ َم اK
M ُ ِ dُ َ ُْی
" َُن
ِ ْ< ن
ِ َُ |ْ َر ُة
َ Eِ Iِ َه
On the Day of Resurrection, for every traitor a
banner will be erected by his backside, and it will
be said, "This is the betrayer of so-and-so the son
of so-and-so.''

\٤٩Z ًا1
َ  َأb
َ <>  َر$ُ ِْ  َوَ َی...
and your Lord treats no one with injustice.
means, He will judge between His creatures for all
of their deeds, and He will not treat any of His
creatures with injustice. He will overlook and
forgive and have mercy, and He will punish
whomever He wills by His power, wisdom and
justice. He will fill Hell with the disbelievers and
those who have been disobedient. Then He will
rescue the disobedient, and leave the disbelievers
there for eternity. He is the Judge Who never
wrongs or oppresses.
Allah says:

َْ07ِ َـq َ ً ُی
َ1
َ b
ُ َ ل ذَر ٍة َوإِن
َ َْP#ِ ُ$ِْ  َیU
َ =َ  إِن ا
Surely, Allah wrongs not even of the weight of a
speck of dust, but if there is any good, He
doubles it. (4:40)
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ََ ًْﺵ
َ ٌْ0َ $ُ َْ ُ ََ ِ #َ َِ ْ  ِ َ)ْ ِم ا
َ ِْ ْ " ا
َ )َازِی8َ ْ  اdُ q
َ َ َو
Gَ0ل َأ ََْ ِ<َ َو َآ
ٍ ﺥْ َد
َ ْ"#M ٍ Fَ1 ل
َ َْP#ِ ن
َ َﺵًْ َوإِن آ
َ ٌْ0َ $ُ َْ ُ
"
َ ِFﺱ
ِ َ1 َ<ِ
And We shall set up Balances of justice on the
Day of Resurrection, then none will be dealt with
unjustly in anything. then none will be dealt with
unjustly in anything. And if there be the weight of
a mustard seed, We will bring it. And sufficient
are We to take account. (21:47)
And there are many similar Ayat.
Imam Ahmad recorded that Abdullah bin Muhammad bin
Aqil heard Jabir bin Abdullah say,
"I was told about a Hadith which a man heard
from the Prophet, so I bought a camel and put
my saddle on it, then I traveled on it for a month
until I came to Ash-Sham, where Abdullah bin
Unays was. I said to the doorkeeper, `Tell him
that Jabir is at the door.'
He said, `Jabir bin Abdullah!'
I said, `Yes.'
So he came out, still putting his garment on, and
embraced me, and I embraced him, and said:
`I heard a Hadith narrated by you, that you
heard from the Messenger of Allah about
reciprocal punishments. I was afraid that you or I
would die before I could hear it.'
He said, `I heard the Messenger of Allah say:

َا ًة
ُ َ َدF7ِ ْ  ا:ل
َ َ! ْ ِ َأو#َ َِ ْ س َی)ْ َم ا
َ   اKَ2 َ َوp
ُ  ُ ا.
ُ ْJَی
ً8ْ<ُ ًْ|
ُ
Allah will gather the people -- or His servants -on the Day of Resurrection, naked, uncircumcised
and Buhman.
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I asked, `What is Buhman?' He said,

،ٌﺵ;ْء
َ ْ$ُ 7َ #َ 
َ َْ
:ب
َ ُ !َ ْ"#َ =ُ 7ُ 8َ َْ َی8 َ َآ7ُ <َ ْ"#َ =ُ 7ُ 8َ ْت َی
ٍ ْ)%
َ <ِ ْ$ِ  ُیَدِی$ُ4
 ا  َرK
َﺥ
ُ ْ ا  ِر َأنْ َیK
ِ ْ"ْ َأه#ِ ٍ 1
َ Oَِ ;ِ~Fَ ْن َ َی
ُ  َأَ ا ی،ُbِ8َ ْ َأَ ا
;ِ~Fَ ْ َوَ َی،ُ=ْ#ِ =ُ %ِ! ُأG?َ1 w
h1
َ ِ َ9ْ  اK
ِ ْ"ْ َأه#ِ ٍ 1
َ ْ َ َأ
ِ =ُ ََو
K
ِ ْ"ْ َأه#ِ K
ٍ2
ُ ْ َ َر
ِ =ُ ََ َ َو9ْ  اK
َﺥ
ُ ََْ ِ َأنْ ی9ْ  اK
ِ ْ"ْ َأه#ِ ٍ 1
َ Oَِ
َ8ْy  اG?َ1 =ُ ْ#ِ =ُ %ِ! ُأG?َ1 w
h1
َ ا  ِر
They will have nothing with them.
Then a voice will call out to them that will be
heard by those far away just as easily as it will be
heard by those near:
"I am the Sovereign, I am the Judge. None of the
people of Hell should enter Hell if he is owed
something by one of the people of Paradise, until
I have settled the matter, and none of the people
of Paradise should enter Paradise if he is owed
something by one of the people of Hell, until I
settle the matter -- even if it is only the case of a
slap.''
We said, `How will that be, when we have come
before Allah barefooted, naked, uncircumcised
and having nothing with us?'
He said,

َتM ت وَا
ِ َ
َJ
َ ْ ِ<
By (merit for) good deeds, and (recompense) for
evil deeds.
Shubah narrated from Al-Awwam bin Muzahim from Abu
Uthman from Uthman bin Affan, may Allah be pleased
with him, that the Messenger of Allah said:

َ#َِ ْ " ا ْ ََْ ِء َی)ْ َم ا
َ #ِ x
> ?َ ْ?َ َ  َء8َ9ْ إِن ا
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The animal who lost a horn will settle the score
with the one that has horns on the Day of
Resurrection.
It was recorded by Abdullah the son of Imam
Ahmad, and there are corroborating narrations
through other routes.

ن
َ َ آ
َ ِْ< ِإUُِواْ إ9
َ
َ َ  َد َم
ِ ُْوا9
ُ َْـ ِ َ ِ اﺱ8َ ِْ َْ!ُ َوِإذَا
=ِ <M ْ ِ َر#"ْ َأ
َ w
َ
َ 0َ َ "
M9
ِ ْ" ا
َ #ِ
18:50 And (remember) when We said to the angels:
"Prostrate yourselves unto Adam.'' So they
prostrated themselves, except Iblis. He was one of
the Jinn; he disobeyed the command of his Lord.


َ ْ<ِ وh ُ 
َ ْ$ُ َ ْ$ َو ُهGِِ" دُو#  َءTَِْی َ? ُ= َأوMُو َ ُ= َو ُذرIQ
ِ ?َ?َ َأ
U
ً َ <َ "
َ ِ8ِِ ـ
Will you then take him and his offspring as
protectors and helpers rather than Me while they
are enemies to you What an evil is the exchange for
the wrongdoers.

The Story of Adam and Iblis
Allah points out to the Children of Adam the enmity of Iblis
towards them and their father before them, and rebukes those
who follow him and go against their Creator and Master. It is He
who created them from nothing and sustains and nourishes
them by His kindness, yet they still took Iblis as their friend and
declared their enmity towards Allah.
So Allah says:

... ِ َ Sِ َ8َ ِْ َْ!ُ َْوِإذ
And (remember) when We said to the angels,
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meaning all the angels, as was mentioned in the
beginning of Surah Al-Baqarah.

...  َد َمTِ ُوا9
ُ ْ اﺱ...
Prostrate yourselves unto Adam,
a prostration of respect and honor, as Allah says:

ٍ8َ 1
َ ْ"#M K
ٍ َـ%ْﺹ
َ "M# ًا.
َ <َ ٌwِ ﺥَـGMَـ ِ َ ِ ِإ8َ ِْ b
َ <> ل َر
َ َ! َْوِإذ
ن
ٍ )ُْ#
"
َ ِی9
ِ ُ)اْ َ ُ= ﺱَـ7َ َ Gِ1ِ" ر>و# =ِ ِ ُ ْQ0َ ََِذَا ﺱَ)یْ ُ? ُ= َو
And (remember) when your Lord said to the
angels, "I am going to create a human (Adam)
from dried (sounding) clay of altered mud. So,
when I have fashioned him completely and
breathed into him the soul which I created for
him, then fall (you) down prostrating yourselves
unto him. (15:28-29)

... "
M9
ِ ْ" ا
َ #ِ ن
َ َ آ
َ ِْ<ُوا ِإ  ِإ9
َ
َ َ ...
So they prostrated themselves except Iblis. He was one
of the Jinn;
meaning, his original nature betrayed him. He
had been created from smokeless fire, whereas
the angels had been created from light, as is
stated in Sahih Muslim where it is reported that
A'ishah, may Allah be pleased with her, said that
the Messenger of Allah said:

،ٍ"ْ ُ)ر#ِ ُ َ Sِ َ8َ ْ ﺥِ َ ِ ا
ُ
،ٍ"ْ َر#ِ ج
ٍ َ ِر# ْ"#ِ 
ُ ِْ< ِإw
َ ِﺥ
ُ َو
$َُ &
َ ﺹ
ِ  ُو8ِ#   َد ُمw
َ ِﺥ
ُ َو

•
•
•

•

The angels were created from light,

•

Iblis was created from smokeless fire, and

•

Adam was created from that which has
been described to you.
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When matters are crucial, every vessel leaks that which
it contains and is betrayed by its true nature. Iblis used
to do what the angels did and resembled them in their
devotion and worship, so he was included when they
were addressed, but he disobeyed and went against
what he was told to do. So Allah points out here that he
was one of the Jinn, i.e., he was created from fire, as He
says elsewhere:

"
ٍ ِ "ِ# =ُ ?َ َْﺥ
َ ِ"  ٍر َو# ;ِ?َ َْﺥ
َ =ُ ْ#M ٌْﺥ
َ َْ َأ
I am better than he. You created me from fire,
and You created him from clay. (38:76)
Al-Hasan Al-Basri said,
"Iblis was not one of the angels, not even for a
second. He was the origin of the Jinn just as
Adam, upon him be peace, was the origin of
mankind.''
This was narrated by Ibn Jarir with a Sahih chain.

... =ِ <M ْ ِ َر#"ْ َأ
َ w
َ
َ 0َ َ ...
he disobeyed the command of his Lord.
meaning by stepping beyond the bounds of
obedience to Allah.
Fisq (disobeying) implies going out or stepping
beyond. When the date emerges from its flower,
the verb used in Arabic is Fasaqat; the same
verb is used to describe a mouse coming out of
its hole when it comes out to do damage.
Then Allah says, rebuking those who follow and obey
Iblis:

... ;ِِ" دُو# ی َ? ُ= َأوَِْءMُو َ ُ= َو ُذرIQ
ِ ?َ?َ  َأ...
Will you then take him and his offspring as protectors
and helpers rather than Me!
meaning, instead of Me.
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... وh ُ 
َ ْ$ُ َ ْ$ َو ُه...
while they are enemies to you,
This is why Allah says:

\٥٠Z ًَ <َ "
َ ِ8ِ ِ 
َ ْ<ِ ...
What an evil is the exchange for the wrongdoers.
This is like the Ayah in Surah Ya Sin where, after
mentioning the Resurrection and its terrors, and the
ultimate end of the blessed and the doomed, Allah then
says:

ن
َ )ُ#ِ ْ98ُ ْ ْ?َزُوا ا ْ َ)ْ َم َأ>یَ ا#َوا
(It will be said): "And O you the criminals! Get
you apart this Day (from the believers). until; ْ<َ Pَ َأ
ن
َ #ُ<Qِ ْDا َﺕ#ُ#ُ/( َﺕDid you not then understand).
(36:59-62)

ْ$ِ 
ِ 0ُ َ أw
َ ْﺥ
َ U
َ ض َو
ِ ْرU
h ت وَا
ِ )َ َـ8  اw
َ ْﺥ
َ ْ$ُ > َْ َأﺵT#
ًُاq
َ "
َ Mq
ِ 8ُ ْ  اIَ Q
ِ ?ُ# ُ َُ آ#َو
18:51 They did not witness the creation of the
heavens and the earth nor their own creation, nor
did I take those who mislead as `Adudan.

The gods of the Idolators did not witness the Creation of
anything, not even Themselves
Allah says:

... ْ$ِ 
ِ 0ُ َ أw
َ ْﺥ
َ َض َو
ِ ْرOَْ ت وَا
ِ َوَا8  اw
َ ْﺥ
َ ْ$ُ >ََْ َأﺵ#
They did not witness the creation of the heavens and the
earth nor their own creation,
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Allah says that these whom you take as helpers
instead of Me are creatures just like you. They do
not possess anything and did not witness the
creation of heaven and earth, because they did
not exist at that time.'
Allah says, `I am the One Who independently and
exclusively creates and controls all things, and I
have no partner, associate or advisor in that.'
As Allah says:

Gِ ل ذَر ٍة
َ َPُ #ِ ن
َ )ُِْ8 َیU
َ =ِ  ن ا
ِ " دُوM# ْ$?ُ ْ8
َ " َز
َ ِیI  ادُْ)اْ اK
ِ !ُ
ْ$ُ ْ#ِ =ُ َ َ#ك َو
ٍ ْﺵ
ِ "ِ# َ8ِ ِ ْ$ُ َ َ#ض َو
ِ ْرU
h  اGِ U
َ ت َو
ِ )َ َـ8 ا
ٍ ِo
َ "M#
=ُ َ ن
َ "ْ َأ ِذ8َ ِ Uِ إEُ َ ِ ُ 7َ َـ0.  اdُ 0َ َ U
َ َو
Say: "Call upon those you claim besides Allah,
they possess not even a speck of dust in the
heavens or on the earth, nor have they any share
in either, nor is there for Him any assistant
among them.
Intercession with Him profits not except for him
whom He permits. (34:22-23)
Similarly Allah says here:

\٥١Z ًاq
ُ 
َ "
َ Mq
ِ 8ُ ْ  اIَ Q
ِ ?ُ# ُ َُ آ# َو...
nor did I take those who mislead as `Adudan.
Malik said:
"Assistants.''

ْ$)ْ ُه
َ َ َ ْ$?ُ ْ8
َ " َز
َ ِیI  اG
َ Sِ Tَﺵ َآ
ُ ْل َدُوا
ُ )َُو َی)ْ َم َی
18:52 And (remember) the Day He will say: "Call
those (so-called) partners of Mine whom you
claimed.''
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ًِ<ْ)# $َُ ْ<َ َْ7َ 2
َ ْ َو$ُ َ ُْ)اFِ9?َ ْْ َی$ََ
Then they will cry unto them, but they will not
answer them, and We shall put Mawbiq between
them.

َُ)ه7!ِ )َا#> ْ$ُ َن ا  َر َ َ>)اْ أ
َ )ُ#ِ ْ98ُ ْ َو َرأَى ا
18:53 And the criminals shall see the Fire and
apprehend that they are to fall therein.

ًِ ْ%#َ َْ
َ ُْوا9
ِ ْ َی$ََو
And they will find no way of escape from it.

Their Partners are not able to respond and the Criminals are
brought to the Fire
Allah tells;

... ل
ُ )َُو َی)ْ َم َی
And (remember) the Day He will say:
Allah tells us how He will address the idolators on the
Day of Resurrection before all of creation, rebuking and
scolding them,

... ْ$?ُْ8
َ " َز
َ ِیI ; ا
َ Sِ َﺵ َآ
ُ  َدُوا...
Call those (so-called) partners of Mine whom you
claimed.
meaning, in the world. Call them today to save
you from the situation you are in!
Allah says:

ْ$ُ  ﺥَ) َْـ# ْ$?ُ َْ ٍة َو َ َآ# ل
َ ْ أَو$ُ ﺥََْـ
َ َ8ُ)َ َُادَى َآ8?ُْ2
ِ َْ ََو
ْ$ُ َْ أ$?ُ ْ8
َ " َز
َ ِیI  ا$ُ  َء ُآTَ70َ ﺵ
ُ ْ$ُ 7َ َ# َ ََى#ْ َو$ُ) ِر ُآo
ُ َورَا َء
ن
َ )ُ8
ُ َْ ْ$?ُ ُ آ# $َُ Kَ6ْ َو$ُ َ ْ<َ َdyَ ََ  ُءTَﺵ َآ
ُ ْ$ُ ِ
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And truly, you have come unto Us alone as We
created you the first time. You have left what you
were given behind your backs and We do see not
with you your intercessors whom you claimed
were your partners. Now all relations between
you and them have been cut off, and all that you
used to claim has vanished from you. (6:94)

... ْ$ُ َ ُ)اFِ9?َ ْْ َی$ََ ْ$)ْ ُه
َ َ َ ...
Then they will cry unto them, but they will not answer
them.
As Allah says:

ْ$ُ َ ُْ)اFِ9?َ ْْ َی$ََ ْ$)ْ ُه
َ َ َ ْ$ َء ُآTَﺵ َآ
ُ ْ ادُْ)اK
َ ِ!َو
And it will be said (to them): "Call upon those
partners of yours,'' then they will call upon them,
but they will not answer them. (28: 64)
And the Ayah:

=ُ َ D
ُ ِ9?َ ْ َیU "َ# =ِ  ن ا
ِ ِ" دُو# )ُْ" َی8ِ# K
>6
َ "ْ َأ#َ َو
And who is more astray than one who calls others
besides Allah, such as will not answer him. (46:5)
Until the end of the two Ayat;
And:

 ًّا
ِ ْ$ُ َ ْ َُ)ُ)اM ً َ ِن ا  ِ= ءا
ِ ِ" دُو# ُْواIQ
َ وَا
 ًّا6
ِ ْ$ِ َْ
َ ن
َ )ُ)ُْ َو َی$ِ ِ َ َـF7ِ <ِ ن
َ ُو0ُ َْ ﺱ
َ iَآ
And they have taken gods besides Allah, that they
may grant them honor. Nay, but they will deny
their worship of them, and become opponents to
them. (19:81-82)

\٥٢Z ً<ِ ْ)# $َُ ْ<َ َْ7َ 2
َ  َو...
and We shall put Mawbiq between them.
Ibn Abbas, Qatadah and others said:
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"Destruction.''
The meaning is that Allah is stating that these idolators
will have no way of reaching the gods they claimed in
this world. He will separate them in the Hereafter and
neither party will have any means of reaching the other.
There will be devastation, great horrors and other
terrible things in between them.
Abdullah bin Amr understood the pronoun in the phrase
"between them" to refer to the believers and the
disbelievers, meaning that the people of guidance and
the people of misguidance will be separated.
This then is like the Ayat:

ن
َ )ُ!َ0?َ  َیIٍ ِ #َ ْ) ُ َی
َ  وَ َی)ْ َم َُ) ُم ا
And on the Day when the Hour will be established
-- that Day shall (all men) be separated. (30:14)

ن
َ )ُ%َ یIٍ ِ #َ ْ)َی
On that Day men shall be divided. (30:43)

ن
َ )ُ#ِ ْ98ُ ْ ْ?َزُواْ ا ْ َ)ْ َم َأ>یَ ا#وَا
(It will be said), "And O you the criminals! Get
you apart this Day (from the believers). (36:59)

ْ$?ُ َْ أ$ُ َ َ#َ ْ" َأﺵْ َآُ)ا
َ ِیIِ ل
ُ )َُ $ُ4 ً7ِ82
َ ْ$ ُ ُه.
ُ ْJَ َو َی)ْ َم
ْ$ُ َ ْ<َ َْْ ََی$ ُؤ ُآTَﺵ َآ
ُ َو
And on the Day when We shall gather them all
together, then We shall say to those who joined
partners, "Stop in your place! You and your
partners.'' Then We shall separate between
them... until,

ن
َ ْ َ?ُو0 آَُ)اْ َی# ْ$ُ ْ
َ Kَ6َو
And what they invented will vanish from them.
(10:28-30)
Then Allah says:
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... َُ)ه7!ِ )َا#> $َُن ا  َر َ َ>)ا أ
َ )ُ#ِ ْ98ُ ْ َو َرأَى ا
And the criminals shall see the Fire and apprehend that
they are to fall therein.
meaning when they see Hell with their own eyes, since it
is being dragged forth by seventy thousand reins, each
pulled by seventy thousand angels. When, ن
َ #ُ ِ ْ)ُ َْو َرأَى ا
( ا  َرthe criminals shall see the Fire), they will realize
that they cannot escape being thrown into it, and that
will only intensify their anxiety and distress, because the
anticipation and fear of punishment is in itself a real
punishment.

\٥٣Z ً
ِ ْ%#َ َْ
َ ُوا9
ِ ْ َی$َ َو...
And they will find no way of escape from it.
means, they will have no way of fleeing, it will be
inevitable.

ن
َ َ َوآK
ٍ Pَ #َ K
M ِ" ُآ# س
ِ ِ ن
ِ َا ا ْ ُْءَاI هَـGِ َََْوَ َْ ﺹ
U
ً َ 2
َ  ٍءGَ َ ﺵPَ ْ" َأآ
ُ َْـ
ِا
18:54 And indeed We have given every kind of
example in this Qur'an for mankind. But, man is
ever more quarrelsome than anything.

Examples put forth in the Qur'an
Allah says,

ﺵ;ْ ٍء
َ َ Pَ ْن َأآ
ُ َِْ ن ا
َ َ َوآK
ٍ Pَ #َ K
M ِ" ُآ# س
ِ ِ ن
ِ ُْ ْ َا اIَوَ َْ ﺹََْ ِ; َه
\٥٤Z ًَ 2
َ
And indeed We have given every kind of example in this
Qur'an for mankind. But, man is ever more quarrelsome
than anything.
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Allah says, `In this Qur'an, We have explained to
mankind and given clear details of matters so that they
will not stray from the truth or be misled from the path
of guidance. Despite this explanation, man is very
quarrelsome and opposes truth with falsehood,' except
for those whom Allah guides to the path of salvation.
Imam Ahmad recorded that Ali bin Abi Talib said that;
the Messenger of Allah came to visit him and
Fatima, the daughter of Allah's Messenger at
night, and said,

َنِ؟M%
َ ُ ََأ
Are you not going to pray?
I said, "O Messenger of Allah, our souls are in the
Hand of Allah. If He wills to wake us, He will wake
us.''
When I said
returning.

that,

he

went

away

without

Then I heard him as he was walking away,
slapping his thigh and saying,

ًَ 2
َ ﺵ;ْ ٍء
َ َ Pَ ْن َأآ
ُ َِْ ن ا
َ َ َوآ...
But, man is ever more quarrelsome than
anything.''
It was also recorded in the Two Sahihs.

ُْوا0ِ ْ~?َ ْ ا ْ َُى َو َی$ُ  َء ُهTَ2 ُْ)اْ ِإذ#ِ ْLس أَن ُی
َ   اdَ َ #َ َ#َو
i
ً Fُ !ُ ب
ُ َاI7َ ْ  ا$ُ ُ َ ِ ْO" َأوْ َی
َ ِوhUْ ﺱُ ُ ا$ُ َ ِ ْOَ  أَنUِْ إ$ُ <َر
18:55 And nothing prevents men from believing,
while the guidance has come to them, and from
asking forgiveness of their Lord, except that the
ways of the ancients be repeated with them, or the
torment be brought to them face to face.
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"
َ رِیIِ ُ#" َو
َ ِی.
M Fَ #ُ Uِ" إ
َ ِﺱ
َ ْ8ُ ْ  اK
ُﺱ
ِ ُْ َ#َو
18:56 And We send not the Messengers except as
bearers of good news and warners.

wَJْ ُ)اْ ِ< ِ= اq1
ِ ُْ ِ K
ِy
ِ َـFْ ِ< ُْوا0َ " َآ
َ ِیI ل ا
ُ ِ َـ9َو ُی
رُواْ ُهُوًاIِ َْ ُأ# َوGَُِواْ ءایIQ
َ وَا
But those who disbelieve, argue with falsehood, in
order to refute the truth thereby. And they take My
Ayat and that which they are warned for jest!

The Rebellion of the Disbelievers
Allah tells:

... ْ$ُ <َُوا ر0ِ ْ~?َ ْ ا ْ َُى َو َی$ُ َء ُه2 ُْ)ا ِإذ#ِ ْLس أَن ُی
َ   اdَ َ #َ َ#َو
And nothing prevents men from believing, while the
guidance has come to them, and from asking forgiveness
of their Lord,
Allah tells us about the rebellion of the disbelievers in
ancient times and in more recent times, and how they
rejected the obvious truth even when they witnessed
clear signs and proofs. Nothing stopped them from
following the truth except their demand to witness with
their own eyes the punishment which they were being
warned about. As some of them said to their Prophet:

"
َ ِ!ِ ـ% " ا
َ #ِ َ ُ ِء إِن آTَ8 " ا
َ #M ً0َََْ ِآ
َ ِْ ْﺱOََ
So cause a piece of the heaven to fall on us, if
you are of the truthful! (26:187)
Others said:

"
َ ِ!ِ ـ% " ا
َ #ِ َ ُب ا  ِ= إِن آ
ِ َاI7َ <ِ َ?ِ ْSا
Bring Allah's torment upon us if you are one of
the truthful. (29:29)
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The Quraysh said:

"
َ #M َ َر ًة91
ِ ََْ
َ ْy
ِ ْ#Oََ ك
َ ِ ِ ْ"#ِ wَJْ َا ُه َ) اIن هَـ
َ َ إِن آ$ُ ا
$ٍ ِب َأ
ٍ َاI7َ <ِ َ?ِ ْS ِء َأ ِو اTَ8 ا
O Allah! If this is indeed the truth from You, then
rain down stones on us from the sky or bring
upon us a painful torment. (8:32)

ٌُْ)ن98َ َ b
َ ِآْ ُ إIM َْ ِ= ا
َ ل
َ M ُ ِىI >یَ اOََو!َُ)اْ ی
"
َ ِ!ِ ـ% " ا
َ #ِ َ َُـ ِ َ ِ إِن آ8َ ْ ِ< َِْOَ َ# ْ)
And they say: "O you to whom the Reminder has
been sent down! Verily, you are a mad man! Why
do you not bring angels to us if you are of the
truthful!'' (15:6-7)
There are other Ayat referring to the same thing.
Then Allah says:

... "
َ َِوOْ ْ ﺱُ ُ ا$ُ َ ِ ْOَ  ِإ  أَن...
except that the ways of the ancients be repeated with
them,
meaning,
their
overwhelming
destroying every last one of them.

punishment,

\٥٥Z ًFُ !ُ ب
ُ َاI7َ ْ  ا$ُ ُ َ ِ ْO َأوْ َی...
or the torment be brought to them face to face.
they see it with their own eyes, being directly
confronted with it.
Then Allah says:

... "
َ رِیIِ ُ#" َو
َ ِی.
M Fَ #ُ  " ِإ
َ ِﺱ
َ ْ8ُ ْ  اK
ُﺱ
ِ ُْ َ#َو
And We send not the Messengers except as bearers of
good news and warners.
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before the punishment they give good news to
those who believe in them and follow them, and
warnings to those who reject them and oppose
them.
Then Allah tells us about the disbelievers:

... ُوا0َ " َآ
َ ِیI ل ا
ُ َ ِد9 َو ُی...
But those who disbelieve, argue

... wَJْ ُ)ا ِ< ِ= اq1
ِ ُْ ِ K
ِ
ِ َFْ ِ< ...
with falsehood, in order to refute the truth thereby.
they try to weaken the truth that the Messengers
brought, but they cannot achieve that.

\٥٦Z وًا
ُ رُوا ُهIِ َُ أ#ُوا یَِ; َوIQ
َ  وَا...
And they take My Ayat and that which they are warned
for jest!
they take the proof, evidence and miracles sent
with the Messengers to warn them, and make
them fear the punishment;

( ُه ُ; ًواas a jest and mockery),
and they make fun of them, which is the
worst type of disbelief.

G
َ
ِ َ َْ َو
َ ض
َ َ ْOََ =ِ <M آ َ ِ<ـَیِـ ِ َرM " ُذ8ِ# $ُ َْo"ْ َأ#َ َو
Eُ  ْ َیَا#َ َ! َ#
18:57 And who does more wrong than he who is
reminded of the Ayat (signs) of his Lord, but turns
away from them, forgetting what his hands have
sent forth.
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ْ َو!ًْا$ِ ِ  ءَاذَاGِ َوEُ )َُ ْ0ْ أَآِ ً أَن َی$ِ <ِ )ُ!ُ Gَ
َ َْ7َ 2
َ ِإ
Truly, We have set over their hearts Akinnah, lest
they should understand this (the Qur'an), and in
their ears, deafness.

 ا ْ َُى ََ"ْ َیْ َ?ُواْ إِذًا َأ<ًَاGَْ ِإ$ُ 
ُ َْ َوإِن
And if you call them to guidance, even then they
will never be guided.

ِ 8َ ْ1 ُ) ُر ذُو ا0~َ ْ  اb
َ <> َو َر
18:58 And your Lord is Most Forgiving, Owner of
mercy.

ٌ
ِ ْ)# $ُ Kَ< ب
َ َاI7َ ْ  ا$ُ ُ َ K
َ 9َ7َ ُْ)اF
َ َ َآ8<ِ $ُهIُ ﺥ
ِ َاLَ)ْ ُی
i
ً Sِ ْ)#َ =ِ ِ ِ" دُو# ُْوا9
ِ " َی
Were He to call them to account for what they have
earned, then surely, He would have hastened their
punishment. But they have their appointed time,
beyond which they will find no escape.

ًا
ِ ْ)# $ِِ ِْ8َ ِ َْ7َ 2
َ ُ)اْ َو8َo
َ 8َ ْ$ُ  ا ْ َُى َأهََْْـb
َ ِْ َو
18:59 And these towns, We destroyed them when
they did wrong. And We appointed a fixed time for
their destruction.

The Worst People are Those Who turn away after being
reminded
Allah says,

... َْ
َ ض
َ َ ْOََ =ِ <Mت َر
ِ َیTِ< َ آM " ُذ8ِ# $ُ َْo"ْ َأ#َ َو
And who does more wrong than he who is reminded of
the Ayat (signs) of his Lord, but turns away from them,
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Allah says, `Who among My creatures does more
wrong than one who is reminded of the signs of
Allah then turns away from them,' i.e., ignores
them and does not listen or pay attention to
them.

... Eُ  ْ َیَا#َ َ! َ# ;
َ
ِ َ  َو...
forgetting what his hands have sent forth.
means, bad deeds and evil actions.

... ْ$ِ <ِ )ُ!ُ Gَ
َ َْ7َ 2
َ ِ إ...
Truly, We have set over their hearts,
means, the hearts of these people,

... ً ِ َأآ...
Akinnah,
means, coverings.

... Eُ )َُ ْ0 أَن َی...
lest they should understand this,
means, so that they will not understand this
Qur'an and its clear Message.

... ْ َو!ًْا$ِ ِ  َوِ; ذَا...
and in their ears, deafness.
means that they will be deaf in an abstract way,
to guidance.

\٥٧Z  ا ْ َُى ََ" َیْ َ?ُوا ِإذًا َأ َ<ًاGَْ ِإ$ُ َُْ  َوإِن...
And if you call them to guidance, even then they will
never be guided.

... ِ 8َ ْ1 ُ) ُر ذُو ا0~َ ْ  اb
َ <> َو َر
And your Lord is Most Forgiving, Owner of mercy.
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means, `your Lord, O Muhammad, is forgiving
and has great mercy.'

... ب
َ َاI7َ ْ  ا$ُ ُ َ K
َ 9َ7َ ُ)اF
َ َ َآ8<ِ $ُهIُ ﺥ
ِ َاL َ)ْ ُی...
Were He to call them to account for what they have
earned, then surely, He would have hastened their
punishment.
This is like the Ayah:

ٍ <َِ" د# َْ ِهo
َ Gَ
َ ك
َ َ َ َ# ُْ)اF
َ َ َآ8<ِ س
َ   ا  ُ= اIُ ﺥ
ِ َاLَوَ)ْ ُی
And if Allah were to punish men for that which
they earned, He would not leave a moving
creature on the surface of the earth. (35:45)

ُ ِی.
ََ b
َ <َْ َوإِن ر$ِ 8ِ ْo
ُ Gَ
َ س
ِ M  َ ٍة0ِ ْ~#َ ُوIَ b
َ <ََوإِن ر
ب
ِ َ7ِ ْ ا
But verily, your Lord is full of forgiveness for
mankind in spite of their wrongdoing. And verily,
your Lord is (also) severe in punishment. (13:6)
And there are many Ayat which say the same
thing.
Then Allah tells us that He is patient, He conceals faults and
forgives sins. He may guide some of them from wrongdoing to
true guidance, and whoever continues in his evil ways, then
there will come to him a Day when infants will turn grey and
every pregnant female will shed her load.
He says:

\٥٨Z ًSِ ْ)#َ =ِ ِ ِ" دُو# ُوا9
ِ ٌ " َی
ِ ْ)# $ُ Kَ< ...
But they have their appointed time, beyond which they
will find no escape.
meaning, they will find no way out.

... ُ)ا8َo
َ 8َ ْ$ ا ْ َُى َأهََْْ ُهb
َ ِْ َو
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And these towns, We destroyed them when they did
wrong.
This refers to earlier nations in times past; `We
destroyed them because of their stubborn
disbelief.'

\٥٩Z ًا
ِ ْ)# $ِِ ِْ8َ ِ َْ7َ 2
َ  َو...
And We appointed a fixed time for their destruction.
`We appointed for them a set time limit, not to
be increased or decreased. The same applies to
you, O idolators, so beware or what happened to
them will happen to you too, for you have
rejected the noblest Messenger and greatest
Prophet, and you are not dearer to Us than them,
so fear My punishment and wrath.'

"
ِ ْْ َیJFَ ْ  اdَ 8َ ْ9#َ َ ُْ< َأG?َ1 ح
ُ َ ْ< َأU ُ=?َـ0َ ِ Gَُ)ﺱ# ل
َ َ! َْوِإذ
ًFُ1
ُ G
َq
ِ ْ#َأوْ َأ
18:60 And (remember) when Musa said to his boyservant: "I will not give up until I reach the junction
of the two seas or a Huqub passes.''

Gِ =ُ َِFﺱ
َ Iَ Q
َ َ َ8ُ َ )ُ1 َ
ِ َ َ8ِ ِ ْ<َ dَ 8َ ْ9#َ َ~َ<َ 8ََ
ً<َﺱ
َ ِ ْJFَ ْ ا
18:61 But when they reached the junction of the
two seas, they forgot their fish, and it took its way
through the sea as in a tunnel.

َِ 0َ ﺱ
َ "ِ# ََِ َْ َ َ|َ َء
َ َِ ?َـ ُ= ءَا0َ ِ ل
َ َ! َ َوزَا2 8ََ
ًFَ%َ َاIهَـ
18:62 So when they passed further on, Musa said to
his boy-servant: "Bring us our morning meal; truly,
we have suffered Nasaban in this, our journey.''
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ت
َ )ُJْ  َِ ُ اGMَِ ْ َ ِةQ%  اGَ ِإTَْل َأ َرَأیْ َ ِإذْ أَ َوی
َ َ!
Gِ =ُ َِFﺱ
َ Iَ Q
َ  وَاEُ َ " َأنْ َأذْ ُآ
ُ َـyْ.  اUِ َأَِْ ُ= إTَ#َو
ًF9
َ
َ ِ ْJFَ ْ ا
18:63 He said: "Do you remember when we betook
ourselves to the rock I indeed forgot the fish; none
but Shaytan made me forget to remember it. It took
its course into the sea in a strange (way)!''

ً%%
َ !َ َ8َ ِر ِه4 ءَاGَ
َ ْ ِ َرَْاFَ َُ آ# b
َ ِل َذ
َ َ!
18:64 (Musa) said: "That is what we have been
seeking.'' So they went back retracing their
footsteps.

Eُ َْ8َ"ْ ِ َِ َو#M ً 8َ ْ1 َرEُ ََْ  ءَاTََ ِدF
ِ ْ"#M ًْاF
َ َا2
َ )َ َ
ً8ْ
ِ ُ "ِ#
18:65 Then they found one of Our servants, on
whom We had bestowed mercy from Us, and whom
We had taught knowledge from Us.

The Story of Musa and Al-Khidr
Allah tells:

... Eُ َ?0َ ِ Gَُ)ﺱ# ل
َ َ! َْوِإذ
And (remember) when Musa said to his boy-servant:
The reason for Musa's conversation with the boy-servant,
Yusha` bin Nun, was that he had been told about one of
the servants of Allah at the junction of the two seas, who
had knowledge which Musa had not been granted, so he
wanted to travel to meet him. So he said to that boyservant of his:

... ح
ُ َ ْ< َ َأ...
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I will not give up,
meaning, I will keep on traveling,

... "
ِ ْْ َیJFَ ْ  اdَ 8َ ْ9#َ َ ُْ< َأG?َ1 ...
until I reach the junction of the two seas,
meaning, the place where the two seas met.

\٦٠Z ًFُ 1
ُ ;
َq
ِ ْ# َأوْ َأ...
or a Huqub passes.
meaning, even if I have to travel for a very long
time.
Ibn Jarir (may Allah have mercy on him) said,
"Some of the scholars of the Arabic language said
that Huqub means a year in the dialect of (the
tribe of) Qays,''
then he narrated that Abdullah bin Amr said,
"Huqub means eighty years.''
Mujahid said, "Seventy years.''
Ali bin Abi Talhah reported that Ibn Abbas said that;
it means a lifetime.
Qatadah and Ibn Zayd said likewise.

... َ8ُ َ )ُ1 َ
ِ َ َ8ِ ِ ْ<َ dَ 8َ ْ9#َ َ~َ<َ 8ََ
But when they reached the junction of the two seas, they
forgot their fish,
He had been commanded to carry a salted fish with him,
and it had been said to him, when you lose the fish, that
will be a sign that you have reached the right place. So
they set out and traveled until they reached the junction
of the two seas, where there was a spring called `Ayn
Al-Hayat (the Spring of Life).
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They went to sleep there, and the fish felt the drops of
that water, so it came back to life. It was in a vessel with
Yusha`, upon him be peace, and it jumped out of the
vessel towards the sea. Yusha` woke up and the fish fell
into the water and started to swim through the water,
leaving a track or channel behind it.
Allah said:

\٦١Z ً<
َﺱ
َ ِ ْJFَ ْ َِ ُ= ِ; اFﺱ
َ Iَ Q
َ َ ...
and it took its way through the sea as in a tunnel.
meaning, like going through a tunnel on land.
Ibn Jurayj said,
"Ibn Abbas said, `It left a trace as if it were a
rock.'"

... َ َوزَا2 8ََ
So when they had passed further on,
means, past the place where they had forgotten the fish.
Forgetfulness is attributed to them both even
though it was actually Yusha` who forgot.
This is like the Ayah:

ن
ُ َ2ْ8َ  وَاLُ ُْL>َ ا8ُ ْ#ِ ج
ُ ُ ْQَی
Out of them both come out pearl and
coral. (55:22),
although they come from the salt water,
according to one of the two opinions.
When they had passed one stage beyond the
place where they had forgotten the fish,

... َاI َِ َه0َ ﺱ
َ "ِ# ََِ َْ َ َ|َاء
َ َِ Eُ َ?0َ ِ ل
َ َ! ...
(Musa) said to his boy-servant: “Bring us our morning
meal; truly, we have suffered in this, our journey,
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meaning, their journey beyond the place where
they should have stopped.

\٦٢Z ًF%
َ َ ...
Nasaban,
means, exhaustion.

 َ أََِ ُ= ِإ#ت َو
َ )ُJْ ; َِ ُ اMِ َ ْ َ ِةQ%  اGَل َأ َرَأیْ َ ِإذْ َأ َویَْ ِإ
َ َ!
... Eُ َ ن َأنْ َأذْ ُآ
ُ َyْ. ا
He said: “Do you remember when we betook ourselves
to the rock I indeed forgot the fish; none but Shaytan
made me forget to remember it...’’
Then he said,

... =ُ َِFﺱ
َ Iَ Q
َ  وَا...
It took its course,
meaning its path,

\٦٣Z ًF9
َ
َ ِ ْJFَ ْ  ِ; ا...

... ِ ْFَ َُ آ# b
َ ِل َذ
َ َ!
“...into the sea in a strange (way)!’’
(Musa) said: “That is what we have been seeking.’’
meaning, this is what we have been looking for.

\٦٤Z ً%%
َ !َ َ8َ ِر ِه4 Gَ
َ  َرَْا...
So they went back, retracing their footsteps.

ً8ْ
ِ ُ "ِ# Eُ َْ8َ"ْ ِ َِ َو#ِ ً َ8ْ1 َرEُ ََْ  ََ ِدF
ِ ْ"#M ًْاF
َ َا2
َ )َ َ

\٦٥Z

Then they found one of Our servants, on whom We had
bestowed mercy from Us, and whom We had taught
knowledge from Us.
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This was Al-Khidr, peace be upon him, as is indicated by
the authentic Hadiths narrated from the Messenger of
Allah.
Al-Bukhari recorded that Sa`id bin Jubayr said,
“I said to Ibn Abbas: `Nawf Al-Bikali claims that
Musa, the companion of Al-Khidr was not the
Musa of the Children of Israel.’
Ibn `Abbas said, `The enemy of Allah has told a
lie.’
Ubayy bin Ka`b narrated that he heard the Messenger of
Allah say,

ُ؟$َْس َأ
ِ  ي ا
>  َأ:K
َ ِ 
ُ َ K
َ ِSً ِ; َ<ِ; ِإﺱَْاFِyﺥ
َ  !َ َمGَُ)ﺱ# إِن
،َ َأ:ل
َ َ!
،ِ=َْ ِإ$َ ْ7ِ ْ ْ َیُد ا$َ َْْ ِ= ِإذ
َ p
ُ اD
َ ?َ 7َ َ
.b
َ ْ#ِ $ُ َْ" ُه َ) َأ
ِ ْْ َیJFَ ْ  اdِ 8َ ْ98َ <ِ ًْاF
َ ;ِ  ِإَْ ِ= إِنp
ُ  اGَ1ْوOََ
& ِ; ِ<=ِ؟
َ ْب َو َآ
M  یَ َر:Gَُ)ﺱ# ل
َ َ!
)َ ُ َ ت
َ )ُJْ ت ا
َ َْ َ َ8Pُ ْJ
َ َ ،ٍK?َ ْ8ِ <ِ ُ=َ7َ ْ9?َ َ ً)ُ1 b
َ 7َ #َ Iُ ﺥ
ُ ْOَ :ل
َ َ!
،$َ4
"
ُ ْ< dُ ﺵ
َ )ُ یEُ َ?َ =ُ 7َ #َ w
َ َy
َ ْ وَاw
َ َy
َ ْ ا$ُ4 ،ٍK?َ ْ8ِ <ِ =ُ َ7َ 9
َ َ ً)ُ1 Iَ ﺥ
َ Oََ
َ8ُ ﺱ
َ َْ ُر ُءو76
َ ْ َ َة َوQ%  ِإ َذا َأ ََ اG?َ1 ،َُْ ِ= ا َم
َ ن
ٍ )ُ
;ِ 
َ َ 
َ َ =ُ ْ#ِ ج
َ َ Q
َ َ ،ِK?َ ْ8ِ ْ ت ِ; ا
ُ )ُJْ ب ا
َ َ y
َ ْ6 وَا،َ#ََ
،ً<َ ﺱ
َ ِ ْJFَ ْ َِ ُ= ِ; اFﺱ
َ Iَ Q
َ َ ِ ْJFَ ْ ا
،ِقy  اK
َ ْP#ِ =ِ َْ
َ َ َر%َ ،َِء8ْ ْ َی َ ا2
ِ ت
ِ )ُJْ " ا
ِ
َ p
ُ اb
َ 
َ ْ#َوَأ
َ ِ<َ ََy
َ َْ ،ُِ)تJْ ِ< Eُ َ Fِ ْQ ُ= َأنْ ُیFُ 1
ِ َ; ﺹ
َ
ِ َ ،َ/َ ْ?َ ْ اﺱ8ََ
َ8ُ ?َ َََْ َو8ِ #ِ ْ)َی
:Eُ َ?0َ ِ Gَُ)ﺱ# ل
َ َ! ِ ~َ ْ " ا
َ #ِ ن
َ َ ِإذَا آG?َ1
ًF%
َ َ َاI َِ َه0َ ﺱ
َ "ِ# ََِ َْ َ َ|َاء
َ َِ 
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Musa got up to deliver a speech before the
Children of Israel and he was asked, “Who is the
most learned person among the people?’’
Musa replied, “I am.’’
Allah rebuked him because he did not refer the
knowledge to Allah.
So Allah revealed to him: “At the junction of the
two seas there is a servant of Ours who is more
learned than you.’’
Musa asked, “O my Lord, how can I meet him?’’
Allah said, “Take a fish and put it in a vessel and
then set out, and where you lose the fish, you will
find him.’’
So Musa took a fish, put it in a vessel and set out,
along with his boy-servant Yusha` bin Nun, peace
be upon him, till they reached a rock (on which)
they both lay down their heads and slept. The fish
moved vigorously in the vessel and got out of it
and fell into the sea and there it took its way
through the sea (straight) as in a tunnel.
Allah stopped the flow of water on both sides of
the way created by the fish, and so that way was
like a tunnel.
When Musa got up, his companion forgot to tell
him about the fish, and so they carried on their
journey during the rest of the day and the whole
night.
The next morning Musa said to his boy-servant,
“Bring us our morning meal; truly, we
have suffered much fatigue in this, our
journey.’’
Musa did not get tired till he had passed the place
that Allah had ordered him to look for. His boyservant then said to him,
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Tَ#ت َو
َ )ُJْ  َِ ُ اGMَِ ْ َ ِةQ%  اGَ ِإTََْأ َرَأیْ َ ِإذْ َأ َوی
ِ ْJFَ ْ  اGِ =ُ َِFﺱ
َ Iَ Q
َ  وَاEُ َ " َأنْ َأذْ ُآ
ُ َـyْ.  اUَِأَِْ ُ= إ
Fً 9
َ
َ
“Do you remember when we betook
ourselves to the rock I indeed forgot the
fish; none but Shaytan made me forget to
remember it. It took its course into the sea
in a strange way.’’
There was a tunnel for the fish and Musa and his
boy-servant were amazed. Musa said,

ً%%
َ !َ َ8َ ِر ِه4 ءَاGَ
َ ْ ِ َرَْاFَ َُ آ# b
َ َِذ
“That is what we have been seeking.’’ So
they went back retracing their footsteps.’’
So they went back retracing their steps until they
reached the rock. There they found a man
covered with a garment.
Musa greeted him.
Al-Khidr said, “Is there such a greeting in your
land!’’
Musa said, “I am Musa.’’
He said, “Are you the Musa of the Children of
Israel?’’
Musa said, “Yes,’’ and added, “I have come to you
so that you may teach me something of that
knowledge which you have been taught.’’

ًْاFﺹ
َ G
َ 7ِ #َ dَ ِy?َ َْ "َ b
َ ِل إ
َ َ!
Al-Khidr said, “You will not be able to have
patience with me.
O Musa! I have some of Allah’s knowledge which
He has bestowed upon me but you do not know
it; and you too, have some of Allah’s knowledge
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which He has bestowed upon you, but I do not
know it.’’
Musa said,

ًْا# أb
َ َ Gِ%ْ َأU
َ  َء ا  ُ= ﺹَ ِ<ًا َوTَ إِن ﺵGُِ 9
ِ ?َ ﺱ
َ
“If Allah wills, you will find me patient, and I will
not disobey you in aught.’’
Al-Khidr said to him,

ْ ُ= ِذآًْا#ِ b
َ َث
َ ِ ْ1 ُأG?َ1  ٍءGَ َ" ﺵGْ Oَ َْ i
َ َ Gِ?َ ْ7Fَ ن ا
ِ َِ
“Then, if you follow me, ask me not about
anything till I myself mention it to you.’’
So they set out walking along the shore, until a
boat passed by and they asked the crew to let
them go on board.
The crew recognized Al-Khidr and allowed them to
go on board free of charge.
When they went on board, suddenly Musa saw
that Al-Khidr had pulled out one of the planks of
the ship with an adz.
Musa said to him, “These people gave us a free
ride, yet you have broken their boat so that its
people will drown!
Verily, you have done a terrible thing!

ًْاFﺹ
َ G
َ 7ِ #َ dَ ِy?َ َْ "َ b
َ ِْ إK!ُ ْ َأ$ََل أ
َ َ!
“Al-Khidr said, “Did I not tell you, that you would
not be able to have patience with me!’’

ًْا
ُ ِْى#"ْ َأ#ِ Gِْ ُْ ِهU
َ َ َِ ُ َو8ِ< GِْIﺥ
ِ َاLُ U
َ ل
َ َ!
Musa said, “Call me not to account for what I
forgot and be not hard upon me for my affair
(with you).‘’
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The Messenger of Allah said,
In the first instance, Musa asked Al-Khidr because
he had forgotten his promise.
Then a bird came and sat on the edge of the
boat, dipping its beak once or twice in the sea. AlKhidr said to Musa, “My knowledge and your
knowledge, in comparison to Allah’s knowledge, is
like what this bird has taken out of the sea.’’
Then they both disembarked from the boat, and
while they were walking on the shore, Al-Khidr
saw a boy playing with other boys.
Al-Khidr took hold of the boy’s head and pulled it
off with his hands, killing him.
Musa said to him,

ِ ْ~َ <ِ ً ًِْ َزآ0َ َ ْ?َ !َ ل َأ
َ َ! =ُ َ?َ ََ ً#i
َ |
ُ َِ َ  ِإذَاG?َ1 ََy
َ َْ
ﺵًْ >ًْا
َ َ ْ2
ِ َْ 
ٍ ْ0َ
“Have you killed an innocent person who had
killed none! Verily, you have committed a thing
Nukr!’’

ًْاFﺹ
َ G
َ 7ِ #َ dَ ِy?َ َْ "َ b
َ ِ إb
َ ْK!ُ ْ َأ$َل َأ
َ َ!
He said, “Did I not tell you that you would not be
able to have patience with me’’
(The narrator) said, "The second blame was
stronger than the first one''.

GMُ "ِ# َ ْ~َ<َ ْ!َ GِْF1
ِ َ%ُ i
َ َ َْ َه7<َ ْ ٍءGﺵ
َ "َ b
َ ?ُ ْ Oَﺱ
َ ل إِن
َ َ!
 َ<)ْاْ أَنOََ ََْ َأهTَ87َ ْy?َ ْ َ!ْ َی ٍ اﺱK
َ ْ َأهTََ  ِإذَ َأG?َ1 ََy
َ َ ْرًاI
ُ
َََارًا ُیِی ُ أَن ی2
ِ َِ َا2
َ )َ َ َ8ُ) ُه0M q
َ ُی
Musa said, "If I ask you anything after this, keep
me not in your company; you have received an
excuse from me.'' Then they both proceeded until
they came to the people of a town. They asked
them for food but they refused to entertain them.
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(Then) they found there a wall on the point of
falling down.
(Al-Khidr) set it up straight with his own hands.

 َ<)ْاْ أَنOََ ََْ َأهTَ87َ ْy?َ ْ َ!ْ َی ٍ اﺱK
َ ْ َأهTََ  ِإذَ َأG?َ1 ََy
َ َ
ْ)َ ل
َ َ! =ُ #َ َ!Oََ َََارًا ُیِی ُ أَن ی2
ِ َِ َا2
َ )َ َ َ8ُ) ُه0M q
َ ُی
ًْا2َْ ِ= َأ
َ ت
َ ْIQ
َ َU َ ْﺵ
ِ
Musa said, "We came to these people, but they
neither fed us nor received us as guests. If you
had wished, surely, you could have taken wages
for it!''

=ِ َْ dِy?َ َْ ْ$َ َ# K
ِ ْوِیO?َ <ِ b
َ ُ FM َ Oُﺱ
َ b
َ ِ ْ<َ  َوGِْ<َ ق
ُ َا َِاIل هَـ
َ َ!
ًْاFﺹ
َ
(Al-Khidr) said: "This is the parting between you
and I. I will tell you the interpretation of (those)
things over which you were unable to be patient.''
The Messenger of Allah said:

َ8 ِ ِهFَ ﺥ
َ ْ"#ِ ََْ
َ p
ُ  اxُ َیG?َ1 َ Fَ ﺹ
َ ن
َ َ آGَ)ﺱ#ُ َو ِددَْ أَن
We wish that Musa was patient so that Allah
would have told us more about both of them.
Sa`id bin Jubayr said:
"Ibn Abbas used to recite (Ayah no. 79),

ًFْq|
َ ٍ J
َ ََِ َ ٍ ﺹ0ﺱ
َ Kُ آIُ ﺥ
ُ ٌْ َیbِ#َ ْ$ُ #َ َ#ن َأ
َ ََوآ
There was a king before them who seized every
good-conditioned ship by force.
and (Ayah no 80)

"
ِ َْ #ِ ْL#ُ Eُ ن َأ َ<)َا
َ َن آَ ًِا َوآ
َ ََ  ا ْ ُ~َ ُم#ََوأ
As for the boy, he was a disbeliever and his
parents were believers.
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Then (in another narration) Al-Bukhari recorded a similar
account which says:
...then Musa set out and with him was his boyservant Yusha` bin Nun, and they had the fish
with them. When they reached the rock, they
camped there, and Musa lay down his head and
slept. At the base of the rock there was a spring
called Al-Hayat; its water never touched a thing
but it brought it to life. Some of its water touched
the fish, so it began to move and jumped out of
the vessel and into the sea. When he woke up,
Musa said to his boy-servant:
Bring us our morning meal.
Then he quoted the rest of the Hadith.
Then a bird came and perched on the edge of the
ship, and dipped its beak in the sea, and Al-Khidr
said to Musa,
"My knowledge and your knowledge and the
knowledge of all of creation, in comparison to the
knowledge of Allah, is like what this bird has
taken from the sea.''
Then he mentioned the rest of the report.

َ ْ8M
ُ 8ِ# "
ِ 8َ M7َ ُ  أَنGَ
َ b
َ 7ُ Fِ َْ أKَ هGَُ)ﺱ# =ُ َ ل
َ َ!
ُرﺵًْا
18:66 Musa said to him: "May I follow you so that
you teach me something of that knowledge which
you have been taught (by Allah)!''

ًْاFﺹ
َ G
َ 7ِ #َ dَ ِy?َ َْ "َ b
َ ِل إ
َ َ!
18:67 He said: "Verily, you will not be able to have
patience with me!''
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ًْاFﺥ
ُ =ِ <ِ ْJ
ِ ُ ْ$َ َ# Gَ
َ ُ Fِ ْ%َ &
َ َْو َآ
18:68 "And how can you have patience about a
thing which you know not!''

ًْا# أb
َ َ Gِ%ْ َأU
َ  َء ا  ُ= ﺹَ ِ<ًا َوTَ إِن ﺵGُِ 9
ِ ?َ ﺱ
َ ل
َ َ!
18:69 Musa said: "If Allah wills, you will find me
patient, and I will not disobey you in aught.''

b
َ َث
َ ِ ْ1 ُأG?َ1  ٍءGَ َ" ﺵGْ Oََْ i
َ َ Gَِ?ْ7Fَ ن ا
ِ َِ ل
َ َ!
ْ ُ= ِذآًْا#ِ
18:70 He said: "Then, if you follow me, ask me not
about anything till I myself mention of it to you.''

Musa meeting with Al-Khidr and accompanying Him
Allah tells us what Musa said to that learned man, who was AlKhidr. He was one to whom Allah had given knowledge that He
had not given to Musa, just as He had given Musa knowledge
that He had not given to Al-Khidr.

... b
َ 7ُ Fِ َْ أK َهGَُ)ﺱ# =ُ َ ل
َ َ!
Musa said to him: "May I follow you...''
This is a question phrased in gentle terms, with
no sense of force or coercion. This is the manner
in which the seeker of knowledge should address
the scholar.

"
َ Dُ ِ ( َأ ﺕI follow you)
means, I accompany you and spend time
with you.

\٦٦Z رﺵًْا
ُ َ ْ8M
ُ 8ِ# "
ِ 8َ M7َ ُ  أَنGَ
َ ...
so that you teach me something of that knowledge which
you have been taught.
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meaning, teach me something from that which
Allah has taught you so that I may be guided by it
and learn something beneficial and do righteous
deeds.
At this point,

...ل
َ َ!
He said,
meaning, Al-Khidr said to Musa,

\٦٧Z ًْاFﺹ
َ ;
َ 7ِ #َ dَ ِy?َ َْ "َ b
َ ِ إ...
Verily, you will not be able to have patience with me!
meaning, `You will not be able to accompany with
me when you see me doing things that go against
your law, because I have knowledge from Allah
that He has not taught you, and you have
knowledge from Allah that He has not taught me.
Each of us has responsibilities before Allah that
the other does not share, and you will not be able
to stay with me,'

\٦٨Z ًْاFﺥ
ُ =ِ <ِ ْJ
ِ ُ ْ$َ َ# Gَ
َ ُ Fِ ْ%َ &
َ ْوَ َآ
And how can you have patience about a thing which you
know not!
`For I know that you will denounce me justifiably,
but I have knowledge of Allah's wisdom and the
hidden interests which I can see but you cannot.'

...ل
َ َ!
He said,
meaning, Musa said:

...  ُِ; إِن ﺵَء ا  ُ= ﺹَ ِ<ًا9
ِ ?َ ﺱ
َ ...
If Allah wills, you will find me patient,
with whatever I see of your affairs,

\٦٩Z ًْا# َأb
َ َ ;ِ%ْ َوَ َأ...
and I will not disobey you in aught.
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means, `I will not go against you in anything.'
At that point, Al-Khidr, upon him be peace, set a
condition:

... ﺵ;ْ ٍء
َ "َ ;ِ ْ Oََْ ََ ;ِ?َ ْ7Fَ ن ا
ِ َِ ل
َ َ!
Then, if you follow me, ask me not about anything,
do not initiate any discussion of the matter,

\٧٠Z ْ ُ= ِذآًْا#ِ b
َ َث
َ ِ ْ1 ُأG?َ1 ...
till I myself mention of it to you.
meaning, `until I initiate the discussion, before
you ask me about it.'

َ!َ َ ﺥ
َ ِ َ ِ0  اGِ َF ِإذَا َر ِآG?َ1 ََy
َ َْ
18:71 So they both proceeded, till, when they
boarded the boat, he (Khidr) damaged it.

ًْا#ﺵًْ ِإ
َ َ ْ2
ِ َْ َ ََْق َأه
َ ِ ْ~?ُ ِ َ?َ ْ!َ ﺥ
َ ل َأ
َ َ!
Musa said: "Have you damaged it wherein its people
will drown! Verily, you have committed a thing
Imr.''

ًْاFﺹ
َ G
َ 7ِ #َ dَ ِy?َ َْ "َ b
َ ِْ إK!ُ ْ َأ$ََل أ
َ َ!
18:72 He said: "Did I not tell you, that you would
not be able to have patience with me!''

ِْى#"ْ َأ#ِ Gِْ ُْ ِهU
َ َ َِ ُ َو8<ِ GِْIَِاﺥLُ U
َ ل
َ َ!
ًْا
ُ
18:73 He said: "Call me not to account for what I
forgot, and be not hard upon me for my affair (with
you).''
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Damaging the Boat
Allah tells:

... ََْق َأه
َ ِ ْ~?ُ ِ َ?َ ْ!َ ﺥ
َ ل َأ
َ َ! َ!َ َ ﺥ
َ ِ َ ِ0 َ ِ; اF ِإذَا َر ِآG?َ1 ََy
َ َ
So they both proceeded, till, when they boarded the
boat, he (Khidr) damaged it.
Musa said: "Have you damaged it wherein its people will
drown!
Allah tells us that Musa and his companion Al-Khidr set
out having come to an agreement and reached an
understanding. Al-Khidr had made the condition that
Musa should not ask him about anything he found
distasteful until he himself initiated the discussion and
offered an explanation. So they went on board the ship,
as described in the Hadith quoted above -- the crew
recognized Al-Khidr and let them ride on board free of
charge, as an honor to Al-Khidr.
When the boat took them out to sea and they were far
from the shore, Al-Khidr got up and damaged the boat,
pulling out one of its planks and then patching it up
again.
Musa, peace be upon him, could not restrain himself
from denouncing him, so he said: َ.<َ ْق َأه
َ ِ ْ>ُ ِ َ.َ ْ!َ 
َ ( َأHave
you damaged it wherein its people will drown).
The grammatical structure of the sentence in Arabic
implies that this was the consequence, not the purpose,
of his action.

\٧١Z ًْا#ﺵًْ ِإ
َ َ ْ2
ِ َْ َ ...
Verily, you have committed a thing Imr.
About `Imr', Mujahid said:
"An evil thing.''
Qatadah said,
"An astounding thing.''
At this point, reminding him of the previously agreed
condition,
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\٧٢Z ًْاFﺹ
َ ;
َ 7ِ #َ dَ ِy?َ َْ "َ b
َ ِْ إK!ُ ْ َأ$َل َأ
َ َ!
He (Al-Khidr) said: Did I not tell you, that you would not
be able to have patience with me!
meaning, `this thing that I did deliberately is one
of the things I told you not to denounce me for,
because you do not know the full story, and there
is a reason and purpose for it that you do not
know about.'

\٧٣Z ًْا
ُ ِْي#"ْ َأ#ِ ;َِْ َِ ُ َوَ ُْ ِه8<ِ ;ِْIﺥ
ِ َاLُ َ ل
َ َ!
He (Musa) said: Call me not to account for what I forgot,
and be not hard upon me for my affair (with you).
meaning, `do not be harsh with me.'
Hence it says in the Hadith quoted above from the
Messenger of Allah:

ًَِْ Gَُ)ﺱ# ْ"#ِ GَُوOْ آَ َ ِ ا
In the first instance, Musa asked Al-Khidr because
he had forgotten his promise.

=ُ َ?َ َ َ ً#i
َ|
ُ َِ َ  ِإذَاG?َ1 ََy
َ َْ
18:74 Then they both proceeded till they met a boy,
and he (Khidr) killed him.

ﺵًْ >ًْا
َ َ ْ2
ِ َْ 
ٍ ْ0َ ِ ْ~َ <ِ ً ًِْ َزآ0َ َ ْ?َ !َ ل َأ
َ َ!
Musa said: "Have you killed an innocent person
without Nafs! Verily, you have committed a thing
Nukr!''

ًْاFﺹ
َ G
َ 7ِ #َ dَ ِy?َ َْ "َ b
َ ِ إb
َ ْK!ُ ْ َأ$َل َأ
َ َ!
18:75 He said: "Did I not tell you that you can have
no patience with me!''
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َ ْ~َ<َ ْ!َ GِْF1
ِ َ%ُ i
َ َ َْ َه7<َ ْ ٍءGﺵ
َ "َ b
َ ?ُ ْ Oَﺱ
َ ل إِن
َ َ!
ْرًاI
ُ GMُ "ِ#
18:76 He said: "If I ask you anything after this,
keep me not in your company, you have received an
excuse from me.''

The Story of killing the Boy
Allah tells:

... ََy
َ َ
Then they both proceeded,
means, after the first incident,

... =ُ َ?َ َ َ ً#َ|
ُ َِ َ  ِإذَاG?َ1 ...
till they met a boy, and he (Khidr) killed him.
It has been stated previously that this boy was playing
with other boys in one of the towns, and that Al-Khidr
deliberately singled him out. He was the finest and most
handsome of them all, and Al-Khidr killed him. When
Musa, peace be upon him, saw that he denounced him
even more fervently than in the first case, and said
hastily:

... ً ًِْ َزآ0َ َ ْ?َ !َ ل َأ
َ َ! ...
He (Musa) said: Have you killed an innocent person,
meaning, a young person who had not yet
committed any sin or done anything wrong, yet
you killed him

... 
ٍ ْ0َ ِ ْ~َ <ِ ...
without Nafs,
with no reason for killing him.

\٧٤Z ﺵًْ >ًْا
َ َ ْ2
ِ َْ ...
Verily, you have committed a thing Nukr!
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meaning, something that is clearly evil.

\٧٥Z ًْاFﺹ
َ ;ِ7#َ dَ ِy?َ َْ "َ b
َ ِ إb
َ Kُ!ْ َأ$َل َأ
َ َ!
He said: "Did I not tell you that you can have no
patience with me!''
Once again, Al-Khidr reiterates the condition set
in the first place, so Musa says to him:

... َْ َه7<َ ﺵ;ْ ٍء
َ "َ b
َ ?ُ ْ Oَﺱ
َ ل إِن
َ َ!
He said: If I ask you anything after this,
meaning, `if I object to anything else you do
after this,'

\٧٦Z ْرًاI
ُ ;Mُ "ِ# َ ْ~َ<َ ْ!َ ;ِْF1
ِ َ%ُ ََ ...
keep me not in your company, you have received an
excuse from me.
`you have accepted my apology twice.'
Ibn Jarir narrated from Ibn Abbas that Ubayy bin Ka`b
said:
"Whenever the Prophet mentioned anyone, he
would pray for himself first. One day he said:

َ %
َ ْ<Oََ =ِ Fِ 1
ِ َ ﺹdَ #َ e
َ Fِ َ ْ)َ Gَُ)ﺱ# Gَ
َ ََْ َو
َ p
ِ  ُ ا8َ ْ1َر
:ل
َ َ! =ُ َِ َو،َD9
َ 7َ ْ ا
"ِ# َ ْ~َ<َ ْ!َ ;ِْF1
ِ َ%ُ ََ َْ َه7<َ ﺵ;ْ ٍء
َ "َ b
َ ?ُ ْ Oَﺱ
َ ِإن
ْرًاI
ُ ;Mُ
May the mercy of Allah be upon us and upon
Musa. If he had stayed with his companion he
would have seen wonders, but he said,
`If I ask you anything after this, keep me
not in your company, you have received
an excuse from me.'''
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 َ<)ْاْ أَنOََ ََْ َأهTَ87َ ْy?َ ْ َ!ْ َی ٍ اﺱK
َ ْ َأهTََ  ِإذَ َأG?َ1 ََy
َ َ
=ُ #َ َ!Oََ َََارًا ُیِی ُ أَن ی2
ِ َِ َا2
َ )َ َ َ8ُ) ُه0M q
َ ُی
18:77 Then they both proceeded till when they
came to the people of a town, they asked them for
food, but they refused to entertain them. Then they
found therein a wall about to collapse and he set it
up straight.

ًْا2َْ ِ= َأ
َ ت
َ ْIQ
َ َU َ ْﺵ
ِ ْ)َ ل
َ َ!
(Musa) said: "If you had wished, surely you could
have taken wages for it!''

dِy?َ َْ ْ$َ َ# K
ِ ْوِیO?َ <ِ b
َ ُ FM َ Oُﺱ
َ b
َ ِ ْ<َ  َوGِْ<َ ق
ُ َا َِاIل هَـ
َ َ!
ًْاFﺹ
َ =ِ َْ
18:78 He said: "This is the parting between you and
I, I will tell you the interpretation of (those) things
over which you were not able to be patient.''

The Story of repairing the Wall
Allah tells:

... ََy
َ َ
they both proceeded,
after the first two instances,

... ٍ  َ!ْ َیK
َ ْ ِإذَا َأ ََ َأهG?َ1 ...
till when they came to the people of a town,
Ibn Jarir narrated from Ibn Sirin that this was Al-Aylah.
According to the Hadith;

ً#َِ ٍ  َ!ْ َیK
َ ْ ِإذَا َأ ََ َأهG?َ1
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When they came there, the people of the town
were mean. i.e., miserly.

َََارًا ُیِی ُ َأنْ ی2
ِ َِ َا2
َ )َ َ َ8ُ) ُه0Mq
َ  َ<)ْا أَن ُیOََ َََْ َأه87َ ْy?َ ْ اﺱ...
... =ُ #َ َ!Oََ
they asked them for food, but they refused to entertain
them. Then they found therein a wall about to collapse
and he (Khidr) set it up straight.
means, he fixed it so it was standing upright
properly.
We have already seen in the Hadith quoted above that
he set it up with his own hands, supporting it until it was
standing
straight
again,
which
is
something
extraordinary.
At this point,

\٧٧Z ًْا2َْ ِ= َأ
َ ت
َ ْIQ
َ َ َ ْﺵ
ِ ْ)َ ل
َ َ! ....
(Musa) said: If you had wished, surely you could have
taken wages for it!
meaning, because they did not entertain us as
guests, you should not have worked for them for
free.

... b
َ ِ ْ<َ ق َ<ِْ; َو
ُ َا َِاIل َه
َ َ!
He said: "This is the parting between you and I,
meaning, because you said after the boy was
killed that if you asked me anything after that,
you would not accompany me any further. So this
is the parting of the ways between me and you.

... K
ِ ْ ِویO?َ <ِ b
َ ُ FMَ Oُﺱ
َ ...
I will tell you the interpretation,
meaning explanation,

\٧٨Z ًْاFﺹ
َ =ِ َْ dِy?َ َْ ْ$َ َ# ...
of (those) things over which you were not able to be
patient.
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ت
> رَدOََ ِ ْJFَ ْ  اGِ ن
َ )ُ8َ ْ7" َی
َ َِـ8َ ِ ْ َ ََ ُ َ ِ0  ا#َأ
ًFْ%|
َ ٍ َ ِ0ﺱ
َ Kُ آIُ ﺥ
ُ ْOٌ َیbِ# $َُ َوآَنَ َورَ َءهFَ َِأنْ َأ
18:79 "As for the boat, it belonged to poor people
working in the sea. So I wished to make a defective
damage in it, as there was a king behind them who
seized every boat by force.''

Interpretations of why the Ship was damaged
Khidr gives the explanation of his actions:

ن
َ ََ َوآFَ ِت َأنْ َأ
> رَدOََ ِ ْJFَ ْ ن ِ; ا
َ )ُ8َ ْ7" َی
َ َِآ8َ ِ ْ َ ََ ُ َ ِ0  ا#َأ
\٧٩Z ًFْ%|
َ ٍ َ ِ0ﺱ
َ Kُ آIُ ﺥ
ُ ْOٌ َیbِ# $َُورَاءه
"As for the boat, it belonged to poor people working in
the sea. So I wished to make a defective damage in it,
as there was a king behind them who seized every boat
by force.''
This is an explanation of what Musa found so hard to
understand, and the appearance of which he
condemned.
Allah showed Al-Khidr the hidden reasons, so he said,
"I damaged the ship to make it faulty, because
they used to pass by a king who was one of the
َ   ُآUُ 
ُ ْ%َ (seized every boat),
oppressors, who Mٍ َ ,ِT
i.e., every good, sound boat ًْF
َ (by force). `So
I wanted to prevent him from taking this boat by
making it appear faulty, so that its poor owners
who had nothing else could benefit from it.'
It was also said that they were orphans.
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َ8ُ َ  أَن ُیْ ِهTَِ.Q
َ َ "
ِ َْ #ِ ْL#ُ Eُ ن أَ َ<)َا
َ ََ $ُ  ا ْ ُ~َـ#ََوأ
ًْا0~َْـً َو ُآ
ُ
18:80 "And as for the boy, his parents were
believers, and we feared he would oppress them by
rebellion and disbelief.''

ب
َ َ ْ!ْ ُ= َزآَـ) ًة َوَأ#M ﺥًْا
َ َ8ُ <> َ َر8ُ َِ ْF أَن ُیTَْ َردOََ
ً8ْ1ُر
18:81 "So we intended that their Lord should
exchange him for them for one better in
righteousness and nearer to mercy.''

Interpretation of why the Boy was killed
Khidr explains about his second action:

\٨٠Z ًْا0~ًَْ َو ُآ
ُ َ8ُ َ َِ أَن ُیْ ِه.Q
َ َ ِ"َْ #ِ ْL#ُ Eُ ن َأ َ<)َا
َ ََ  ا ْ ُ~َ ُم#ََوأ
"And as for the boy, his parents were believers, and we
feared he would oppress them by rebellion and
disbelief.''
Ibn Abbas narrated from Ubayy bin Ka`b that the
Prophet said:

 آَ ًِاdَ Fِ 
ُ  َی)ْ َمdَ Fِ 
ُ ُ q
ِ Q
َ ْ ِي َ! َ?َ ُ= اI ا ْ ُ~َ ُم ا
The boy Al-Khidr killed was destined to be a
disbeliever from the day he was created.
It was recorded by Ibn Jarir from Ibn Abbas. He said:
ًْاTًَ َو ُآ,ْ>W
ُ َ.ُ Qَ ْ ِه%ُ  َ أَن,ِJX
َ Pَ ِ ْ,َ ِ ْVُ Hُ َا#ن َأ َﺏ
َ َ/Pَ (his parents were
believers, and we feared he would oppress them by
rebellion and disbelief).
Their love for him might make them follow him in
disbelief.
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Qatadah said,
"His parents rejoiced when he was born and
grieved for him when he was killed. If he had
stayed alive, he would have been the cause of
their doom. So let a man be content with the
decree of Allah, for the decree of Allah for the
believer, if he dislikes it, is better for him than if
He were to decree something that he likes for
him.''
An authentic Hadith says;

=َ ﺥًْا
َ ن
َ ََ ٍء ِإ  آq!َ ْ"#ِ "
ِ #ِ ْL8ُ ِْ ُpِ; اqَْ َی
Allah does not decree anything for the believer
except it is good for him.
And Allah says:

ْ$ُ ٌْﺥ
َ )َ ﺵًْ َو ُه
َ ْ أَن َْ َهُ)اGَ
َ َو
and it may be that you dislike a thing which is
good for you. (2:216)

\٨١Z ً8ْ1ر
ُ ب
َ َ ْ!ْ ُ= َزآَ ًة َوَأ#M ﺥًْا
َ َ8ُ <>َ َر8ُ َِ ْF َردَْ أَن ُیOََ
So we intended that their Lord should exchange him for
them for one better in righteousness and nearer to
mercy.
A child who was better than this one, a child for
whom they would feel more compassion.
This was the view of Ibn Jurayj.

ن
َ َِی َ ِ َوآ8َ ْ  اGِ "
ِ ْ8َ ِ?" َی
ِ ْ8َ ن ِ ُ~َـ
َ ََ َا ُر9
ِ ْ  ا#ََوأ
ًJَِ ﺹَـ8ن َأ<ُ) ُه
َ ََ َوآ8ُ ٌَْ َ? ُ= آJَ
18:82 "And as for the wall, it belonged to two
orphan boys in the town; and there was under it a
treasure belonging to them; and their father was a
righteous man,
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ً 8َ ْ1َ َر8َ آَ َ ُه2ِ ْQ?َ َْ َو َی8 َأﺵُ ُهTَ~ُْF أَن َیb
َ <> رَا َد َرOََ
b
َ <M " رM#
and your Lord intended that they should attain their
age of full strength and take out their treasure as a
mercy from your Lord.

ِْى#"ْ َأ
َ =ُ ?ُ ْ7َ َ َ#َو
And I did them not of my own accord.

ًْاFﺹ
َ =ِ َْ dِـyَْ ْ$َ َ# K
ُ ْوِیOَ b
َ َِذ
That is the interpretation of those (things) over
which you could not be patient.

Interpretation of why the Wall was repaired for no Charge
Allah says,

... َ8ُ ٌَْ َ? ُ= آJَ ن
َ َِی َ ِ َوآ8َ ْ " ِ; ا
ِ ْ8َ ِ?" َی
ِ ْ#َ َ~ُ ِ ن
َ ََ َا ُر9
ِ ْ  ا#ََوأ
"And as for the wall, it belonged to two orphan boys in
the town; and there was under it a treasure belonging to
them;
In this Ayah there is a proof that the word Qaryah
(village) may be used to refer to a city (Madinah),
because Allah first says, Mٍ %َ ْ!َ َ َْ َأه, ِإذَا َأ َﺕY(
َ (till when they
came to the people of a town (Qaryah)) (18:77), but
here He says: Mِ َ %َِ ْ اZِP ِ ْ,َ ,ِ%َ ِ ْ,َ َ<>ُ ِ ن
َ َ/Pَ (it belonged to
two orphan boys in the town (Al-Madinah);
This is like the Ayat:

b
َ ْ?2
َ َ ْ َأﺥGِ?  اb
َ ?ِ " َ!ْ َیM# ﺵ > !ُ) ًة
َ  َأG
َ " َ!ْ َی ٍ ِهM# "MیOََو َآ
And many a town (Qaryah), stronger than your
town which has driven you out We have
destroyed. (47:13)
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and;

$ٍ ِ 
َ "
ِ ْ?َ " ا ْ َْ َی
َ #M K
ٍ2
ُ  َرGَ
َ ن
ُ َا ا ُْْءَاIل هَـ
َ M ُ U
َ ْ)َ َْو!َُ)ا
And they say: "Why is not this Qur'an sent down
to some great man of the two towns (AlQaryatayn),'' (43:31)
meaning Makkah and At-Ta'if.
The meaning of the Ayah is:
"I repaired this wall because it belonged to two
orphan boys in the city, and underneath it was
some treasure belonging to them.''
Ikrimah, Qatadah and others said,
"Underneath it there was some wealth that was
buried for them.''
This meaning is apparent from the context of the
Ayah, and is the view chosen by Ibn Jarir (may
Allah have mercy on him).

... ًJََِ ﺹ8ن َأ<ُ) ُه
َ َ َوآ...
their father was a righteous man,
indicates that a righteous person's offspring will
be taken care of, and that the blessing of his
worship will extend to them in this world and in
the Hereafter. This will occur through his
intercession for them, as well as their status
being raised to the highest levels of Paradise, so
that he may find joy in them. This was stated in
the Qur'an and reported in the Sunnah.
Sa`id bin Jubayr narrated from Ibn Abbas:
"They were taken care of because their father
was a righteous man, although it is not stated
that they themselves were righteous.''

... َ8َ آَ َ ُه2ِ ْQ?َ َْ َو َی8ُْ~َ َأﺵُ ُهF َأنْ َیb
َ <> رَا َد َرOََ ...
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your Lord intended that they should attain their age of
full strength and take out their treasure.
Here will is attributed to Allah, the Exalted,
because no one else is able to bring them to the
age of full strength and puberty except Allah.

ُ َ ِ ْ%ُ  َ َردَْ أَنPَ
In contrast, He said about the boy: َ.
 ْ ُ َزآَ ًةK ًْا,
َ َ.ُ ( َر ﺏSo we intended that their Lord
should exchange him for them for one better in
righteousness (18:81)) and concerning the ship:
َ.َ ,ِت َأنْ َأ
 َرَدPَ (So I wished to make a defective
damage in it, (18:79)).
And Allah knows best.

Was Al-Khidr a Prophet
Khidr tells,

... ِْي#"ْ َأ
َ =ُ ?ُ ْ7َ َ َ# َوb
َ <M" رM# ً 8َ ْ1 َر...
as a mercy from your Lord. And I did them not of my
own accord.
Meaning, `These three things that I did, come
from the mercy of Allah for those we have
mentioned, the crew of the ship, the parents of
the boy and the two sons of the righteous man; I
was only commanded to do these things that
were enjoined upon me.'
This is proof and evidence in support of those who say
that Al-Khidr, peace be upon him, was a Prophet, along
with the Ayah which we have already quoted:

ُ "ِ# Eُ َْ8َ"ْ ِ َِ َو#M ً 8َ ْ1 َرEُ ََْ  ءَاTََ ِدF
ِ ْ"#M ًْاF
َ َا2
َ )َ َ
ً8ْ
ِ
Then they found one of Our servants, on whom
We had bestowed mercy from Us, and whom We
had taught knowledge from Us. (18:65)
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Why he was called Al-Khidr
Imam Ahmad recorded that Abu Hurayrah, may Allah be
pleased with him, said that the Prophet said concerning AlKhidr;

=ِ ?ِ ْJَ ْ"#ِ > ?َ َْ ;
َ  َِذَا ِه،ََءqْ<َ  َْوَ ٍةGَ
َ 
َ َ2
َ =ُ َOِ ًاq
ِ ﺥ
َ ;
َ 8M ﺱ
ُ َ8ِإ
َْاءqﺥ
َ
He was called Al-Khidr because he sat on a barren
Farwah that turned white, then it turned green
(Khadra') beneath him.
Imam Ahmad also recorded this from Abdur-Razzaq.
It was also recorded in Sahih Al-Bukhari from Hammam from
Abu Hurayrah that the Messenger of Allah said,

=ِ ?ِ ْJَ ْ"#ِ > ?َ َْ ;
َ  َِذَا ِه،ٍ َْ َوةGَ
َ 
َ َ2
َ =ُ َOِ َ q
ِ Q
َ ْ ; اM8ﺱ
ُ َ8ِإ
َْاءqﺥ
َ
He was called Al-Khidr because he sat on a barren
Farwah and it turned green (Khadra') beneath him.
The meaning of Farwah here is a patch of withered
vegetation.
This was the view of Abdur-Razzaq.
It was also said that it means the face of the earth.
Then Khidr said to Musa,

\٨٢Z ًْاFﺹ
َ =ِ َْ dِyَْ ْ$َ َ# K
ُ ْوِیOَ b
َ ِ َذ...
That is the interpretation of those (things) over which
you could not be patient.
meaning, `this is the explanation of the things
which you could not put up with or be patient
with until I took the initiative of explaining them
to you.'
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When he explained them and made them clear
and solved the confusion, he used a milder form
of the verb, Eِ[ْ$( َﺕyou could).
When the matter was still confusing and very
difficult, a more intensive form was used, "
َ \ُ K َ ُ
َ
ًْا2
َ ِ ْ,<َ
 Eِ[َ ْ$ ِ َ َْ َﺕ%ِ( ِﺏ َْوI will tell you the
interpretation of (those) things over which you
were unable to be patient with). (18:78)
The intensity of the verbal form used reflects the
intensity of the confusion felt. This is like the
Ayah:

Eُ ُ)اْ أَن َی ْ َُو7َـyَْ اﺱ8َ
So they (Ya`juj and Ma`juj) were not able to
scale it, (18:97) which means ascending to its
highest point,

ًFَْ =ُ َ ُْ)ا7َـy?َ َْ اﺱ#َو
nor are they able to dig through it (18:97) which
is more difficult than the former.
The intensity of the verbal form used reflects the
difficulty of the action, which has to do with the
subtleties of meaning. And Allah knows best.
If one were to ask, what happened to the boy-servant of
Musa who appears at the beginning of the story but then
is not mentioned?
The answer is that the objective of the story is what
happened between Musa and Al-Khidr.
Musa's boy-servant was with him, following him. It is
clearly mentioned in the Sahih Hadiths referred to
above that he was Yusha` bin Nun, who was the one
who became the leader of the Children of Israel after
Musa, peace be upon him.
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"
ِ َْ َْ ْ  َ" ذِى اb
َ َ )ُOََْو َی
18:83 And they ask you about Dhul-Qarnayn.

ْ ُ= ِذآًْا#M $َُْ
َ ُْْ)اOَﺱ
َ ْK!ُ
Say: "I shall recite to you something of his story.''

ًFَFﺱ
َ ْ ٍءGﺵ
َ K
M ِ" ُآ# =ُ ض وَ ََْـ
ِ ْرU
h  اGِ =ُ َ َ# ِإ
18:84 Verily, We established him in the earth, and
We gave him the means of everything.

The Story of Dhul-Qarnayn
Allah says to His Prophet,

... b
َ َ )ُOََْو َی
And they ask you, (O Muhammad),

... "
ِ َْ َْ ْ  َ" ذِي ا...
about Dhul-Qarnayn.
i.e., about his story.
We have already mentioned how the disbelievers of
Makkah sent word to the People of the Book and asked
them for some information with which they could test the
Prophet. They (the People of the Book) said, `Ask him
about a man who traveled extensively throughout the
earth, and about some young men who nobody knows
what they did, and about the Ruh (the soul),' then
Surah Al-Kahf was revealed.

\٨٣Z ْ ُ= ِذآًْا#M $َُْ
َ )ُْOَﺱ
َ ْK!ُ ...
Say: "I shall recite to you something of his story.''
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Dhul-Qarnayn had great Power
Allah tells,

... ض
ِ ْرOَْ َ َ ُ= ِ; ا# ِإ
Verily, We established him in the earth,
means, `We have given him great power, so that
he had all that kings could have of might, armies,
war equipment and siege machinery.' So he had
dominion over the east and the west, all countries
and their kings submitted to him, and all the
nations, Arab and non-Arab, served him.
Some of them said he was called Dhul-Qarnayn
(the one with two horns) because he reached the
two "Horns" of the sun, east and west, where it
rises and where it sets.

\٨٤Z ًFFَ ﺱ
َ ﺵ;ْ ٍء
َ K
M ِ" ُآ# Eُ ََْ َ و...
and We gave him the means of everything.
Ibn Abbas, Mujahid, Sa`id bin Jubayr, Ikrimah, AsSuddi, Qatadah, Ad-Dahhak and others said,
"This means knowledge.''

َ ْ ٍءZﺵ
َ
Qatadah also said, ًَ 
the means of everything).

K  ِ ُآHُ َ ْ, َﺕ+َ( وand We gave him

"The different parts and features of the earth.''
Concerning Bilqis, Allah said,

ْ ٍءGﺵ
َ K
M ِ" ُآ# ْ َ ِ َوأُو
she has been given all things. (27:23),
meaning all things that monarchs like her are
given.
Thus too was Dhul-Qarnayn:
Allah gave him the means of all things, meaning
the means and power to conquer all areas,
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regions and countries, to defeat enemies,
suppress the kings of the earth and humiliate the
people of Shirk. He was given all that a man like
him would need.
And Allah knows best.

ًFَFﺱ
َ dَ Fَ ْOََ
18:85 So he followed a way.

"
ٍ ْ
َ Gِ ب
ُ ُ ْ~َ َ َه2
َ  َو
ِ ْ8. ب ا
َ ِ ْ~#َ َ َ<َ  ِإذَاG?َ1
ً#ْ)!َ َ َ ِ َه2
َ  َ ٍ َو َو8ِ 1
َ
18:86 Until, when he reached the setting place of
the sun, he found it setting in a spring of Hami'ah.
And he found near it a people.

ًْ1
ُ ْ$ِ ِ Iَ Q
ِ ?َ  أَنT#ِب َوإ
َ IM 7َ ُ  أَنT#ِ" إ
ِ َْ َْ ْ َا اIُ!َْ ی
We said: "O Dhul-Qarnayn! Either you punish them
or treat them with kindness.''

=ُ <ُ IM 7َ ُ َ =ِ <M  َرGَ ُی َ >د ِإ$ُ4 =ُ <ُ IM 7َ ُ َ)ْف
َ َ $َ َo
َ "#َ #َل أ
َ َ!
َا<ً >ًْاI
َ
18:87 He said: "As for him who does wrong, we
shall punish him, and then he will be brought back
unto his Lord, Who will punish him with a terrible
torment (Hell).''

GَْJ
ُ ْ َ ًء ا2
َ =ُ ََ ًJِ ﺹَـK
َ 8ِ 
َ " َو
َ #َ  ْ"#َ #ََوأ
ْ َِ ُیًْا#"ْ َأ#ِ =ُ َ ل
ُ )َُ ﺱ
َ َو
18:88 "But as for him who believes and works
righteousness, he shall have the best reward, and
we shall speak unto him mild words.''
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His traveling and reaching the Place where the Sun sets (the
West)
Allah tells,

\٨٥Z ًFFَ ﺱ
َ dَ Fَ ْOََ
So he followed a way.
Ibn Abbas said that;
he followed different routes to achieve what he
wanted.
Mujahid said that;
he followed different routes, east and west.
According to one report narrated from Mujahid, he said:
ًَ 
َ (a way),
means, "A route through the land.''
Qatadah said,
"It means he followed the routes and landmarks
of the earth.''

... 
ِ ْ8. ب ا
َ ِ ْ~#َ َ َ<َ  ِإذَاG?َ1
Until, when he reached the setting place of the sun,
means, he followed a route until he reached the
furthest point that could be reached in the
direction of the sun's setting, which is the west of
the earth.
As for the idea of his reaching the place in the sky where
the sun sets, this is something impossible, and the tales
told by storytellers that he traveled so far to the west
that the sun set behind him are not true at all. Most of
these stories come from the myths of the People of the
Book and the fabrications and lies of their heretics.

... ٍ َ 8ِ 1
َ "
ٍ ْ
َ ;ِ ب
ُ ُ ْ~َ َ َه2
َ  َو...
he found it setting in a spring of Hami'ah,
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meaning, he saw the sun as if it were setting in
the ocean. This is something which everyone who
goes to the coast can see: it looks as if the sun is
setting into the sea but in fact it never leaves its
path in which it is fixed.
Hami'ah is, according to one of the two views,
derived from the word Hama'ah, which means
mud.
This is like the Ayah:

ن
ٍ )ُْ# ٍ8َ 1
َ ْ"#M K
ٍ َـ%ْﺹ
َ "M# ًا.
َ <َ ٌwِ ﺥَـGMِإ
"I am going to create a man (Adam) from dried
clay of altered Hama'h (mud). (15:28),
which means smooth mud, as we have discussed
above.

... ً#ْ)!َ َ َ ِ َه2
َ  َو َو...
And he found near it a people.
meaning a nation.
They mentioned that they were a great nation
from among the sons of Adam.

\٨٦Z ًْ1
ُ ْ$ِ ِ Iَ Q
ِ ?َ  أَن#ِب َوإ
َ IM 7َ ُ  أَن#ِ" إ
ِ َْ َْ ْ  ُ!َْ یَ ذَا ا...
We (Allah) said (by inspiration): "O Dhul-Qarnayn! Either
you punish them or treat them with kindness.''
means, Allah gave him power over them and gave
him the choice: if he wanted to, he could kill the
men and take the women and children captive, or
if he wanted to, he could set them free, with or
without a ransom. His justice and faith became
apparent in the ruling he pronounced:

... $َ َo
َ "َ# #َل أ
َ َ!
He said: "As for him who does wrong,
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meaning who persists in his Kufr and
associating others in worship with his Lord,

in

... =ُ <ُ IM 7َ ُ ف
َ ْ)
َ َ ...
we shall punish him,
Qatadah said, i.e., by killing him.

\٨٧Z َا<ً >ًْاI
َ =ُ <ُ IM 7َ ُ َ =ِ <M  َرGَ ُی َ >د ِإ$ُ4 ...
and then he will be brought back unto his Lord, Who will
punish him with a terrible torment.
meaning a severe,
punishment.

far-reaching

and

painful

This implies a confirmation of the Hereafter and
the reward and punishment.

... "
َ #َ  ْ"#َ #ََوأ
But as for him who believes,
meaning `who follows us in our call to worship
Allah Alone with no partner or associate,'

... ًJَِ ﺹK
َ 8ِ 
َ  َو...
and works righteousness,

... GَْJ
ُ ْ َاء ا2
َ =ُ ََ ...
he shall have the best reward,
meaning in the Hereafter, with Allah.

\٨٨Z َ ُیًْا
ِ ْ#"ْ َأ#ِ =ُ َ ل
ُ )َُ ﺱ
َ  َو...
and we (Dhul-Qarnayn) shall speak unto him mild words.
Mujahid said,
`(words of) kindness.'
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ًFَFﺱ
َ dَ Fَ ْ َأ$ُ4
18:89 Then he followed (another) way,

ْ$  َ!)ْ ٍمGَ
َ dُ ُْyَ َ َه2
َ  َو
ِ ْ8.  اdَ ِْy#َ َ َ<َ  ِإذَاG?َ1
ﺱ?ًْا
ِ َِ " دُوM# ْ$ُ Kَ7ْ9َ
18:90 Until, when he came to the rising place of the
sun, he found it rising on a people for whom We
(Allah) had provided no shelter against the sun.

b
َ ِIَ َآ
18:91 So (it was)!

ًْاFﺥ
ُ =ِ َْ َ َی8<ِ َْy1
َ َو َ!ْ َأ
And We knew all about him (Dhul-Qarnayn).

His Journey East
Allah tells;

\٨٩Z ًFFَ ﺱ
َ dَ Fَ ْ َأ$ُ4

... 
ِ ْ8.  اdَ ِْy#َ َ َ<َ  ِإذَاG?َ1
Then he followed (another) way, Until, when he came to
the rising place of the sun,
Allah tells us that Dhul-Qarnayn then traveled from the
west of the earth towards the east. Every time he passed
a nation, he subjugated the people and called them to
Allah. If they obeyed him, all well and good, otherwise
he would humiliate them and take their wealth and
possessions. From every nation he took what his armies
needed to fight the next nation. When he reached the
place where the sun rises, as Allah says,

...  َ!)ْ ٍمGَ
َ dُ ُْyَ َ َه2
َ  َو...
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he found it rising on a people,
meaning a nation,

\٩٠Z ﺱ?ًْا
ِ َِ " دُوM# $ُ Kَ7ْ9َ ْ$ ...
for whom We (Allah) had provided no shelter against the
sun.
meaning, they had no buildings or trees to cover
them and shade them from the heat of the sun.
Qatadah said,
"It was mentioned to us that they were in a land
where nothing grew, so when the sun rose they
would go into tunnels until it had passed its
zenith, then they would come out to go about
their daily lives and earn themselves a living.''

\٩١Z ًْاFﺥ
ُ =ِ َْ َ َی8<ِ َْy1
َ  َو َ!ْ َأb
َ ِIَ َآ
So (it was)!
And We knew all about him.
Mujahid and As-Suddi said,
"This means that Allah knew everything about
him and his army, and nothing was hidden from
Him, even though they came from so many
different nations and lands. For,

 ِءTَ8  اGِ U
َ ض َو
ِ ْرU
h ْءٌ ِ; اGﺵ
َ =ِ َْ
َ Gَ0ْQ َیU
َ
Truly, nothing is hidden from Allah, in the
earth or in the heaven. (3:5)''

ًFَFﺱ
َ dَ Fَ ْ َأ$ُ4
18:92 Then he followed (another) way,
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U ً#ْ)!َ َ8ِ ِ ِ" دُو# َ 2
َ " َو
ِ ْ" ا ی
َ ْ<َ َ َ<َ  ِإذَاG?َ1
U
ً ْ)!َ ن
َ )َُ ْ0ن َی
َ َیَدُو
18:93 Until, when he reached between two
mountains, he found before them a people who
scarcely understood a word.

Gِ ن
َ ُو
ِ ْ0#ُ ج
َ )ُ2ْO#َ ج َو
َ )ُ2ْO" إِن َی
ِ َْ َْ ْ َا اI!َُ)اْ ی
ض
ِ ْرU
hا
18:94 They said: "O Dhul-Qarnayn! Verily, Ya'juj
and Ma'juj are doing great mischief in the land.

ﺱا
َ ْ$ُ َ ْ<َ  َ<ْ ََ َوK
َ 7َ ْ9َ  أَنGَ
َ ً2ْﺥ
َ b
َ َK
ُ 7َ ْ9َ ْKَ َ
Shall we then pay you a tribute in order that you
might erect a barrier between us and them''

ٌْﺥ
َ GM< ِ ِ= َرGMَ# َ# ل
َ َ!
18:95 He said: "That in
established me is better.

which

my

Lord

had

ً#ْْ َرد$ُ َ ْ<َ ْ َو$ُ َ ْ<َ ْK7َ ْ2 ِ<ُ) ٍة َأGِ)ُِOََ
So help me with strength, I will erect between you
and them a barrier.''

ل
َ َ! "
ِ َْ َ % " ا
َ ْ<َ  ِإذَا ﺱَوَىG?َ1 ِ ِیJ
َ ْ  ُز َ< َ اGِ)ُءَا
ًْاy!ِ =ِ َْ
َ ْ ُأْ ِغGِ)ُ ل
َ َ! َ ُ= َرًا7َ 2
َ  ِإذَاG?َ1 ُْ)اQ0ُ ا
18:96 "Give me Zubar of iron;'' then, when he had
filled up the gap between the two mountain-cliffs,
he said: "Blow;'' then when he had made them (red
as) fire, he said: "Bring me Qitran to pour over
them.''
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His Journey to the Land of Ya'juj and Ma'juj, and building
the Barrier
Allah says of Dhul-Qarnayn:

\٩٢Z ًFFَ ﺱ
َ dَ Fَ ْ َأ$ُ4

... "
ِ ْ" ا ی
َ ْ<َ َ َ<َ  ِإذَاG?َ1
Then he followed (another) way. Until, when he reached
between two mountains,
meaning, he traveled from the east of the earth
until he reached a place between the two
mountains which were next to one another with a
valley in between, from which Ya'juj and Ma'juj
(Gog and Magog) will emerge into the land of the
Turks and spread mischief there, destroying crops
and people.
Ya'juj and Ma'juj are among the progeny of Adam,
peace be upon him, as was recorded in the Two Sahihs;

 یَ  َد ُم:ل
ُ )ُ َیGََ7َ p
َ إِن ا
b
َ ْْ َی7ﺱ
َ  َوb
َ ْFَ :ل
ُ )َُ َ
،ِ ا رe
َ ْ7<َ ْe7َ ْ< ا:ل
ُ )َُ َ
 ا رِ؟e
ُ ْ7<َ َ# َو:ل
ُ )َُ َ
ٌ1
ِ  ا  ِر َووَاGَن ِإ
َ )ُ7ِْ ٌ َو7َ ِْ َ ٍ َوSِ87ُ ِْ &
ٍ ْ  َأK
M "ْ ُآ#ِ :ل
ُ )َُ َ
،َِ9ْ  اGَِإ
 إِن:ل
َ ََ .ََْ81
َ K
ٍ ْ81
َ ت
ِ  ذَاK
>  ُآdُ q
َ َ ~ِ ُ َو%  اD
ُ ِ. َیIٍ ِ َ ِJَ
ُ)ج2ْO#َ ج َو
َ )ُ2ْO َیEُ ََ Pَﺵ;ْ ٍء ِإ  آ
َ ;ِ َ?َ ََ آ# "
ِ ْ?#ُْ أ$ُ ِ
"Allah said: "O Adam.''
Adam said, "Here I am at Your service.''
Allah said, "Send forth the group of Hellfire.''
Adam said, "What is the group of Hellfire?"
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Allah said: "Out of every thousand, nine hundred
and ninety-nine will go to Hell and one will go to
Paradise.''
At that time young men will turn grey and every
pregnant female will drop her load. Among you
are two nations who never come to anything but
they overwhelm it with their huge numbers.
(They are) Ya'juj and Ma'juj.''

\٩٣Z ًْ)!َ ن
َ )َُ ْ0ن َی
َ ً  َیَدُو#ْ)!َ َ8ِ ِ ِ" دُو# َ 2
َ  َو...
he found before them a people who scarcely understood
a word.
he could not understand their speech, because
they were so isolated from other people.

K
ُ 7َ ْ9َ ْKَ َ ض
ِ ْرOَْ ن ِ; ا
َ ُو
ِ ْ0#ُ ج
َ )ُ2ْOَ#ج َو
َ )ُ2ْO" إِن َی
ِ َْ َْ ْ !َُ)ا یَ ذَا ا
... ً2ْﺥ
َ b
َ َ
They said: "O Dhul-Qarnayn! Verily, Ya'juj and Ma'juj
are doing great mischief in the land. Shall we then pay
you a tribute''
Ibn Jurayj reported from Ata' from Ibn Abbas that;
this meant a great reward, i.e., they wanted to
collect money among themselves to give to him
so that he would create a barrier between them
and Ya'juj and Ma'juj.

\٩٤Z ﺱا
َ ْ$ُ َ ْ<َ  َ<ْ ََ َوK
َ 7َ ْ9َ  أَنGَ
َ ...
in order that you might erect a barrier between
us and them''
Dhul-Qarnayn said with kindness, righteousness and
good intentions,

... ٌْﺥ
َ ;M<; ِ ِ= َرMَ# َ# ل
َ َ!
He said: "That in which my Lord had established me is
better (than your tribute).
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meaning, the power and authority that Allah has
given me is better for me than what you have
collected.
This is like when Suleiman (Solomon), peace be
upon him, said:

ْ$ُ  ءَاَـT8M# ٌْﺥ
َ =ُ   اGِ ءَاَـTَ8َ ل
ٍ َ8<ِ "
ِ َ >و8ِ ُ َأ
Will you help me in wealth What Allah has given
me is better than that which He has given you!
(27:36)
Similarly, Dhul-Qarnayn said:
`What I have is better than what you want to
give me, but help me with strength,’ i.e., with
your labor and construction equipment,

... ُِ)ِ; ِ<ُ) ٍةOَ َ ...
So help me with strength,

\٩٥Z ً#ْرد
َ ْ$ُ َ ْ<َ ْ َو$ُ َ ْ<َ ْK7َ ْ2 َأ...

... ِ ِیJ
َ ْ ُ)ِ; ُز َ< َ ا
I will erect between you and them a barrier. Give me
Zubar of iron,
Zubar is the plural of Zubrah, which means
pieces or chunks of something.
This was the view of Ibn Abbas, Mujahid and
Qatadah.
These pieces were like bricks or blocks, and it was
said that each block weighed one Damascene
Qintar or more.

... "
ِ َْ َ % " ا
َ ْ<َ  ِإذَا ﺱَوَىG?َ1 ...
then, when he had filled up the gap between the two
mountain-cliffs,
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means, he put the blocks on top of one another,
starting at the bottom, until he reached the tops
of the mountains, filling the width and height of
the gap.
The scholars differed about the precise width and
height.

... ُ)اQ0ُ ل ا
َ َ! ...
he said: “Blow;’’
means, he lit a fire until the whole thing was
burning hot.

... َ ُ= َرًا7َ 2
َ  ِإذَاG?َ1 ...
then when he had made them (red as) fire,

\٩٦Z ًْاy!ِ =ِ َْ
َ ْل ُ)ِ; ُأْ ِغ
َ َ! ...
he said: “Bring me Qitran to pour over them.’’
Ibn Abbas, Mujahid, `krimah, Ad-Dahhak, Qatadah and
As-Suddi said:
it was copper.
Some of them added that it was molten.
This is similar to the Ayah:

ِ ْyِ ْ " ا
َ ْ
َ =ُ َ َْﺱ
َ َوَأ
And We caused a fount of Qitran to flow for him.
(34:12)
So it resembled a striped cloak.

ًFَْ =ُ َ ُْ)ا7َـy?َ َْ اﺱ# َوEُ ُ)اْ أَن َی ْ َُو7َـyَْ اﺱ8َ
18:97 So they could not scale it or dig through it.
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=ُ َ7َ 2
َ GM< َء َوْ ُ َرTَ2  َِذَاGM<" رM# ٌ8َ ْ1َا َرIل هَـ
َ َ!
ًّ 1
َ GM<ن َوْ ُ َر
َ َ َء َوآTَدآ
18:98 He said: "This is a mercy from my Lord, but
when the promise of my Lord comes, He shall
Dakka' it down to the ground. And the promise of
my Lord is ever true.

Gِ 
َ 0ِ ُ  َو
ٍ ْ7<َ Gِ ج
ُ )ُ8 َیIٍ ِ #َ ْ)ْ َی$ُ q
َ ْ7<َ ََْو َ َآ
ً7ْ82
َ ْ$ُ َْـ78َ 9
َ َ >) ِر% ا
18:99 And on that Day, We shall leave some of them
to surge like waves on one another; and the
Trumpet will be blown, and We shall collect them
(the creatures) all together.

The Barrier restrains Them, but It will be breached when the
Hour draws nigh
Allah tells us that Ya'juj and Ma'juj could not climb over the
barrier or penetrate its lower portion. Varying forms of the verb
are used here in the Arabic text to reflect the difficulty of the
action referred to.

\٩٧Z ًFَْ =ُ َ َُ)اy?َ َْ اﺱ# َوEُ َُ)ا أَن َی ْ َُوyَْ اﺱ8َ
So they (Ya'juj and Ma'juj) could not scale it or dig
through it.
This indicates that they could not penetrate it or
dig through it.
Imam Ahmad recorded that Zaynab bint Jahsh, the wife
of the Prophet said,
"The Prophet woke from sleep, and he was red in
the face.
He said,
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"ْ َردْ ِم#ِ  ا ْ َ)ْ َم
َ ?ِ ُ ب
َ َ ?َ ْ!ﺵ َ َ! ِ ا
َ "
ْ #ِ ب
ِ َ 7َ ِْ ٌKْ َویp
ُ َ ِإَ َ= ِإ  ا
َاI َهK
ُ ْP#ِ ج
َ )ُ2ْO#َ ج َو
َ )ُ2ْOَی
La ilaha illallah! Woe to the Arabs from the evil
that has approached (them). Today a hole has
been opened in the barrier of Ya'juj and Ma'juj
like this.
and he made a circle with his index finger and
thumb. I (Zaynab) said, `O Messenger of Allah,
will we be destroyed even though there will be
righteous people among us?'
He said:

eَFQ
َ ْ  َ اPُ ْ ِإذَا َآ$7َ َ
Yes, if evil increases.''
This is a Sahih Hadith, both Al-Bukhari and
Muslim recorded it.

... ;M<" رM# ٌ8َ ْ1َا َرIل َه
َ َ!
(Dhul-Qarnayn) said: "This is a mercy from my Lord...''
meaning, after it was built by Dhul-Qarnayn.

;M<" رM# ٌ8َ ْ1َا َرIل َه
َ َ!
He said: This is a mercy from my Lord,
for the people, when he placed a barrier
between them and Ya'juj and Ma'juj, to
stop them from spreading evil and
corruption on earth.

... ;M<َء َوْ ُ َر2  َِذَا...
but when the promise of my Lord comes,
means, when the true promise comes.

... َ ُ= دَآء7َ 2
َ ...
He shall Dakka' it down to the ground.
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means, will make it flat.
The Arabs use Dakka' to describe a female camel
whose back is flat and has no hump.
And Allah says:

َ ُ= َدآ7َ 2
َ K
ِ Fَ 9
َ ِْ =ُ <>  َرGَ9َ 8ََ
So when his Lord appeared to the mountain, He
made it Dakkan. (7:143)
meaning, level to the ground.

\٩٨Z 1
َ ;M<ن َوْ ُ َر
َ َ َوآ...
And the promise of my Lord is ever true.
means, it will come to pass without a doubt.

... ْ$ُ q
َ ْ7<َ ََْو َ َآ
We shall leave some of them,
meaning mankind, on that day, the day when the
barrier will be breached and these people (Ya'juj
and Ma'juj) will come out surging over mankind
to destroy their wealth and property.

... 
ٍ ْ7<َ ;ِ ج
ُ )ُ8 َیIٍ ِ #َ ْ)ْ َی$ُ q
َ ْ7<َ ََْو َ َآ
We shall leave some of them to surge like waves on one
another;
As-Suddi said:
"That is when they emerge upon the people.''
All of this will happen before the Day of
Resurrection and after the Dajjal, as we will
explain when discussing the Ayat:

ن
َ )ُ
ِ َب ی
ٍ َ 1
َ K
M " ُآM# ْ$ج َو ُه
ُ )ُ2ْO#َ ج َو
ُ )ُ2ْO ْ َیJ
َ ?ِ ُ  ِإذَاG?َ1
w
>J
َ ْ ب ا ْ َ)ْ ُ ا
َ َ ?َ ْ!وَا
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Until, when Ya'juj and Ma'juj are let loose, and
they swoop down from every Hadab. And the
true promise shall draw near... (21:96-97)

... >) ِر%  ِ; ا
َ 0ِ ُ  َو...
and As-Sur will be blown.
As-Sur, as explained in the Hadith, is a horn that is
blown into. The one who will blow into it is (the angel)
Israfil, peace be upon him, as has been explained in the
Hadith quoted at length above, and there are many
Hadiths on this topic.
According to a Hadith narrated from Atiyah from Ibn
Abbas and Abu Sa`id, and attributed to the Prophet,

dَ 8َ ?َ ْْ َ َ? ُ= وَاﺱF2
َ Gَ1
َ ن َو
َ َْ ْ  ا$َ َ ?َ ْ ن َ! ِ ا
ِ َْ ْ  اD
ُ 1
ِ َ َوﺹ$ُ 7َ ْ& َأ
َ َْآ
 ُ ؟#َ ْL ُیGَ?#َ
How can I relax when the one with the Horn has
put the Horn in his mouth and has knelt down,
listening out for the command to be given to him?
They said, "What should we say?"
He said:

َْ َ)َآp
ِ  اGَ
َ K
ُ ِ ا ْ َ)آ$َ ْ7ِ  َوp
ُ َُ اFْ1
َ :!ُ)ُ)ا
Say: "Allah is Sufficient for us and the best
Disposer of affairs, in Allah have we put our
trust.''

\٩٩Z ً7ْ82
َ ْ$َْ ُه78َ 9
َ َ ...
and We shall collect them (the creatures) all together.
means, `We shall bring them all together for
Reckoning.'

"
َ ﺥِی
ِU
h " وَا
َ ِوhUْ إِن اK!ُ
ُْ) ٍم7# َِـ ِ َی)ْ ٍم# Gَن ِإ
َ )ُ)ُ8ْ98َ َ
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Say: "(Yes) verily, those of old, and those of later
times. All will surely be gathered together for
appointed meeting of a known Day. (56:49-50)

ًَا1ْ َأ$ُ ْ#ِ ْْ ُ~َ ِدر$ََ ْ$ُ َْـ.
َ1
َ َو
and we shall gather them all together so as to
leave not one of them behind. (18:47)

ً6ْ
َ "
َ ِی0ِ َْـM Iٍ ِ #َ ْ) َی$َ َ2
َ َْ6َ 
َ َو
18:100 And on that Day We shall present Hell to the
disbelievers, plain to view.

U
َ ْ ٍء َ" ِذآِْى َوآَُ)اTَy|
ِ Gِ ْ$ُ ُ ُ ْ" آَ َ ْ َأ
َ ِیI ا
ً7ْ8ﺱ
َ ن
َ )ُ7ِy?َ َْی
18:101 (To) those whose eyes had been under a
covering from My Reminder, and they could not
bear to hear (it).

Gِِ" دُو# َدِىF
ِ ُْواIQ
ِ ?َُواْ أَن ی0َ " َآ
َ ِیI  اD
َ 
ِJ
َ َ َأ
 َءTََِْأو
18:102 Do then those who disbelieved think that
they can take My servants as Awliya' (protectors)
besides Me!

U
ً ُ ُ "
َ ِی0ِ  َِْـ$َ َ2
َ َْ?َ ْ َأTِإ
Verily, We have prepared Hell as an entertainment
for the disbelievers.

Hell will be displayed before the Disbelievers on the Day of
Resurrection
Allah says:

\١٠٠Z ً6ْ
َ "
َ َْ ِِیM Iٍ ِ #َ ْ) َی$َ َ2
َ َْ6َ 
َ َو
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And on that Day We shall
disbelievers, plain to view.

present

Hell

to

the

Allah tells us what He will do to the disbelievers
on the Day of Resurrection. He will show Hell to
them, meaning He will bring it forth for them to
see its punishment and torment before they enter
it. This will intensify their distress and grief.
In Sahih Muslim it is recorded that Ibn Mas`ud said,
"The Messenger of Allah said,

َ ٍم# ِزK
M  ُآdَ #َ ،َ ٍم#& ِز
َ ْ " َأ
َ ِ7ْF
َ <ِ ِ #َ َِ ْ  َُ ُد َی)ْ َم ا$َ َ9
َ <ِ GَْLُی
bَ#َ &
َ ْ ن َأ
َ )ُ7ْFﺱ
َ
Hell will be brought forth on the Day of
Resurrection, pulled by means of seventy
thousand reins, each of which will be held by
seventy thousand angels.
Then Allah says of them:

... َء َ" ِذآِْيy|
ِ ;ِ ْ$ُ ُُ ْ" آَ َ ْ َأ
َ ِیI ا
(To) those whose eyes had been under a covering from
My Reminder,
meaning, they neglected it, turning a blind eye
and a deaf ear to it, refusing to accept guidance
and follow the truth.
As Allah says:

ٌ"ًَ َ ُ َ) َ ُ= َ!ِیyْﺵ
َ =ُ َ ْM َ ُ "
ِ َـ8ْ1  َ" ِذآْ ِ ا
ُ ْ7َ" َی#َو
And whosoever turns away blindly from the
remembrance of the Most Gracious, We appoint
for him a Shaytan to be a companion for him.
(43:36)
And here Allah says:

\١٠١Z ً7ْ8ﺱ
َ ن
َ )ُ7ِy?َ ْ َوآَُ)ا َ َی...
and they could not bear to hear (it).
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meaning, they did not understand the commands
and prohibitions of Allah.
Then He says:

... ِ" دُوِ; َأوَِْء# َدِيF
ِ ُواIQ
ِ ?َُوا أَن ی0َ " َآ
َ ِیI  اD
َ 
ِJ
َ َ َأ
Do then those who disbelieved think that they can take
My servants as Awliya' (protectors) besides Me!
meaning, do they think that this is right for them
and that it is going to benefit them!

 ًّا6
ِ ْ$ِ َْ
َ ن
َ )ُ)ُْ َو َی$ِ ِ َ َـF7ِ <ِ ن
َ ُو0ُ َْ ﺱ
َ iَآ
Nay, but they will deny their worship of them,
and become opponents to them. (19:82)

\١٠٢Z ً
ُ ُ "
َ  َِْ ِِی$َ َ2
َ َْ?َ ْ إِ َأ...
Verily, We have prepared Hell as an entertainment for
the disbelievers.
Allah says that He has prepared Hell as their
abode on the Day of Resurrection.

i
ً َـ8ْ" َأ
َ ِی
َ ْﺥU
h ِ< $ُُ FM َ ُ ْKْ َهK!ُ
18:103 Say: "Shall We tell you the greatest losers in
respect of (their) deeds!''

ْ$ُ َن أ
َ )ُF
َ ْJْ َی$َ) ِة ا >َْ َو ُهJ
َ ْ  اGِ ْ$ُ ُ ْ7ﺱ
َ Kَ6 "
َ ِیI ا
ً7ْﺹ
ُ ن
َ )ُ
ِ ْJُی
18:104 "Those whose efforts have been wasted in
this life while they thought that they were acquiring
good by their deeds.''
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ْ y
َ Fِ J
َ َ =ِ Sِ َِْ َو$ِ <M ُواْ ِ<ـَیَـ ِ َر0َ " َآ
َ ِیI  اb
َ ِ ُأوَْـ
ًْ ِ َوز8َ ْ َی)ْ َم ا ْ ِ َـ$ُ َ $ُ ُِ i
َ َ ْ$ُ َُ8َْأ
18:105 "They are those who deny the Ayat of their
Lord and the meeting with Him. So their works are
in vain, and on the Day of Resurrection, We shall
assign no weight for them.''

Gِﺱ
ُ  َو ُرGِ?ُواْ ءَایَـIQ
َ ُواْ وَا0َ َ َآ8<ِ $ُ َ2
َ ْ$َ ُؤ ُه2
َ b
َ َِذ
ُهُوًا
18:106 "That shall be their recompense, Hell;
because they disbelieved and took My Ayat and My
Messengers for jest.''

The Greatest Losers in respect of (Their) Deeds
Al-Bukhari recorded from Amr that Mus`ab who said:
"I asked my father -- meaning Sa`d bin Abi Waqqas -about Allah's saying,

\١٠٣Z ًَ8ْ" َأ
َ ِی
َ ْﺥOَْ ِ< ْ$ُ ُFM َ ُ ْKْ َهK!ُ
Say: "Shall We tell you the greatest losers in
respect of (their) deeds!''
`Are they the Haruriyyah?'
He said, `No, they are the Jews and Christians.
•

As for the Jews, they disbelieved in Muhammad,
and

•

as for the Christians, they disbelieved in Paradise
and said that there is no food or drink there, and

•

the Haruriyyah are those who break Allah's
covenant after ratifying it.'

Sa`d used to call them Al-Fasiqin (the corrupt).
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Ali bin Abi Talib, Ad-Dahhak and others said:
"They are the Haruriyyah,''
so this means, that according to Ali, may Allah be
pleased with him, this Ayah includes the Haruriyyah
just as it includes the Jews, the Christians and others.
This does not mean that the Ayah was revealed
concerning any of these groups in particular; it is more
general than that, because the Ayah was revealed in
Makkah, before the Qur'an addressed the Jews and
Christians, and before the Khawarij existed at all.
So the Ayah is general and refers to everyone who
worships Allah in a way that is not acceptable, thinking
that he is right in doing that and that his deeds will be
accepted, but he is mistaken and his deeds will be
rejected, as Allah says:

ٌ7َ .
ِ  ﺥَـIٍ ِ #َ ْ)ٌ َیE)ُ2ُو
ٌFَ ﺹ
ِ  ٌَ#ِ َ
ً َ #ِ َ1  َرًاGَْ%َ
Some faces, that Day will be humiliated.
Laboring, weary. They will enter in the hot blazing
Fire. (88:2-4)

ُ)رًاP#  ًءTَF َهEُ َْ7َ 9
َ َ K
ٍ 8َ 
َ ْ"#ِ ُْ)ا8ِ 
َ َ# Gَ ِإTَْ#ِ !َ َو
And We shall turn to whatever deeds they did,
and We shall make such deeds as scattered
floating particles of dust. (25:23)

G?َ1  ًءTَ# ن
ُ Tْ8  ُ= اFُ 
َ ْJ ٍ َی7َ ِ<ِ ب
ٍ َا
َ ْ َآ$ُ َُـ8ُْواْ َأ0َ " َآ
َ ِیI وَا
ًْﺵ
َ Eُ ْ9
ِ ْ َی$َ Eُ  َءTَ2 ِإذَا
As for those who disbelieved, their deeds are like
a mirage in a desert. The thirsty one thinks it to
be water, until he comes up to it, he finds it to be
nothing. (24:39)
And in this Ayah Allah says:
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... ْ$ُ ُFM َ ُ ْKْ َهK!ُ
Say: "Shall We tell you...''
meaning, `Shall We inform you;'

\١٠٣Z ًَ8ْ" َأ
َ ِی
َ ْﺥOَْ ِ< ...
the greatest losers in respect of (their) deeds.
Then Allah explains who they are, and says:

... َْ> َ ِة اJ
َ ْ ْ ِ; ا$ُ ُْ7ﺱ
َ Kَ6 "
َ ِیI ا
Those whose efforts have been wasted in this life,
meaning, they did deeds that do not count, deeds
that are not in accordance with the prescribed
way that is acceptable to Allah.

\١٠٤Z ً7ْﺹ
ُ ن
َ )ُ
ِ ْJْ ُی$ُ َن أ
َ )ُF
َ ْJْ َی$ َو ُه...
while they thought that they were acquiring good by
their deeds.
means, they thought that there was some basis
for their deeds and that they were accepted and
loved.

... =ِ Sِ َِْ َو$ِ <Mت َر
ِ َیTِ< ُوا0َ " َآ
َ ِیI  اb
َ ِ َأُو
They are those who deny the Ayat of their Lord and the
meeting with Him.
they denied the signs of Allah in this world, the
proofs that He has established of His Oneness and
of the truth of His Messengers, and they denied
the Hereafter.

... ْ$ُ َُ8ْ ْ َأy
َ Fِ J
َ َ ...
So their works are in vain,

\١٠٥Z ًْ ِ َوز#َ َِ ْ ْ َی)ْ َم ا$ُ َ $ُ ُِ ََ ...
and on the Day of Resurrection, We shall assign no
weight for them.
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means, `We will not make their Balance heavy
because it is empty of any goodness.'
Al-Bukhari recorded that Abu Hurayrah said that the
Messenger of Allah said:

p
ِ ْ َ ا
ِ ن
ُ ِ  ِ َ َی#َ َِ ْ " َی)ْ َم ا
ُ ِ8  ا$ُ ِ 7َ ْ  اK
ُ2
ُ  ِْ; اOَ َ =ُ ِإ
:ْ$?ُ ْﺵ
ِ ْ ا!ْ َءُوا ِإن:ل
َ َ! ٍ َو6
َ )ُ7<َ ح
َ َ2
َ
ًْ ِ َوز#َ َِ ْ ْ َی)ْ َم ا$ُ َ $ُ ُِ ََ
A huge fat man will come forward on the Day of
Resurrection and he will weigh no more than the
wing of a gnat to Allah. Recite, if you wish:
and on the Day of Resurrection, We shall
assign no weight for them.
It was also recorded by Muslim.

... ُوا0َ َ َآ8<ِ $ُ َ2
َ ْ$َا ُؤ ُه2
َ b
َ َِذ
That shall be their recompense, Hell; because they
disbelieved,
means, `We will punish them with that because
of their disbelief and because they took the signs
and Messengers of Allah as a joke, mocking them
and disbelieving them in the worst way.'

\١٠٦Z وًا
ُ ﺱِ; ُه
ُ ُوا یَِ; َو ُرIQ
َ  وَا...
and took My Ayat and My Messengers for jest.''

ُ َـ2 ْ$ُ َ ْ َ َت آ
ِ َJِـ% ُ)اْ ا8ِ 
َ ُ)اْ َو#َ " ءَا
َ ِیI إِن ا
U
ً ُ ُ س
ِ ْْ َدو0ِ ْ ا
18:107 "Verily, those who believe and do righteous
deeds, shall have the Gardens of Al-Firdaws for
their entertainment.''
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U
ً )َ 1
ِ َْ
َ ن
َ )ُ~ْF َیU
َ َِ "
َ ﺥَـِِی
18:108 "Wherein they shall dwell (forever). No
desire will they have for removal therefrom.''

The Reward of the Righteous Believers
Allah says:

ًُ ُ س
ِ ْْ َدو0ِ ْ ت ا
ُ َ2 ْ$ُ َ ْ َ َت آ
ِ َJِ% ُ)ا ا8ِ 
َ ُ)ا َو#َ  "
َ ِیI إِن ا
\١٠٧Z
"Verily, those who believe and do righteous deeds, shall
have
the
Gardens
of
Al-Firdaws
for
their
entertainment.''
Allah tells us about His blessed servants, those
who believed in Allah and His Messengers and
accepted as truth what the Messengers brought.
He tells us that they will have the Gardens of AlFirdaws (Paradise).
Abu Umamah said,
"Al-Firdaws is the center of Paradise.''
Qatadah said,
"Al-Firdaws is a hill in Paradise, at its center, the
best of it.''
This was also narrated from Samurah and attributed to
the Prophet,

َُ
َ ْ1َ َوَأy
ُﺱ
َ َْ ِ َأو9ْ س َر<ْ َ) ُة ا
ُ ْْ َدو0ِ ْ ا
Al-Firdaws is a hill in Paradise, at its center, the
best of it.
A similar report was narrated from Qatadah from Anas
bin Malik, and attributed to the Prophet.
All of the preceding reports were narrated by Ibn Jarir,
may Allah have mercy on him.
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The following is in the Sahih,


ُﺱ
َ َْ ِ َوَأو9ْ  اGَْس َِ ُ= َأ
َ ْْ َدو0ِ ْ  اEُ )ُOَْ َﺱ،ََ9ْ  اp
َ  ا$ُ ?ُ ْ Oَﺱ
َ ِإذَا
َ9ْ  ُ َأَْ ُر ا9َ0َ =ُ ْ#ِ  َو،َِ9ْ ا
If you ask Allah for Paradise, then ask Him for AlFirdaws, for it is the highest part of Paradise, in
the middle of Paradise, and from it spring the
rivers of Paradise.

ً;ُ ُ (entertainment),
means offered to them as hospitality.

... َِ "
َ ﺥَِِی
Wherein they shall dwell (forever).
means, they will stay there and never leave.

\١٠٨Z ً)َ 1
ِ َْ
َ ن
َ )ُ~ْF َ َی...
No desire will they have for removal therefrom.
means, they will never choose or want anything
else.
This Ayah tells us how much they love and desire
it, even though one might imagine that a person
who is to stay in one place forever would get tired
and bored of it. But Allah tells us that despite this
eternal stay, they will never choose to change or
move from where they are.

 أَنK
َ ْF!َ ُ ْJFَ ْ  َ ا0ِ َ َ GM<َـ ِ َر8َِ M َادًا#ِ ُ ْJFَ ْ ن ا
َ َ )ْ آKُ!
َدًا#َ =ِ ِْP8ِ <ِ َْ2
ِ ْ)َ َوGM<َـ ُ َر8ِ َ َآ0َ َ
18:109 Say: "If the sea were ink for the Words of
my Lord, surely, the sea would be exhausted before
the Words of my Lord would be finished, even if We
brought like it for its aid.''
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The Words of the Lord can never be finished
Allah says:

;M<ت َر
ُ َ8ِ َ َآ0َ َ  أَنK
َ ْF!َ ُ ْJFَ ْ  َ ا0ِ ََ ;M<ت َر
ِ َ8َِ M َادًا#ِ ُ ْJFَ ْ ن ا
َ َ )ْ آKُ!
\١٠٩Z  َدًا#َ =ِ ِْP8ِ <ِ َْ2
ِ ْ)ََو
Say: "If the sea were ink for the Words of my Lord,
surely, the sea would be exhausted before the Words of
my Lord would be finished, even if We brought like it for
its aid.''
Allah says: `Say, O Muhammad, if the water of
the sea were ink for a pen to write down the
words, wisdom and signs of Allah, the sea would
run dry before it all could be written down.

=ِ ِْP8ِ <ِ َْ2
ِ ْ)َ َو...
even if We brought like it.
means, another sea, then another, and so on,
additional seas to be used for writing. The Words
of Allah would still never run out.
As Allah says:

Eِ ِ ْ7<َ "ِ# Eُ > 8ُ ْ ُ َیJFَ ْ مٌ وَاi
َ ْ! َ ٍة َأ9
َﺵ
َ "ِ# ض
ِ ْرU
h  اGِ َ8ََوَ)ْ أ
ٌ$ِ1
َ ٌِی
َ =َ  َـ ُ ا  ِ= إِن ا8ِِ َتْ َآ0َ # ٍ J
ُ ْ< ُ َأ7َ ْFﺱ
َ
And if all the trees on the earth were pens and
the sea (were ink), with seven seas behind it to
increase it, yet the Words of Allah would not be
exhausted. Verily, Allah is All-Mighty, All-Wise.
(31:27)
Ar-Rabi` bin Anas said,
"The parable of the knowledge of all of mankind,
in comparison to the knowledge of Allah, is that of
a drop of water in comparison to all of the
oceans.''
Allah revealed that:

;M<ت َر
ُ َ8ِ َ َآ0َ َ  أَنK
َ ْF!َ ُ ْJFَ ْ  َ ا0ِ ََ ;M<ت َر
ِ َ8َِ M َادًا#ِ ُ ْJFَ ْ ن ا
َ َ )ْ آKُ!
...
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Say: "If the sea were ink for the Words of my Lord,
surely, the sea would be exhausted before the Words of
my Lord would be finished,
Allah says that even if those oceans were ink for
the Words of Allah, and all the trees were pens,
the pens would be broken and the water of the
sea would run dry, and the Words of Allah would
remain, for nothing can outlast them. For no one
can comprehend the greatness of Allah or praise
Him as He deserves to be praised, except the One
Who praises Himself.
Our Lord is as He says He is and He is beyond
what we can say.
The blessings of this world, the beginning and end
of it, in comparison to the blessings of the
Hereafter, are like a mustard seed compared to
the entire world.

ٌ1
ِ ْ ِإَـ=ٌ وَا$ُ ُ  ِإَـTَ8َ أGَ ِإGَ1)ُْ ی$ُ ُْP#M ٌ.
َ <َ َْ  َأTَ8ِْ إK!ُ
U
َ ً َوJِ ﺹَـi
ً 8َ 
َ ْK8َ ْ7َ َْ =ِ <M  َء َرTَِ )ُ2ْن َی
َ ََ" آ8َ
َا1
َ < ِ= َأM َ َد ِة َرF7ِ <ِ ْْ ِك.ُی
18:110 Say: "I am only a man like you. It has been
revealed to me that your God is One God. So
whoever hopes for the meeting with his Lord, let
him work righteousness and associate none as a
partner in the worship of his Lord.''

Muhammad is a Human Being and a Messenger, and the God
is One
Allah says to His Messenger Muhammad,

... ْK!ُ
Say,
to these idolators who reject your message to
them,
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... ْ$ُ ُْP#M ٌ.
َ <َ ََ َأ8ِ إ...
I am only a man like you.
Whoever claims that I am lying, let him bring
something like this that I have brought. For I did
not know the Unseen, the matters of the past
which you asked me about and I told you about,
the story of the people of the Cave and of DhulQarnayn, stories which are true -- I did not know
any of this except for what Allah made known to
me. And I tell you,

... ;َ ِإGَ1)ُ ی...
It has been revealed to me,

.... ْ$ُ ُ ََ ِإ8َ أ...
that your God,
Who calls you to worship Him,

... ٌ1
ِ  ِإَ=ٌ وَا..
is One God,
with no partner or associate.

... =ِ <M ُ) َِء َر2ْن َی
َ ََ" آ8َ ...
So whoever hopes for the meeting with his Lord,
i.e., hopes for a good reward and recompense,

... ًJًَِ ﺹ8َ 
َ ْK8َ ْ7َ َْ ...
let him work righteousness,
meaning, in accordance with the prescribed laws
of Allah,

\١١٠Z ًا1
َ < ِ= َأM َ َد ِة َرF7ِ <ِ ْْ ِك. َوَ ُی...
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and associate none as a partner in the worship of his
Lord.
This is what is meant by seeking the pleasure of Allah
alone with no associate or partner. These are the two
basic features of acceptable deeds: their intent is for the
sake of Allah alone, and are done in accordance with the
way of the Messenger of Allah.
Imam Ahmad recorded that Mahmud bin Labid said that
the Messenger of Allah said:

َ~ْﺹOَْ ك ا
ُ ْ.
M  ا$ُ ُ َْ
َ ف
َ ََ َأﺥ# ف
َ )َ ْإِن َأﺥ
What I fear the most for you is the small Shirk."
They said: What is the small Shirk, O Messenger
of Allah!''
He said,

،ُیَءM ا
Gَُ)ا ِإF اذْ َه:ْ$ِ َِ8ْOَ<ِ س
َ  ى ا
َ َ 2
َ  ِ ِإذَا#َ َِ ْ  َی)ْمَ اp
ُ ل ا
ُ )َُی
ْ$ْ َ ُه
ِ ن
َ ُو9
ِ َ ْK َْ ُُوا َه،َْ> ن ِ; ا
َ ْ َُاءُو$?ُ ْ" ُآ
َ ِیI ا
َاء ً؟2
َ
Showing off (Ar-Riya').
Allah will say on the Day of Resurrection, when
the people are rewarded or punished for their
deeds, "Go to the one for whom you were
showing off in the world and see if you will find
any reward with him.''
Imam Ahmad recorded that Abu Sa`id bin Abi Fadalah
Al-Ansari, who was one of the Companions, said:
"I heard the Messenger of Allah say,

=ِ ِ D
َ ْ ِ ِ َ)ْ ٍم َ َری#َ َِ ْ " ِ َ)ْ ِم ا
َ ﺥِی
ِ Tْ " وَا
َ َِوOْ  اp
ُ  اdَ 8َ 2
َ ِإذَا
ْDُْyَ َْ ًا1
َ  َأp
ِ =ُ َ8ِ 
َ K
ٍ 8َ 
َ ;ِ ك
َ َ ْن َأﺵ
َ َ"ْ آ#َ :َ ٍد#ُ َدَى
ْك.
M "ا
ِ
َ  َآَ ِء.
>  اGَْ| َأp
َ  َِن ا،ِp|ْ ِ ا
َ ِ ْ
ِ ْ"#ِ =ُ <َ )َا4َ
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Allah will gather the first and the last on the Day
of Resurrection, the Day concerning which there
is no doubt. A voice will call out, "Whoever used
to associate anyone with Allah in the deeds which
he did, let him seek his reward from someone
other than Allah, for Allah is the least in need of
any partner or associate.
It was also recorded by At-Tirmidhi and Ibn
Majah.
This is the end of the Tafsir of Surah Al-Kahf. Praise be to
Allah, the Lord of all that exists.
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